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PURE-CLAY
MASKS

NEW

FOR OILY SKIN 

 PURIFY
THIS MASK WITH 3 PURE CLAYS + 

EUCALYPTUS DRAWS OUT IMPURITIES 

AND VISIBLY TIGHTENS PORES. SEE 

SMOOTHER, MORE MATTIFIED SKIN.

FOR DULL SKIN 

 BRIGHTEN
THIS MASK WITH 3 PURE CLAYS + 

CHARCOAL DRAWS OUT BUILT-UP DIRT 

AND POLLUTION. SEE BRIGHTER SKIN 

AND A MORE EVEN SKIN TONE.

FOR ROUGH TEXTURED SKIN

 EXFOLIATE
THIS MASK WITH 3 PURE CLAYS + 

RED ALGAE GENTLY EXFOLIATES DEAD 

SKIN CELLS AND UNCLOGS PORES. SEE 

SMOOTHER, REFINED SKIN. 

3 SUPER-CHARGED CLAY MASKS
 [ INSTA-DETOX FOR PURE, BRIGHT, AND REFINED SKIN ]
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CREATE, RECREATE YOUR PINK OBSESSION.
3 FINISHES. 8 SHADES. INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

lorealparisusa.com

NEW 

PALETTES ALSO IN

PLUM AND NUDE

LA PALETTE
BY COLOUR RICHE

Doutzen Kroes
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IT’S TIME TO FOLLOW INSTYLE

BECOME A FASHION INSIDER Scroll through our feeds for up-to-the-minute celebrity
news, designer updates, VIP party passes, beauty tips, and outfit advice.

THE MOMENTS
DOMINATING YOUR

FEEDS (& YOUR
CONVOS) THIS MONTH

THIS MONTH’S
GRAM-YS

GET TO KNOW
OUR NOVEMBER
CONTRIBUTORS

LAVERNE COX
Featured in I Am That Girl, p. 294
Look for Silly Snapchat filters
Find her on Instagram and Twitter
@lavernecox and Snapchat
at lavernecox

LIAM HEMSWORTH
Featured in Cause & Effect, p. 58
Look for Selfies with his beloved
pit bull mix, Tani
Find him on Instagram and Twitter
@liamhemsworth

KATE BOSWORTH
Featured in “Red Hot,” p. 244
Look for #OOTD inspiration
Find her on Instagram and
Twitter @katebosworth and
Snapchat at bosworthkate

VIRTUAL FLASHBACK: THE 2016 TORONTO

INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

We headed north to check out the films that
everyone will soon be buzzing about—and snapped
exclusive portraits of the festival’s leading stars
at our studio. What got the most likes? Naomi Watts’s
surprising longtime BFF and fellow Aussie Nicole
Kidman on set. We captured the impromptu run-in
and embrace on Instagram (left). For more highlights
from our shoot, turn to p. 252.

4.2M 287K4.7M 1.4M …and Snapchat!

MOST VIEWED

JENNIFER
ANISTON’S
BEST BEAUTY
SECRETS
A recap of the
story you clicked
with on InStyle.com.
How does Jennifer Aniston
manage to age like Benjamin
Button? The 47-year-old
actress shared her savvy with
InStyle executive editor Amy
Synnott. Three of the biggest
takeaways? 1. Instead of
Botox, get microcurrent facials
to tighten and tone your skin.
2. Always apply sunscreen.
(Aniston swears by SPF 50.)
3. Be yourself. Aniston says
she equates real beauty with
“women like Gloria Steinem....
Her beauty has nothing to
do with what she looks like.”
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penetrates skin, enhancing natural hyaluronic acid—nature’s perfect  
moisture magnet. For 24 satisfying hours, skin is plumped, dewy, glowing— 
from the inside out. Allergy tested, 100% fragrance free, of course.  
Our commitment to great skin runs deep. 

Moisture Surge™ Extended Thirst Relief  
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Hello, I’m Laura Brown. I’m writing
this editor’s letter on my 15th day as
editor in chief of InStyle, and I can say,
unreservedly, that I am absolutely
thrilled to be here.

When InStyle was launched in 1994,
I was at university in Australia, where I’m from.
InStyle was, to me, on another level—this
incredible, shiny confluence of celebrity, glamour,
and style worlds and worlds away from my native
Sydney. I’ve lived in New York for 15 years now and
built a magazine career on enthusiasm and, frankly,
indecision. I could never choose what I liked more—popular
culture or fashion—and I didn’t want to. So I put the two
worlds together, collaborating with actors, directors, artists,
and designers (sometimes all on one story). The idea: to
present everyone in a new, original light.

And that’s what I want to bring to InStyle. I am excited to lead
the magazine because it, quite simply, has ownership of the celebrity
and style universe. What you will see going forward (particularly in
the refreshed March fashion issue) is an evolution: InStyle will get a little
bolder, more fashion-focused, more humorous, and more collaborative.
We will work with our fantastic network of celebrities and feature
them not only as subjects but also as contributors. Think of the stories
we can tell—all while continuing to give you the fashion hits to make you
feel like your best InStyle-ish self.

A huge thank-you and happy wishes to my friend and predecessor,
Ariel Foxman, who literally sailed off into the sunset, on Lake Como,
and is about to explore the world beyond magazines.

But as for me, I’m ready to explore InStyle. After all, it has the two
most powerful words in fashion in its name, “in” and “style.” And since
you’re reading this magazine, that describes you too.

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTER

@instyle

and follow me
@laurabrown99

FOLLOW US
ON INSTAGRAM

@instylemagazine

and follow me
@laurabrown99
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GET IN TOUCH

SOMETHING ABOUT KERRY

Kerry Washington’s cover story [Septem-

ber] was incredibly inspiring. She’s a role

model: talented, brilliant, and gorgeous!

—LIZZY SERRANO, via InStyle.com

TY @InStyle for your insightful interview

w/ @kerrywashington. I so admire her

truthfulness & attentiveness to others.

—@CynthiaLFrybarg, via Twitter

AUTUMN EMBRACE

What a gorgeous issue September is!

Despite the 90-degree weather in New York,

I was inspired to plan my fall wardrobe.

—DINA FALCONE, Baldwinsville, N.Y.

BRIGHT FUTURE

Thank you so much for including horoscopes

[The Sign] in your September issue. Reading

mine as well as my husband’s is one of my

guilty pleasures. They’re a welcome addition.

—JOANNA F. JOHNSON, Denver

NATURAL WOMAN

The spread on Jessica Alba [September’s Beauty

Talk] was great. The Honest Company’s bath

and body line is among my favorites because it

works well and isn’t tested on animals.

—JENNIFER BATES, Norfolk, Va.

KUDOS FOR KATE

I love Kate Upton for helping animals in

need [September’s Cause & Effect]. It’s

wonderful that she’s encouraging people to

adopt the millions of dogs and cats that end

up in shelters every year. More of us can

do our part to stop animal homelessness by

spaying, neutering, and adopting instead

of buying from breeders and pet stores. Props

to Kate (and InStyle) for spreading the word.

—HEATHER MOORE, Sarasota, Fla.

Via email
Send a message to

letters@instylemag.com.
(All correspondence may
be published and edited

for clarity or length.)

Via Twitter
Tweet us @InStyle to
share your thoughts.

Via Instagram
Tag us using the hashtag
#InStyleMagazine with
your favorite moments.

For customer service and subscriptions, go to instyle.com/customerservice or call 800-274-6200

FAN GRAMS Kerry Washington’s second InStyle cover made for many stunning #instaworthy shots.

@rongrong_devoe_illustration
Love this @kerrywashington
feature from @instylemagazine

@studioxiiibysam Friday
morning vibes. XX. #friday
#vibes #tgif #instylemagazine

@queenlifeblog So excited
to dig into this @instylemagazine
fall fashion guide

@zulycab Falling for the
most stylish season of the year.
Can’t wait ...

Kerry Washington
grammed this
glam close-up from
her cover shoot.

Prada coat. Bottega
Veneta top.
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50 COUTURE COLOURS FROM SATIN TO MATTE



Diane Boar 2-Sided
Club Brush, $5; houseof

beautyworld.com.
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CYD RAFTUS
MCDOWELL
FOOD STYLIST
Winner, Winner, Turkey Dinner, p. 283

5 INSTAGRAM-WORTHY
DISHES

1. Toast with jam
“I prefer raspberry. The way it drips makes
you want to immediately take a bite.”

2. Bouillabaisse
“Fresh shellfish is beautiful to photograph.”

3. Composed salads
“There’s nothing prettier than a bowl of
greens. Always use seasonal ingredients
with lots of texture and color.”

4. Anything with a poached egg
“I prefer it on top of cacio e pepe. It
adds a certain richness.”

5. Ina Garten’s roast turkey
“It never fails to look perfect. I can’t help
but eat it after we get the photo.”

Behold the
Dreamers,
by Imbolo

Mbue,
Random

House, $19;
amazon

.com.

STAFF SPOTLIGHT

LEIGH BELZ RAY
FEATURES AND
NEWS DIRECTOR

5 BOOKS ON MY
NIGHTSTAND

1.Born to Run, by
Bruce Springsteen
“The ultimate storyteller
is finally sharing his own.
My Jersey pride couldn’t
be stronger.Bruuuce!”

2.Behold the Dreamers,

by Imbolo Mbue
“A début novel about two
families’ intertwining lives
in New York as the 2008
recession starts to hit.”

3.The Hopefuls,by
Jennifer Close
“A young woman navigates
the political and social scene
in Washington, D.C.Kirkus

Reviews called it ‘a beach
read for election season.’”

4.My Own Words, by
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
“The Supreme Court
justice’s writings are
sprinkled with more
personal moments.”

5. Today Will Be Different,

by Maria Semple
“I love the momentum
of Semple’s prose and
how one random decision
can set off an almost
fantastical chain of events.”

WAYNE JOLLA
HAIRSTYLIST
Man of Style, p. 92

5 HAIR TOOLS I SWEAR BY

1. Andis Phat Master
“The extra-thick blade on the clippers
allows for great precision.”

2. Personna Straight Razor
“I believe the end of every haircut
should involve a straight razor.”

3. C-Mon Shears
“They were my grandfather’s.
Having them out reminds me to
pursue perfection.”

4. Andis Black Label Limited-
Edition Masters
“These clippers will cut different hair
types without pulling a single strand.”

5. Diane Boar 2-Sided Club Brush
“This brush saves me a ton of time. I
use the soft side for short hair and the
rougher bristles for longer hair.”

THE CREW BEHIND THIS MONTH’S
ISSUE SHARE THEIR LIFESTYLE PICKS
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1

See behind-the-scenes video from our cover shoot at instyle.com/blunt

Emily Blunt arrived at our New York City shoot fresh-faced
and relaxed, and for good reason: The actress’s then-2-month-
old daughter, Violet, had finally slept through the night. “She
knew Mommy had a shoot today,” said Blunt, who powered up
with paprika-spiced salmon before heading to the racks of
ready-to-wear. The star’s favorite looks? A black Rosie Assoulin
gown, a pearl-embellished Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci outfit, and
a Dolce & Gabbana lace dress that Blunt loved so much, she took
it home to consider it for a future red-carpet appearance.
WHAT SHE WORE 1 18kt gold ring with malachite, yellow sapphire, and freshwater pearl,
Delfina Delettrez, $816; farfetch.com. 2 Laura Mercier Caviar Stick Eye Colour in Rosegold, $29;
lauramercier.com. 3 L’Anza Keratin Healing Oil Lustrous Finishing Spray, $28; lanza.com for info.
4 Dolce & Gabbana, fall 2016. 5 Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci, resort 2017. 6 Rosie Assoulin, fall 2016.

Blunt, pictured in
Chanel, credited
her longtime glam
team with creating
a calm vibe on set.

4

3

2

COVER CREDITS
dress Stella McCartney.
Photographed for InStyle by Thomas Whiteside.
Styled by Melissa Rubini. Hair Laini Reeves.
Makeup Jenn Streicher. Manicure Casey Herman.

65



experience the luxury of couture:

42 curated couture shades

patent-pending curve-hugging brush

creates perfect color coverage.

introducing

only from

luxurious wear for up to 14 days

slip into salon perfection with 

an easy 2-step system.

no lamp needed. gentle removal.

America’s nail
salon expert.
Since 1981. 

explore more
@ essie.com

step 2:
impeccable 
gel-like 
shine

step 1:
lust-worthy
couture
color

gelcouture



OUR NOVEMBER COVER STAR,

              EMILY BLUNT, PLAYS FAVORITES

...Rock one past
red-carpet look
The Prada gown I

wore to the Edge of
Tomorrow première
in N.Y.C. I loved how

my Pepto-Bismol-
colored lipstick clashed

with the red dress.

...Master one
makeup trick
The perfect

liquid-liner flick.

...Watch one TV show
The Sopranos.

...Choose one
date-night activity

Mexican food
and margaritas.

...Stock up on one
beauty product

Sisley’s Sisleÿa extra-
rich moisturizer

(but it would be a
huge indulgence).

Sisley Sisleÿa L’Intégral
Anti-Âge Extra-Rich,

$525; sisley-paris.com.

...Wear one piece
of jewelry

My wedding ring.

...Eat one dish
Cacio e pepe at

the Antica Pesa in
Rome. I practically
wept when I ate it.

...Choose one
designer

Alexander McQueen.

...Work with one
co-star again

Charlize Theron.

...Shop for one
sneaker

Golden Goose
high-tops.

...Pass one
item down to my

daughters
My blue velvet

Vivienne Westwood
blazer. I wore it on my
first date with their
dad [John Krasinski].

IF I

COULD

ONLY...

Derek Lam
dress and shirt.
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LINK LADY

#linkyourlives 

Cara Delevingne challenges rules. Being free-minded is her motto 
and like TAG Heuer she defi es conventions.

Available at Macy’s and Macys.com



Discover the best new looks for fall on Amazon.com/Fashion

Now Delivering Fashion
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SAGITTARIUS
NOV. 22–DEC. 21 As November starts,
you’ll be in a reflective mood. You’re
coming up on your new birthday cycle,
so spend the first half of the month
plotting a fresh course. You may have
a major project come to fruition within
four days of the full moon on the 14th.
Your career will get an even bigger
boost on the 22nd, when Mercury,
the planet governing your honor and
achievement sector, receives golden
beams from Jupiter, giver of gifts and
luck. Everyone will love this day in
different ways, but you’ll love it more,
for Jupiter is your ruling planet. Your
big moment will come at month’s end,
when your annual new moon in Sagit-
tarius arrives on the 29th.

CAPRICORN
DEC. 22–JAN. 19 Last month may
have seen your career status zoom
skyward. In November, the pres-
sure to perform will be off, and you’ll
get a chance to exhale. With Jupiter
protecting your 10th house of profes-
sional recognition, you’re almost
assured to see continued career gains
this year and most of next year, so go
ahead for now and relax. The magi-
cal quality of the month will continue
at the full moon on the 14th. If you’ve
been dating, you may reach an impor-
tant pinnacle, and if you’re single, you
may meet someone within four days
of this date. This will be the only full
moon of the year in your true love
sector—look your best!

AQUARIUS
JAN. 20–FEB. 18 November is packed
with opportunity, all of it exciting.
First, watch for offers that come up
in your career during the first two
weeks of the month. The beautiful
new moon of October 29 will still be
influencing you, and this is absolutely
your best time of 2016 to see what
else life holds for you professionally.
The full moon on the 14th will bring
a home or family matter to a close.
You may move, sign a lease, buy
or sell property, see a renovation
completed, or choose a roommate.
One of the happiest developments
of the month will be Mars’s entry into
Aquarius, set to bring you energy,
courage, optimism, and drive from the
8th to December 19.

PISCES
FEB. 19–MARCH 20 So much good
news is about to come your way!
On the 1st, the Sun and Neptune
will be in divine alignment, helping
you even further to generate ideas
that everyone will agree are pure
genius. Midmonth, within four days of
the 14th, the full moon will bring a big
project to a finish. Things will
go well, so work toward that date.
After months of being retrograde—
since mid-June—Neptune will finally
go direct on the 19th, and because
Neptune is your ruler, you will see
a big blast of energy pushing you
forward. The new moon on the 29th,
the only one in 2016 in your house of
fame, will be in ideal angle to Mars,
suggesting VIPs have quietly noticed
your work and have been impressed
with your performance.

ARIES
MARCH 21–APRIL 19 You’ll be think-
ing quite a bit about your finances
this month. You may be wisely doing
year-end tax planning or negotiating a
compensation package at work. You
have two planets, Venus and Pluto,
in your house of fame and honors,
almost guaranteeing a steady rise to
the top for years ahead, provided
you give your all. If you’re interested
in getting a new position, work on
that goal in the first days of Novem-
ber, prior to Mars’s arrival in your
11th house of friendship on the 9th.
All financial negotiations and talks
should end within four days of the
full moon on the 14th.

I LLUSTR ATIO N BY BRU N O G RIZ ZO

SCORPIO
OCT. 23–NOV. 21

As the month begins, you’ll be sur-
rounded by love and warmth. Neptune,
considered the higher octave of Venus,
will be in perfect angle to the new moon
of October 30, spreading happiness like
honeysuckle in the evening air. Rarely
have you had a birthday month that
holds such potential for happiness.
Your partner will have all your
attention at the full moon on the
14th, plus or minus four days, indi-
cating that the weekend of the
12th and 13th could be very special
for exchanging promises—and you
may have a decision to make.
For more Scorpio, turn the page.

TIFFANY & CO. Tourmaline, diamond,
tsavorite, sapphire, and platinum bracelet,
$395,000; at Tiffany & Co., 800-843-3269.

by SUSAN MILLER
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TAURUS
APRIL 20–MAY 20 The start of
November will be so social that it may
be hard to concentrate on work. Be
choosy about the events you attend,
since doing them all may be impos-
sible. Venus and Saturn will orbit
close, casting a serious, weighty tone
to love and relationships for single
Taurus, but your love life will become
lighter and more carefree when Venus
moves into Capricorn on the 12th and
remains there for the next four weeks.
The full moon on the 14th is in Taurus,
the only full moon of the year in your
sign. You’re entering a powerful career
phase now, for Mars will be in Aquarius
on the 8th and stay until December 19.
This will initiate one of your most vital
trends of the year and open a way for
you to get ahead professionally. If you
want to change jobs or get a new title,
start showing others that you’re ready
and willing to entertain offers.

GEMINI
MAY 21–JUNE 20 As November kicks
off, you will soon see that your career
is bursting with opportunity. State
your ideas with confidence—you’ll
start to get the recognition you’ve
long craved. At the full moon, slow
down and get rest, as you seem to
be running low on energy. Pluto is
within range (although admittedly on
the outer limit of the aspect), which
means you can count on Pluto’s
ability to rejuvenate you as long
as you don’t overdo it. Just about
everything will go your way on the
22nd, a very special day, when your
ruler, Mercury, will meet with Jupiter,
spreading happiness and giving you
the edge in any negotiation or
competitive situation, including love.

CANCER
JUNE 21–JULY 22 At the start of the
month, you may find it hard to concen-
trate on your work. But by midmonth
you’ll be feeling more relaxed—that’s
good because a major social event will
shape up at the full moon, to be influ-
ential for four days before and after
it occurs on the 14th. The full moon
will be in sensuous Taurus, a sign that
blends beautifully with yours. In terms
of your career, good fortune will
strike like lightning on the 25th. That’s
Thanksgiving Day weekend in the U.S.,
but many people need to work on
holidays nevertheless, so keep your

antennae up. Mercury will partner with
Uranus on that day, which is also a
great one for innovative brainstorming.

LEO
JULY 23–AUG. 22 November has the
elements to be a turning point
for you. Make plans now—later, in
December, Mercury will go retrograde
and bring a plethora of delays. Your
professional life has been extremely
busy, for Mars is still moving through
your work sector, but soon, when
Mars leaves this area on the 9th, you’ll
be able to come up for air. In terms of
your rising status, the full moon of the
14th in Taurus may bring a new title,
offer, or other exciting news within
four days of this date. Work you did as
far back as six months ago may now
come to fruition. Romance and fun will
be in focus after the new moon arrives
on the 29th and will continue for two
weeks. Work hard at the start of
the month so you can make time for
love at month’s end.

VIRGO
AUG. 23–SEPT. 22 Your finances will
show strength all month, but espe-
cially so on the 22nd, when your ruler,
Mercury, will make a decisive aspect
to Jupiter, planet of good fortune, now
in your house of earned income. On
the 29th, a new moon will occur in

your house of home, suggesting you
will concentrate on getting your
place ready for the holiday season.
This moon will be beautifully oriented
to Mars, so you’ll be energized and
full of enthusiasm to get things done.
Keep in mind that Mercury will go
retrograde from December 19 to Janu-
ary 8, 2017. This means next month will
be a frustrating time to holiday shop,
so get most of it done now.

LIBRA
SEPT. 23–OCT. 22 Life is surely looking
rosy now that you have Jupiter, the
great good fortune planet, in Libra
until October 2017. The new moon
of October 29 will still be strong in
the month’s first 10 days, making it the
best time of 2016 to ask for a raise.
If you’re self-employed, gently elevate
your rates and justify your move
to your clients or customers. Finances
will be a topic of conversation again
at the full moon on the 14th, when
you will likely settle a negotiation,
send out checks, and possibly receive
money too. Romance will be the icing
on the cake this month, for Mars, the
sexy energy planet, will enter into
your true love sector on the 8th and
stay until December 19.

For more of Susan Miller’s forecasts,
go to astrologyzone.com.

SCORPIO SAYS, “I WANT.”

Of all the signs, Scorpio listens best and talks the least. Your
ruler, Pluto, teaches you not to squander energy but to laser-
beam it into projects and relationships that are important to you.
Your year ahead The coming months will be a time to prepare for
the finest year of your life, set to start October 10, 2017, when
Jupiter, giver of gifts and luck, will enter Scorpio for a near-
13-month period. How grand your sparkling emerald year will
turn out to be depends on how carefully you set the scene for
it—begin now. Your task will be to decide on which life elements
give you joy and should remain and which arrangements or
relationships need to end. Of course, Scorpios generally choose
to hold tight, but you must make space for the new goodies the
universe has for you or risk missing several opportunities. For
outstanding love, you have an enchanting period coming up that
starts December 19 and goes through February 14, 2017, ensuring
happy year-end festivities as well as a banner Valentine’s Day.

Anne Hathaway,
Nov. 12

Katy Perry,
Oct. 25

Julia Roberts,
Oct. 28
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SOFIA VERGARA

BEAUTYU

BOLD, SEXY LASHES
FOR ALL

SO LASHY!
NEW

Sof a Vergara is wearing So Lashy! in Very Black.

Sof a is wearing lash inserts.
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VOLUMIZES SPARSE LASHES

TRANSFORMS ALL 
LASH TYPES

The So Lashy! brush loads on 
the deep, dark formula. 

Then the LASH FINDER tip 
discovers, covers and f nesses 
even your littlest lash.

Try using the f nder tip vertically as 
well as horizontally for sexiest results.

EASY BREEZY BEAUTIFUL

Now even short, sparse, 
shy or straight lashes can 
become dark, bold and sexy.

LASH 

FINDER TIP

VOLUMIZES SPA

The So Lashy! brush loads on 
the deep, dark formula. 

Then the LASH FINDER tip R
discovers, covers and f nesses 
even your littlest lash.

Try using the f nder tip vertica
well as horizontally for sexies

EASY BREEZY BEAUTIFUL

LASH 
es 

ally as 
st results.

FINDER TIP

MAXIMIZES STRAIGHT LASHES

TRANSFORMS SHORT LASHES
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Wash your body 
as usual.

1

Ready to go.4

2
Apply In-Shower
Body Lotion on 
wet skin.

3
Quickly
rinse off.

FIND IT IN THE
BODY LOTION AISLE

24HR MOISTURE

NIVEAUSA.com

Avoid applying to bottom of feet. Thoroughly clean tub/shower 
with hot water after usage to remove residue and avoid slipping.

IN-SHOWER BODY LOTION.

NO STICKY FEEL.



Dillards.com • 1.800.345.5273

TAHARI ASL Velvet jumpsuit, $158. CALVIN KLEIN Sequin gown, $188. CALVIN KLEIN Sparkle gown, $168.
Opposite page: ELIZA J Brocade ballgown, $198.

PARTY  SEASON STARTS  HERE

in the spotlight:







YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT

Consider this fall’s ultimate bag of tricks. You can fit
your whole day in this chic expandable

suede-leather hybrid, which works perfectly with
’70s-style boots. Wear it cross-body on the

go, or carry it by the top handles for a
lady-of-leisure style.

Calfskin and suede
bag, Chloé, $1,950;

barneys.com.
photographed by

JOSEPH MOLINES
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No need to wait until your
next vacation to break out

these embellished calf-leather
beauties. There’s nothing more

glamorous than comfort.

Calf-leather sandals, Fendi,
$800; fendi.com.
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My First Catch

AVAILABLE AT ZALES.COM AND SELECT ZALES LOCATIONS
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We always look to McQueen for dark
drama, and the fashion house’s début

fragrance is exactly that—the rich
botanic scent is created from night-
blooming flowers sambac jasmine,

tuberose, and ylang-ylang, which are at
peak potency once the sun sets.

McQueen Parfum ($395/2.5 fl. oz.)
and Eau de Parfum ($165/

2.5 fl. oz.); saks.com.
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AVAILABLE AT MACY’S AND MACYS.COM
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Louis Vuitton artistic director Nicolas
Ghesquière’s 2017 Cruise Collection was

inspired in part by two renowned Brazilians:
architect Oscar Niemeyer and painter

Aldemir Martins. These edgy earring sets,
reinvented for the season with a posh graffiti

feel, are a clear nod to Martins, who was
known for bold, bright colors.

Painted palladium-finished earrings,
Louis Vuitton, $660 (red pair) and

$730; louisvuitton.com.
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S A R A H  J E S S I C A  P A R K E R

FALL 2016
C O L L E C T I O N

JORDACHE.COM



For the moment Kati wears Kedaella boots and Derogali handbag
Available in-store and at aldoshoes.com
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DESIGNERS ARE TAPPING INTO

TECH TO BETTER UNDERSTAND

THEIR CUSTOMERS’ TASTES, RIGHT

DOWN TO THEIR PREFERENCES

FOR COLOR, STYLE, OR LENGTH.

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A

SAY IN FASHION BEFORE

IT’S EVEN MADE

BY ERIC
WILSON

Rebecca Minkoff is experimenting with
consumer testing to see which style
will prevail. A smiley bag or one that
spreads love: What’s your vote?
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arly this summer I

attendeda “demo

day” for start-up

fashion technology

companies,where

buddingentrepreneurspitched their con-

cepts topotential clientsmuch like inanepi-

sodeofSharkTank,onlymore stylish.While

mostpresentations covered the familiar

territoryofwearables ande-commerce, one

stoodoutwitha refreshingly simple idea:

Askcustomerswhat theywant.

“It’shardfordesignerstopredictwhich

productswillultimatelybesuccessful,” says

MartaJamrozik,aco-founderofClaire, the

companythatcaughtmyeye. “Whoknows

whichwillbetheirbestsellers,or theirworst?”

Fordecades the fashionbusinesshas relied

onacombinationof instinct,market research,

andexpensive trend-forecast reports tode-

cidewhichstyles toproduce,but thechoices

havealwaysbeenabitof agamblewhenyou

considerhowmuch it costs tomakeclothes.

Claire’s answer is toapplya traditionalmar-

keting tool toadesigner’s fanbaseonFace-

book.KnownasA/Btesting, it involvesasking

asampleaudience tochoosebetweentwo

options. Jamrozikuses theexampleofacom-

panythat tested twocashmeresweaters, one

lightgrayandonecharcoal, anddiscovered

that thedarker stylewaspreferredby its

customers,whohadbeenaskedtoparticipate

inanonlinepoll, byaratioof3-to-1.The

technology is sopromising thatmajor retail-

ers likeKohl’s andTargetare trying it too.

Jamrozikspentpartof thesummer

workingwithNewYorkdesignerRebecca

Minkoff todeveloptheplatformfurther

sothatcompaniescanmakebetterdecisions

earlier in thedesignprocess, evenabout

whichproductswill performbest in specific

partsof the country.That included testing

a rangeofhandbags to seewhat appealed

most tomillennials.

“Oneof thequestionsweaskedwas,

‘If youwere thedesigner,which stylewould

youprefer?’ ” saysKrissieMillan, vicepresi-

dentof e-commerceanddigital innovation

at the label. “Wecouldget a sense if they

wantedmoreof a festival look, a classic look,

or amodern look. Ithelps youcomeupwith

a tighter,more curated selection.”

Data is becoming suchan important tool

in shapingdesign that theBusiness ofFashion

dedicateda thinkpiece to the subject inApril,

askingwhether the industry is really ready

fortheartificial-intelligencerevolution.Given

howquicklysomanythingsarebeingauto-

mated, fromfinancial-newsreportingtothe

self-drivingcars thatarebeingtested in

Pittsburgh, it’snothardto imagineaworld in

COMING, GOING
At Neiman Marcus,

customers are able to
compare multiple

looks using the digital
MemoryMirror. Brave

shoppers can then
post their favorites
online for feedback.

For more insider info and analysis from our fashion news director, follow him on Twitter @ericwilsonsays





whichwewill soonseedesignerless fashion.

But it’snot as scaryas it sounds.Whilemany

customers initially found the intrusionof

technology in the retail experiencea little

creepy, aswhenTarget startedcollecting

somuchinformationabout itscustomersthat

itwasable todetect if a shopperwas likely

tobepregnant, allowing stores to see into

ourmindsmoreandmore isbecomingan

acceptedpartofmodernlife.Andsometimes

the results arekindof cool.

NeimanMarcushas captivated shoppers

with theMemoryMirror,whichallows them

tocreatehigh-definitionvideosof themselves

tryingonoutfits tomake side-by-side com-

parisonswhile theyare in storesor to share

themlateronsocialmedia.Anewversion

ofMemoryMirror for sunglasseswas intro-

duced inAugustwithMemoMi, the technol-

ogycompany, andLuxottica, theeyewear

brand.Oneof the reasons the techhasbeen

successful, saysScottEmmons,headof the

NeimanMarcus InnovationLab, is that “it’s

IF YOU
WERE THE
DESIGNER,

WHICH STYLE
WOULD

YOU PREFER?”

—KRISSIE

MILLAN, VP OF

E-COMMERCE

AND DIGITAL

INNOVATION

FOR REBECCA

MINKOFF

not justdigital fordigital’s sake.Weare try-

ing to solvea real problemforour customer.”

AnotherexampleofNeiman’s innovation

is theSnap.Find.Shop featureon its smart-

phoneapp(free; availableon iTunes).Youcan

takeaphotographofany item, likesomething

youmightwant to steal froma friend, and

theprogramwill showyousimilarpieces that

areavailable tobuy.Whiledozensof apps

havepromisedtobecometheShazamof fash-

ion, this is thefirstone thatactuallyworked

whenI tried it, correctly identifyingapairof

AdidasbyRafSimonssneakers.

“Itwasalmost likesciencefictionwhenwe

firstsawit,” saysEmmons.Onedayyoumight

findacombinationof theabove,mirrors that

recognizeyouandmakesuggestionsbased

onyour style, like in the2002filmMinority

Report. “There’s lotsof talkaboutthefuture,”

hesays,but theonethinghekeeps inmindis

that customers embrace technologymost

when ithelpsmake the shoppingexperience

easier andbetter.

The SHELF LIFE of TRENDS
How does a designer know whether to make more of a hit or to move on? The U.K. tech firm Edited

has the answer down to a science by studying data from what’s selling on thousands of retail sites.

EMBROI-
DERED
DENIM

OPTIONS
ARE UP 88
PERCENT.

2015’S
STEP-HEM

LOOK
MIGHT BE
ON THE

VERGE OF
WEARING

OUT.

1

3

2 4

5

6

1 Edited’s denim report notes that
the trend has legs, citing new
options from Alice + Olivia for
fall. 2 Ongoing street-style sightings
bode well. 3 Kiernan Shipka in
Valentino marks a highlight.

4 The Vetements-originated trend
is a fashion-editor fave. 5 Cultish
cutoffs can be found at ASOS
and Topshop—saturation point?
6 Only 8 percent of online items are
on sale, so demand remains high.
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Hand-finished jewelry crafted from sterling silver and given with love.

Explore the new holiday collection and a universe of gifts at PANDORA.net

THE JOY OF GIVING
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VITAL STATS

1 in 9Proportion
of all U.S. infants born
prematurely each year

$52KAverage
cost of care for one
premature baby

90Percentage of
preterm babies born in
the U.S. weighing more
than 2 pounds who
survive when treated
with proper equipment

Liam Hemsworth honed his hunting skills

in the Hunger Games franchise and fought

off extraterrestrials in Independence Day:

Resurgence, but his hardest acting job to date

involved 20 kiddie co-stars. “While shooting

a spot for Brave Beginnings, I spent the day

with children ranging from 6 months to 11

years old, all of whom had survived pre-

mature birth,” says Hemsworth. “They were

very calm until the director called action, at

which point the babies started crying and

the older kids began walking away—it was a

comedy of errors.” Hemsworth has teamed up

with the organization for its annual theatri-

cal fund-raising program, which encourages

moviegoers and entertainment-industry

insiders to help make critical neonatal equip-

ment available for premature infants. Brave

Beginnings provides grants to hospitals in

need of equipment such as infant resuscita-

tors, incubators, and OmniBeds. “The best

part of the experience was actually meeting

the children’s parents, who have been through

such difficult times to help their children

survive,” says Hemsworth. “These families are

thriving because they had equipment that

helped their kids pull through.”

How He Got Involved Brave Begin-

nings is a program developed by the Will

Rogers Institute, and each summer the orga-

nization selects an actor to promote its mis-

sion (a tradition that started with Bette Davis

and Humphrey Bogart in 1936). “I wanted to

help in any big or small way I could, and I was

moved by the number of people who reached

out to me via social media saying they had

been born prematurely or had given birth to

58 I nST YL E  N OVEM BER 20 1 6 For more inspiring stories about celebrity activism, go to instyle.com/cause&effect

As a spokesperson for Brave
Beginnings, the 26-year-old actor
is working to protect the most
fragile of lives: premature infants

a premature child,” says Hemsworth. “It

showed me how important it is to continue

educating others.”

Why It Matters “The United States

has the sixth highest rate of babies born

prematurely in the world, and the equipment

that we’re fighting to make accessible

gives those newborns a much better chance

of surviving,” says Hemsworth. “A baby’s

life is delicate, and every child matters. So

if we can do something to save those lives,

why wouldn’t we?”

What You Can Do Download the

Atom Tickets app (free; available on Google

Play and iTunes) and enter the code WILL

ROGERS to donate 10 percent of your ticket

price to Brave Beginnings. Or visit brave

beginnings.org to donate to a local hospital.

—CHRISTINA SHANAHAN

On average,
premature infants
need to stay in the
hospital nine times

longer than
full-term babies.



AVAILABLE AT SELECT BARNEYS NEW YORK, NEIMAN MARCUS AND SEPHORA

PRISME VISAGE & PRISME LIBRE

BRIGHTEN. STRUCTURE. UNIFY. MATTIFY.

Four complementary colors provide four keys to 
unlock the secret to a perfect complexion. 

A breakthrough “Silk Powder” texture that teams 
f awless hold, weightlessness and comfort.

PRISME VISAGE REVEALS YOUR BEAUTY FROM EVERY ANGLE.



AVAILABLE AT DILLARD’S AND DILLARDS.COM



NAOMI WATTS

in ELIE SAAB

HAUTE COUTURE

Embroidery may
dazzle the eye,
but a sultry slit will
blow the mind.
Together they
make a dress that’s
both spicy and
sweet, a fairy tale
for grown-ups.
Watts lights up the night
in a selection of Repossi
jewelry, including pink gold
rings and an earring set
with pear diamonds from the
Serti sur Vide collection.
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The chicest way to enliven a
monochromatic outfit? Add
contrasting piping.

NAOMIE
HARRIS

in Vionnet

SELMA
BLAIR

in a Rosetta
Getty coat

EMMA
STONE

in Roland
Mouret

OLIVIA
PALERMO
in Zara

JENNA
COLEMAN
in Burberry



in Age-Defying Moisture.

The Tahitian Black Pearl.

An Avon Discovery

97%
of women show improvement
in overall fine lines.*
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ANEW ULTIMATE SUPREME
ADVANCED PERFORMANCE CRÈME
Born in the exotic waters of Tahiti, the black pearl’s power is known to improve 

skin’s ability to retain moisture. Combining this rare essence with Avon’s exclusive 
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The red-carpet obsession with
transparency has reached new highs
(or lows?) with see-through dresses.

TARAJI P.
HENSON
in Steven

Khalil

NAOMI
CAMPBELL
in Azzedine

Alaïa

CARLA
GUGINO

in Antonio
Marras

LAVERNE
COX

in LaQuan
Smith

KIRSTEN
DUNST

in Rodarte
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Hello, sailors! Why
settle for a marinière when
you can take command in a
bold-buttoned officer’s coat?
Now you’ve got our attention.

ROSIE
HUNTINGTON-

WHITELEY
in Burberry

GIGI
HADID
in Tommy
x Gigi

JESSICA
ALBA

in Saint
Laurent

ROSE
BYRNE
in Max

Mara

NAOMI CAMPBELL
in Burberry
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It wasn’t just the
humidity that kept

temperatures
rising on the Emmys

red carpet. With
sexy cutouts as
the night’s most

smoldering trend—
even for maternity
wear—the hotness
factor reached a

boiling point

by ERIC WILSON

KERRY
WASHINGTON

in Brandon
Maxwell

TRACEE
ELLIS ROSS

in Ralph Lauren
Collection

PRIYANKA
CHOPRA
in Jason Wu

TH E LOOK
OF TH E EM MYS



GOING FOR THE GOLD
The craze for highlighter-bright neons seen on athletes at the U.S.
Open and the Olympics this summer has finally spilled over to eye-

popping yellow evening gowns. These stars are dressed to compete.

SOFÍA
VERGARA
in Lorraine
Schwartz

EMILY
RATAJKOWSKI

in H. Stern

KERI
RUSSELL

in Fernando
Jorge

BOLD
EARRINGS
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And this year the
award for best
accessories
trend goes to
the statement
earring—the
louder, the
better.

ELLIE
KEMPER

in Jenny
Packham

AMANDA
PEET

in Altuzarra

ANGELA
 BASSETT

in Christian
Siriano

MINNIE
DRIVER

in Versace

TARAJI
P. HENSON

in Vera Wang
Collection

TRACEE
ELLIS ROSS

in de Grisogono



©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.



SWEETER THINGS
Hollywood officially welcomed a new generation of fashion plates from the cherubic cast

of Stranger Things. Their styles eclipsed those of even the most seasoned pros.

GATEN MATARAZZO, in a Neil Allyn rental, CALEB MCLAUGHLIN, in Eaden Myles, and MILLIE BOBBY BROWN, in Red Valentino

WHAT
YOU WERE
BUZZING
ABOUT…
Our exclusive
InStyle & Facebook
Red Carpet Meter
revealed the
moments that
captured the world’s
attention all night.

9:22P.M. Among
the 9 million users
of the platform,

Sterling K. Brown’s
win for supporting
actor in a limited

series drew some
of the biggest

chatter.

6P.M. Kristen
Bell’s flashy
Zuhair Murad
Couture
number kept
people
talking.

7:30P.M.
“She looks so

stunning,” enthused
Laverne Cox,

referring to Kerry
Washington’s arrival.
That sentiment was

echoed online.

7P.M. The sea
of green crystals
and paillettes on
Sarah Paulson’s

Prada gown caused
a spike in Facebook

traffic that went
through the roof.

10:45P.M. When
Tatiana Maslany,

in Alexander Wang,
won the award for
lead actress in a

drama, Facebook saw
a social movement.
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“This Carolina
Herrera design
was inspired by
a dress that Mrs.
Herrera created
and wore in the

’70s,” recalls
Adams’s stylist,
Petra Flannery.
“It has that cool

Studio 54 vibe, but
the silhouette and

draping still felt
really fresh for an

Oscars after-
party.” (2014)

The thousands of tiny
sequins on this L’Wren
Scott gown may appear

to be the most high-
wattage part of Adams’s

Oscar look. But in fact the
emerald and white gold

Cartier watch on her wrist
is worth over $1 million. (2011)

HER 10 BEST EVER!

After Adams
wrapped Nocturnal

Animals with
designer turned

director Tom Ford,
he made this sleek

gown for her
Batman v. Superman

première. “When-
ever she chooses

something by
Tom, it’s special

to her,” says
Flannery. (2016)

“Amy loves to
experiment with

color,” says Flannery.
“And the icy blue

shade of this Atelier
Versace dress was

spectacular because
it matches her eyes

perfectly.” (2015)

“I was going for fun
Hollywood glamour,”

said Adams of this
corseted Proenza

Schouler dress and
19th-century gold

mesh Fred Leighton
bag, which she

admitted was actually
empty. (2008)



OUR FAVE

“We tried
this same Gucci
Première gown

in red as well,
but the navy won
out because of

its elegance,” says
Flannery. “She
looked like a
modern-day
Grace Kelly.”

(2014)

When Adams
took home the

Golden Globe for
American Hustle,

she stunned in this
vibrant Valentino
Haute Couture
number—a nod

to the film’s sexy
’70s swagger. A

30-carat diamond
pendant by Lorraine

Schwartz played
up the plunging
neckline. (2014)

“Even though it’s white,
there’s something

really bold about the
gown’s simplicity,”

says Flannery of the
custom Lanvin look

the actress picked for
the BAFTAs. “The

crystal belt and tassel
made it even more
memorable.” (2015)

What does Adams
want in a dress?

According to Flannery,
“She loves things that
are modern, chic, and

clean-lined.” This
Giorgio Armani

LBD, which the star
wore to the Gotham

Independent Film
Awards with Brian

Atwood pumps, checks
every box. (2012)

“I’ve been to the Academy
Awards before, but I’ve always
worn column-style dresses,”
said Adams, who was nomi-

nated for her performance in
The Master. “Oscar de la

Renta has dressed so many of
my idols ... I thought, ‘If anyone’s
going to make a ball gown, he’s

the man to do it.’ ” (2013)
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AGES Chloe, 18; Halle, 16. INSTAGRAM

@chloexhalle. HOW YOU KNOW

THEM The sisters’ YouTube covers
of hit songs quickly garnered fans like
First Lady Michelle Obama and
Beyoncé, who signed the duo to her
record label in 2014. Last April the
pair dropped their début EP, Sugar

Symphony, just one week after
making an onscreen appearance in
Beyoncé’s Lemonade visual album.
STYLE MANTRA “Comfort is key,
but sometimes I’ll sacrifice that for
an awesome shoe,” says Chloe, while
Halle says, “I’m not afraid to experi-
ment.” LABELS THEY LOVE “On a
fancy day we’ll perform wearing
Gucci,” says Halle. “But we shop at
Free People, Urban Outfitters, and
thrift stores for everyday staples.”
FOOTWEAR FAVES “It was awesome
to strut around in gold Giuseppe
Zanotti platforms at the BET Awards,”
says Chloe. Adds Halle, “I feel like a
rock star when I’m playing guitar in
my black velvet thigh-high Topshop
boots.” MATCHING GAME “Comple-
menting each other is nice, but we
also like to look different,” says Chloe.
“I love that our individual qualities
come through in our clothes.”

FASHION ICONS “Zoë Kravitz’s look
is gypsy-like but also sophisticated,”
says Halle. “Solange Knowles’s style is
so free, and I think it’s beautiful how
her skin color pops when she wears
vibrant hues,” says Chloe. MENTOR

MOMENTS “Beyoncé has inspired us
in every way, including our style,” says
Halle. “Even when Beyoncé’s at home
in sweats, she wears them with
confidence, and that’s taught us to
carry ourselves with confidence too.”
RED-CARPET ESSENTIALS “Beyoncé
gave me a Lorraine Schwartz necklace
with five hearts on it, and I take it
everywhere I go,” says Halle. “I usually
wear a handmade choker as long as
it doesn’t clash with my outfit,” says
Chloe. FLOTUS FASHION “Every
time we perform for Mrs. Obama, we
analyze our outfits very hard,” says
Halle. “We have to look classy, but
we’re also young, so we want to be fun
and fashionable.” GOLDEN GRAMS

“We like our followers to see that
we’re just two normal girls living life,”
says Chloe. “I give Halle full credit for
all the great selfie ideas.” Says Halle,
“It’s exciting for me to try to look
cooler in pictures than I actually am.”
—SAMANTHA SIMON

ST YLE CRUSH ES

1 In Rodarte outfits with House of Malakai and
Erickson Beamon jewelry at the 2016 Video Music
Awards in New York City: “It’s fun to mix things
up,” says Chloe. “I really like formfitting pieces that
have feminine details.” 2 With Ibeyi, Beyoncé,
Amandla Stenberg, and Zendaya in Lemonade: “We
loved everyone’s flowy vintage outfits,” says Chloe.

2

1

Halle, in a GUCCI top
and ALICE + OLIVIA
pants, and Chloe, in
GUCCI, in Los Angeles

Chloe, in CAROLINE KAUFMAN,
and Halle, in a CAROLINE KAUFMAN
top and CALLE DEL MAR skirt, with
Beyoncé in Washington, D.C.
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Terms and limitations apply. See americanexpress.com/cashback.

Cash Back is received in the form of Reward Dollars that can be redeemed as a statement credit.

± APR on purchases will vary based on the Prime Rate, currently 13.24% to 23.24%, based on your creditworthiness and other factors. The following APRs also vary based on the 
Prime Rate and will be determined based on your creditworthiness and other factors at account opening. APR for Balance Transfers requested within 30 days of account opening: 
13.24% to 23.24%; APR for Cash Advances: 25.49%, Penalty APR: 29.49%. Variable rates accurate as of 04/27/2016. Cash Advance Fee: The greater of $5 or 3% of the amount 
of each cash advance. Balance Transfer Fee: The greater of $5 or 3% of the amount of each transfer. Foreign Transaction Fee: 2.7% of each transaction after conversion to USD.

1. Underwritten by AMEX Assurance Co., Phoenix, AZ and Tokio Marine Pacific Ins. Ltd., Hagatna, Guam. Help protect eligible purchases made on your Card with Purchase Protection (theft 
and accidental damage, up to 90 days from purchase, up to $1,000 an occurrence and $50,000 a year per Card account) and Extended Warranty (up to 1 year added to original U.S. 

manufacturer’s warranty of 5 years or less). Terms, exclusions & limitations apply. See americanexpress.com/benefitsguide.

2. Limited to 90 days from eligible purchase on your Card, up to $300 per item and $1,000 a year per Card account. Terms, exclusions & limitations apply.
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EFFY® 

In 1979, Effy Hematian began 
designing his own line of jewels 
inspired by trends from around 
the globe. A style-driven visionary, 
Effy is truly where afforable luxury 
meets trendsetting style. 

Diamond rings in 14k white gold, 
clockwise, from top: 
Sapphire and diamonds. $2,800. 

WebID 507749. 
13⁄4 ct. t.w.‡ diamonds. 
$5,300. 2479783. 
Sapphires and diamonds. 
$2,600. 2624556. 
Sapphires and diamonds. 
$3,600. 2721496. 
11⁄2 ct. t.w.‡ diamonds. 
$5,500. 2713793. 
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THE GIRL

There’s personal style, and then there’s RiRi’s approach
to getting dressed, which is closer to an art form. She
samples from different genres—streetwise skater Ts,
ladylike dresses, showgirl furs—to create hit after hit.

LIP SERVICE

Get more staying
power out of your

red by sticking
with a matte hue

and layering it over
a coat of matching

liner. Nars
Velvet Matte Lip
Pencil in Dragon

Girl, $26; nars
cosmetics.com.

IN DIOR

at the label’s
store in Paris

IN

MIU MIU

at the Black
Girls Rock!
awards in

Newark, N.J.

IN A

THRASHER

SHIRT WITH

A DIOR BAG

at LAX

Suede
creepers,

Fenty
Puma by
Rihanna,

$140;
puma
.com.

Cotton-
polyester

capris,
Nike,

$45; nike
.com.

Acetate
and metal

sunglasses,
Fendi x
Thierry

Lasry, $555;
fendi.com.

Cotton-
polyester
shirtdress,

Pixie Market,
$100; pixie

market.com.

Faux-fur cardigan,
Opening Ceremony,

$695; opening
ceremony.com.

Velvet bag, Miu Miu,
$2,710; miumiu.com.

Nylon
skirt,
Sacai,

$640; at
Dover
Street
Market

New York.

Patent
deerskin and
tegu pumps,

Dior, $1,160;
at Dior.
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THE WOMAN

How to get this bombshell next door’s effortlessly sexy appeal?
Try curve-clinging cuts that strategically show skin, then add a bit
of sharp tailoring for drama—anything with strong shoulders will
do. Finish with a pair of barely there heels and oversize hoops.

GIVE A WAVE

Distribute this
lightweight foam

through damp
strands and let
them air-dry to

re-create Teigen’s
signature lived-in

bends. Tresemmé
Perfectly (Un)Done

Wave Creation Sea
Foam, $5; at CVS.

IN DION LEE

at Spike TV’s
10th annual Guys

Choice Awards

IN FAME

AND

PARTNERS

en route
to The Good
Morning
America set
in N.Y.C.

IN A

BALMAIN

BLAZER

on the
street in

New York

Denim
jeans,
AG,

$225;
agjeans

.com.

18kt
gold

earrings,
David

Yurman,
$1,950;

david
yurman
.com.

Polyester-
blend dress,

Sandro, $410;
us.sandro-
paris.com.

Cotton-elastane
blazer, Derek Lam
10 Crosby, $395;

dereklam.com. Lace dress, Cynthia
Rowley Dress

Collection, $548;
shopbop.com.

Polyurethane
bag, Mango, $40;

mango.com.

Patent leather sandals, Saint
Laurent, $695; ysl.com.





THE LADY

As unflappable on the red carpet as she is on assignment,
this journalist gets straight to the point in clean lines and unfussy black.

But she also understands the power of good old-fashioned
shock value and sprinkles in a few flashy gold extras accordingly.

HAVE A DRINK

Sawyer’s pro, Maria Verel, uses
this water-based moisturizer to

plump skin and build a smooth
canvas for makeup. Tarte

Rainforest of the Sea Drink
of H

2
0

Hydrating
Boost

Moisturizer,
$39; tarte

.com.

IN DOLCE &

GABBANA

at the
première of
Star Wars:
The Force
Awakens in
Los Angeles

82

Rayon-nylon
pants, White
House Black
Market, $89;
whbm.com.

Embossed
faux-napa

leather
belt, Stella

McCartney,
$570;

at Stella
McCartney,
310-273-

7051.

Ponte knit
dress, Brooks

Brothers,
$198; brooks

brothers
.com.

Calf-hair
and leather
bag, Louise

et Cie,
$228;
louise

etcie.com.

Acetate
sunglasses,

Ahlem,
$415;
ahlem

eyewear
.com.

18kt gold
earrings,
Fernando

Jorge,
$2,750;

twistonline
.com.

Calf-hair
sandals,
Jimmy
Choo,
$895;

jimmychoo
.com.

Silk
jacket,

Dries Van
Noten,

$1,850; at
Barneys

New
York.



See the skin you want in the morning
with a DOUBLE CLEANSE tonight.

Nothing does more for clear, healthy skin than the 
Neutrogena®  Double Cleansing Method.
Because it pairs the right combination of products
to make all the difference in your skin.

2STEP1STEP

Neutrogena® Deep Clean® Gentle Scrub
works below the surface to remove impurities.
The Beta Hydroxy formula is clinically proven to 

penetrate pores. And helps rid your skin of trapped 

dirt and oil that can lead to breakouts.

See what’s possible.

Discover your best skin at doublecleansing.com

Neutrogena® Makeup Remover Cleansing Towelettes
give you a complete surface clean. 
Each towelette has 7 different makeup removers and is proven 

to sweep away 99.3% of stubborn makeup. So now skin is 

ready for an effective deep cleanse.  
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THE INSTYLE+

HFPA TIFF

PARTY
At the Windsor Arms

Hotel, Toronto

In the white orchid–
blanketed lobby of
this historic hotel,
guests relaxed,
connected with
old friends, and
celebrated the
Toronto Interna-
tional Film Festival
with Champagne,
sushi, and InStyle’s
signature candy bar.

 “I feel like Katharine Hepburn
blessed this dress, and that’s

always a good feeling,” said
ANNE HATHAWAY, in Gabriela

Hearst, with ROONEY MARA,
in Yacine Aouadi.

 “It’s amazing to be in
such incredible company,”
said HAILEE STEINFELD,
in Ralph & Russo, with
JOEL EDGERTON.
“The all-around vibe is so
positive and supportive.” “I like the comic-book

graphic thing it has going on,”
said JENNIFER CONNELLY
of her Louis Vuitton dress.

LIEV SCHREIBER, in
Brunello Cucinelli, and
NAOMI WATTS, in
Chloé, arrived hand in
hand near the end of the
night. Describing her
frothy gown, Watts said,
“It’s gorgeous and flowy
and almost looks like it
would float on its own.”

NICOLE KIDMAN, in
Nina Ricci, and EWAN
MCGREGOR chatted

inside the party.
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“I’m going to have two like
you,” a pregnant KERRY

WASHINGTON, in Hatch,
told JENNIFER LOPEZ, in

Majorelle, while palming her
own baby bump.

ALISON BRIE, in Marissa Webb,
and LIZZY CAPLAN, in Ganni,
arrived together and picked out
black lace bras from Cosabella
before seeking out the next pop-up.

JENNIFER

KLEIN’S DAY OF

INDULGENCE

At Klein’s L.A. home

Film producer Jennifer Klein’s
star-studded 18th annual
event more than lived up to its
name. Amy Adams, Isla Fisher,
Jennifer Lopez, and Kerry
Washington, among others,
were invited to a day filled
with spa treatments, shopping,
and decadent desserts. As
guests walked through the
hydrangea- and calla lily-filled
entryway, they were greeted
with Don Julio tequila
lemonade cocktails served in
mini bottles. “It’s so much fun,”
said Lopez, who headed
straight to the backyard for
some retail therapy at the
pop-up stations. “Such a girls’
day.” Lea Michele agreed,
making a beeline for the
Spanx. “Let me tell you
something—every girl needs
some nice Spanx,” she said.
Before she left, a giggling
Anna Faris grabbed a few
Megpies, saying, “I have to get
these for my son. What
4-year-old wouldn’t love his
mom bringing tarts home for
him?” —BRANDI FOWLER

“It’s just a fun,
relaxing day with
your girlfriends,”
said KRISTEN
BELL, in Rebecca
Taylor, with
RASHIDA JONES.

LUCY HALE
scooped up

goodies from
the Henri

Bendel table.

ALL
ABOUT

MY LOOK
“It’s the easiest
thing to throw
on,” said LEA
MICHELE of

her Leah Shlaer
bodysuit. “Plus,
it doubles as a
bathing suit, so
it’s absorbing

my sweat
nicely—it’s hot

as hell outside!”



AVAILABLE AT 

EDDIE BAUER STORES 

AND EDDIEBAUER.COM

I N S P I R E D  B Y  G U I D E S.

P R O V E N  B Y  A D V E N T U R E.

L I V E  Y O U R  A D V E N T U R E

OUR FOUNDER, EDDIE,  WAS AN OUTDOOR GUIDE.  HE CREATED THE FIRST DOWN JACKET PATENTED 

IN  AMERICA,  AND FOR 96 YEARS,  WE’VE BEEN SHARING WHAT HE TAUGHT US BY CONTINUING 

TO INNOVATE AND IMPROVE OUR GEAR.  WE MADE OUR SUN VALLEY PARKA WITH A FLEECE 

LINING AND 600 FILL PREMIUM DOWN TO KEEP YOU WARM EVEN WHEN IT DIPS BELOW ZERO.

SUN  VALLEY  PARKA
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When the Council of Fashion Designers of
America bestowed its lifetime achievement award
on the forward-thinking, never-aging style pioneer
this summer, the timing was perfect. “What a great
acknowledgment,” says Kamali, who’s about to
reinvent her business after (can you believe it?)
50 years. “Now I can start fresh.”

5 A.M. | Wake up I love
the morning because it’s
quiet before anyone else gets
into the office and I’m usually
feeling very strong and
rejuvenated. It’s the most
beautiful part of the day,
when I have the time to make
patterns. I want to sing!

8 A.M. | Come to order
We start with a meeting to
see what’s going on in the
studio with swim- and
activewear. I like to experi-
ment, which is why I still make
samples here—it helps keep
them cost-effective.

10 A.M. | Design
process One of my favorite
things to do is to concentrate
on items that you really need
in your wardrobe and that also
function in several ways, like a
three-piece travel set [right].
The hardest thing is to make a
pair of pants that always fits
great. It’s the simplicity that
knocks you out.

MY DAY

NOTES TO SELF

I’m working on a
handbook for women
about health, beauty,
and style. I’ve been
saving tips for years,
so at 71 I have enough
experience to tell
people what happens
to your body in your
30s and 40s. You’re
going to freak out,
but deal with it,
because it’s going to
make you stronger.

“I like to make the first
pattern myself so

there’s no room for
miscommunication,”

she says.

Kamali’s sports designs blend
function with the form of high
fashion (left). Her adjustable
all-in-one dresses (above) can
be styled in many ways.
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DAILY MANTRA I know I’m super-lucky to have had a very creative existence. That, to me, is
what life is about, not being the most famous or the richest designer in the world. It was never
at the top of my list, but what is important is to lead a life that’s independent. I don’t have a
board of directors, so I can make decisions myself, and I have managed to survive on my own
through the years while still having a good time.

1 P.M. | Keep shop I’ve had a store since 1967 [the current
one has been at 11 West 56th Street, New York, since 1982],
but I’m selling the building in order to create a new concept.
I’m dreaming of a kind of retail that’s not about flipping
clothes on a rack but connecting with people instantaneously,
as we do on my website and social media.

8 P.M. | Early to bed I’m a grazer. I eat all
day, and I have frozen blueberries with walnuts
ground on top of them every night. I’m totally
cool with going to sleep at 8 because I love my
super-king bed. I put a lot of effort into making
my bedroom a special place. The mattress, the
temperature, and the smell all have to be
perfect. Leaving a bed unmade is
the worst thing you could possibly do.

MY TIME

SEE THE WORLD
I travel a lot, mostly

short trips to Spain or
lately here in America.
I just took a great boat
tour around the islands

and pretty fishing
villages of Maine. I’m
going to Australia for
Christmas. I’ve never

been before, but I have
relatives there who
are fun and crazy.

HEALTH NUT
You can be so creative
with food that’s easy
to prepare and good
for you. I just learned
how to make a bread
that’s really simple,

using only nuts, seeds,
raisins, and ginger, and
you can put anything

on a slice.

BEST FRIENDS
How would we live

without dogs? In 1970 a
little puppy was left in

my store. It was so
small, I thought it was a
mouse. Had someone

ever come to claim
him, I don’t know what I
would have done. Ever
since then I’ve owned
dachshunds, even six

of them at a time.

Kamali’s latest
family member

goes by the
name of Zeke.

4:30 P.M. | Stay active There’s going to be stress somewhere in the day, so this is
when I run to the gym. If I’m in a meeting, I slowly start peeling off layers because I wear my
workout clothes underneath, and then I go down the street to Physique 57 for a barre class.
I do that and then come back to the office for a fitting and stay a little longer.

“The wellness world is
going to expand with
products that are
about skin fitness and
health,” Kamali says.



More than a name.

dressbarn.com    sizes 4-24   styles start at $32   #labelmeconfi dent



1.

More than a reality star

ALI 
FEDOTOWSKY

ADVERTISEMENT

Ali refuses to be def ned by her role as a
 cast member of ABC’s The Bachelor. 

Instead, she utilized her reality star 
beginnings to pursue her true passions 

as both a television host and fashion blogger. 

ITEM DETAILS
1. Quilted Moto Jacket, sizes S-3X: starting at $59 

2. Double Breasted Trench Coat, sizes S-3X: starting at $64
3. BEYOND by Ashley Graham Lace Sheath Dress, sizes 

4-24: starting at $60

2. 3.

A LBD
Every wardrobe needs 
a little black dress that 
can be styled up for a 
special occasion, or 
dressed down for a fun 
girls’night out.
A REFINED TRENCH
Fall is a season of 
transition and nothing is 
easier to throw on than 
a refined trench—it can 
feel casual when paired 

with boyfriend jeans 
and a white tee or more 
refined when paired 
with a dress.
A MOTO JACKET

This is the one item that 
can be added to any 
outfit to make it instantly 
cool—it adds a bit of 
edge to a feminine 
dress or blouse or can 
add some polish to 
classic denim.

ALI’S FALL PICKS



ame.



With starring roles in the critically acclaimed Ava DuVernay drama Queen Sugar and
the indie film Kicks, this former child actor has more than come into his own. On a

rare day off, the 22-year-old talks going “full-on prom” on the red carpet, embracing
his Ghanaian roots, and prepping for a sex scene with Jada Pinkett Smith

by FAYE PENN  photographed by BILLY BALLARD styled by JAMES VALERI

MAN OF STYLE
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Prada

coat and
sweater-vest.
Jewelry, worn
throughout,
his own.



Versace coat.

Lanvin turtleneck

and trousers.

Dsquared2 boots.



Gucci jacket and
trousers. Lanvin

turtleneck.

Hair: Wayne Jolla.
Makeup: Corian

Coston.
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he first thing you notice about Kofi

Siriboe when he walks into the

lobby of New Orleans’s Windsor

Court Hotel is his top—a short-

sleeve button-down in an exu-

berant, African-inspired stripe

pattern—and you’re not the only

one. “Excuse me,” says a profes-

sorial, gray-haired man who seems

an unlikely admirer. “That’s a

really cool shirt.” The next thing

you spot is Siriboe’s chest, made easier by the fact that the

aforementioned garment is halfway unbuttoned. Peekaboo

pecs (usually adorned with a gold chain) have become a sig-

nature look for the breakout star, and no one’s complaining.

Certainly not Oprah Winfrey, who was snapped with her

hand on Siriboe’s bare sternum at a recent party, eliciting

jealous comments from his Instagram followers. The for-

mer child actor and model is still getting used to the atten-

tion—and there’s likely more on the way. Siriboe plays

single father Ralph Angel in Queen Sugar, the Winfrey-

produced, Ava DuVernay–directed TV drama that débuted

to raves on the OWN network last month. And in Kicks, a

difficult new indie film about poverty and aspiration, he

plays Flaco, a gold-grilled sneaker thief, with surprising

complexity. Best of all, following our interview, he’s off to

do a hot scene with Jada Pinkett Smith, his co-star in Girl

Trip, a comedy about four friends heading to New Orleans

for Essence Fest. “I’m not just going shirtless,”

he confesses, betraying a hint of bravado

tinged unmistakably with the jitters. “I’m

getting absolutely butt naked!” Somehow, we

think he’ll handle himself fine.

Tell me about the naked scene in Girl Trip. How

do you feel? I’ve been through about every

emotion possible.

How do you prepare physically for something

like that? Do you moisturize? Shea butter,

coconut oil ... I like the steam room too. I run. So

on set it’ll be like, “You’re Jada Pinkett Smith?

I’ve had a crush on you since I was a child, but I

ran 5 miles this morning, so I’m OK.”

Queen Sugar also has some very sensual scenes.

It’s an intimate-feeling show, which makes it

different from a lot of what we see on TV, espe-

cially when it comes to African-American cul-

ture. Queen Sugar is everyday life—everyday

people in everyday situations.

Then there’s Kicks, a movie about a 15-year-old

boy who saves up for a coveted pair of Air Jor-

dans, only to have them stolen by your charac-

ter, a neighborhood menace named Flaco. What

do the sneakers represent in the film? I think they represent

hope. The greatest NBA player ever created the shoes—Mi-

chael Jordan, who ruled the world. The movie is not about a

kid who is trying to get some shoes back; it’s about this kid

fighting for his only sense of hope. He’s like, “This is all I got.

Maybe they’ll take me somewhere further than where I am

right now.”

Your parents were born and raised in Ghana. How did the

Ghanaian influence play out in your home? Oh, tremen-

dously. The food, the language—our parents spoke to us in

Twi. It was the best of both worlds. I see a lot of my friends

saying, “I’m African,” but Africa is like a foreign concept to

them. The fact that my parents are literally from Ghana,

West Africa, means I know where I’m from.

Frank Ocean calls Ladera Heights, Los Angeles, where you

grew up, the black Beverly Hills. What was it like for you? It’s

the heart of black culture in L.A. It’s doctors, lawyers, art-

ists, actors ... Then you drive down Slauson and in five min-

utes you’re in the hood. I get my haircuts at Slauson and

Crenshaw.

I’m looking at the photos from your shoot and seeing pastels,

very fitted cuts, and you look so comfortable in all of it. So

many men are afraid to push the envelope style-wise. What’s

your advice? Live your truth. Prince wore his eye shadow,

his high heels. Tupac wore his rings; he had his bandana. As

human beings we only have so many ways to express

ourselves, and fashion is one of the biggest.

Not everyone is as confident as you are. I’m not confident. I

was overweight as a kid. I got up to 210 pounds.

I never wanted to go to pool parties, and when I

did, I wore a shirt in the water and got made fun

of. To this day, with 6 percent body fat, I still

have moments when I think, “Does this shirt

make me look fat?”

Do you feel like having been overweight helps

you appreciate being sexy? A hundred percent.

I don’t see myself as a sexy guy. I see myself as a

free guy. Free is sexy.

Who are your icons? Muhammad Ali, Marvin

Gaye, Teddy Pendergrass. My biggest influence

is my father. He’s the most stylish man in the

world. He worked on Rodeo Drive, and now he

works for Barneys. I would never wear this shirt

if it weren’t for my dad. Here’s my pops. [He

shows a photo of his father in a black-and-white

pinstripe suit with a chartreuse pocket square.]

Oh my god, he’s amazing. You know what I’m

saying. I have the same suit. It’s Givenchy. I’m

probably wearing it to the Queen Sugar

première—my girl [model Ebonee Davis] and I

are going full-on prom.

Wait, does Oprah know you’re taken? I don’t

think so. I don’t want to break the news to her. ■

3 OF KOFI’S

GROOMING

ESSENTIALS

AMBI FACIAL

MOISTURIZER

$12;
walgreens.com.

SHEA MOISTURE

AFRICAN BLACK

SOAP BAR SOAP

$5;
sheamoisture.com.

SENSODYNE

ORIGINAL

TOOTHPASTE

$7; cvs.com.
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THE DESIGNER

IT’S NOT LOST ON THIS CULTURAL DYNAMO THAT MOST TOP HOUSES

OF WOMEN’S FASHION ARE RUN BY MEN. SO SHE’S BRINGING A MESSAGE

OF FEMALE EMPOWERMENT TO THE RUNWAY ALONG WITH THOSE

BOLD, GRAPHIC MINIDRESSES, ALL WHILE LEADING BY EXAMPLE

by ERIC WILSON
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onatellaVersace

believes that thebest

things in lifehappen

asa result of follow-

ingyour intuition.

Ayear ago,when

the restorationof

the intimategardens

behindPalazzo

Versace inMilan

meant changingher

regular runwayvenue, shehadahunch to

gobig—as in rentinga stadium-size conven-

tioncenter. “Theeffectwasamazing,” she

says. “Suddenly therewasanewenergy,

and themodelshadthespacetoshowtheir

trueselvesand feel free.”The samecouldbe

said forVersace,whose recent collections

haveembracedamessageof female empow-

erment,with fantastic results.

How did this change come about, and does

it relate to you personally?

WhenIdesign, I always thinkaboutwomen

today and the complexity of their lives. She

flies high inher career; shehasher family,

her friends, her social life, her private life.

Most important, shehas control of her life

more thaneverbefore.This is thenewpower

ofwomenand thepower that Iwant to ex-

press inmyshows. It’s funny—peopleaskme

wheremyconfidence as adesigner comes

from, but I don’t see it somuchas confidence.

It is about being true tomyself and to the

incrediblewomen Imeetwhen I travel

around theworld. Fashion is no longer just

a fantasy. It has tobe about reality.

What are some ways a woman can dress

today to look powerful that are different from

the conventional power suit?

Theold ideawas really just about copying

thewardrobeofmen.Thepower suitwas

the female versionofmen’s tailoring, and if

you think about it, because itwas a copy, it

still suggested thatwomenwerenot equal to

men.Thatwill never be the case again. The

backboneof the fall collection is powerful

tailoring. I don’twant to call it “masculine”

tailoring anymore. It’s notmasculine; it’s

forwomenon their own terms.

You recently said you wanted to make day

clothes look fierce. How do you do that?

There is less formality than therewasbefore,

more freedomtomixor towear something

that feelsmore casual. It used tobe that all

the energy in fashionwas atnight. But our

lives have changed.Womenachieve somuch

everyday.They lead suchactive, rich, fulfill-

ing lives. And themostfierce thing about

thenewdaywear? Somanyof the looks can

beworn straight through into thenight.

What’s your advice to women around the

world who want to build confidence?

Empowerment!Thatword is so important

for everywomannomatterwhoyouare,

where youare from, orwhat youdo. Iwant

toshattereveryglassceilingthere is.Women

have the right to achieve all that is possible.

It’s a constant discovery for us aswego

throughour lives.Wefindempowerment

each timewebreakdownnewbarriers and

crossnew frontiers.

As one of the few female designers at the

very top of the industry, are you optimistic

that there will be more opportunities?

I hope that in 10or20years’ time, thiswill

no longer be aquestion. Like everybusiness,

the fashion industryneeds to enter the21st

century andgive equal opportunities to

womenat all levels. It’s not just designers;

it’s behind the scenes.

What defines the Versace woman today?

I don’t think about theVersacewoman

anymore. It is about thewomen of Versace.

There is noone typeofwomanwhowears

Versace. It’s aboutanattitudeanda fearless-

ness that is sharedbetweenwomenof so

manydifferentbackgroundsandexperiences.

Whatmatters forme today is awoman’s

individuality andher strengthof character.

I lovewomen likeGigiHadid andKendall

Jenner because theyhave created success

on their own terms.They arewomenof true

power, and I amsohappy that they arepart

of theVersaceworld.

FOOTNOTES

3. Refresh
Of the new Palazzo

Versace Dubai hotel, she
says, “Our guests expect
the ultimate, and I love to
make them speechless.”

2. Engage
For the fall campaign

“we wanted to show real
life with real people.”

1. Connect
“I love how social media
has changed everything
in fashion,” says Versace,
top models like Kendall

Jenner included.

“All my life
I’ve believed
in breaking
the rules,”
Versace says.



BE THE EVOLUTION at KennethCole.com/MankindHero

John Pearson and his son Cooper, New York City.

EVERYONE CAN BE SOMEONE’S HERO.

AVA ILABLE  AT

 KENNETH  COLE  STORES

KENNETHCOLE .COM

 MACY ’S  &  MACYS .COM



JENNIFER LOPEZ,
2000

“Jennifer looked so
radiant, like she ruled

the world. Neither of us
could believe the mania
that dress would cause.”
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Nearly 20 years after taking over the creative direction of the label from her late brother, Gianni,

Donatella looks back on the moments that defined Versace in a new book by Rizzoli, out this month.

KATE HUDSON, 2015
“Kate has charisma

and a unique attitude.
As soon as I met her,

we clicked. She’s
magnetic and looked

gorgeous in that gown.”

ANGELINA JOLIE, 2012
“Angelina has so much
passion, and she is so

brave in everything she
does. She is a mother and

an artist, and she fights
so hard for human rights.”

LADY GAGA, 2013
“Gaga is always

pushing herself for more,
whether in music,
image, or art. It is

this desire to do more
that I love.”

“Versace
has always
been more
than just a

fashion
brand. It is
a lifestyle.”

—DONATELLA
VERSACE

GIGI
HADID

CÉLINE
DION

EMPIRE BUILDING
The Palazzo Empire bag, soft and lightweight but with an elegant

structure, has been a hit whether dressed up or down. “Who
wants to carry around something stiff and heavy?” Versace asks.

“Two things I am never without: my Empire bag and Audrey, my dog.”

Leather bags, $3,295–$3,950; us.versace.com.



Luma Grothe

2.  PRECISION SPOOLIE BRUSH 

BLENDS AND GROOMS

NEW

AUTOMATIC PENCIL
IN 4 NATURAL-LOOKING SHADES

BROW DEFINER
 BY BROW STYLIST

1.  ULTRA-THIN TIP RECREATES 
TINY BROW HAIRS

lorealparisusa.com

DEFINE YOUR BROWS, EXPRESS YOURSELF.
ULTRA-THIN TIP, SUPER-PRECISE RESULTS.
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.
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IN HER PURSUIT OF THE AMERICAN DREAM, CAROLYN RAFAELIAN

ONCE TOOK INSPIRATION FROM HER GRANDFATHER’S JOURNEY
THROUGH ELLIS ISLAND. NOW, WITH A NEW COLLECTION MADE FROM

A VERY SPECIAL SOURCE, SHE’S LITERALLY CARRYING THE TORCH

by ERIC WILSON

HOME Providence, R.I.

AGE 50.

PROFESSION Designer and entrepreneur.

HOW YOU KNOW HER As founder, CEO, and chief
creative officer of Alex and Ani, she designs every
element of the company’s collections, headquarters,
and even its 70-plus stores around the country.

WHAT’S NEW In partnership with the Ellis Island
Foundation, Rafaelian has created items that feature
copper elements crafted from material preserved during
the Statue of Liberty’s centennial restoration.

How did this come about? It was fate. In 1986, all of this
copper from the statue was going to be discarded—until
somebody who had a lot of foresight said this metal is
so precious, so full of the hopes and dreams and love of
millions of people, that it’s priceless. He held on to it for
the right moment to get her message, Liberty enlight-
ening the world, out there on a global scale.
How can a necklace tell a story? Jewelry holds so much
meaning, not just in the symbology of the materials, but
also in that it is passed down from one generation to
another. My grandfather, Melkon Rafaelian, came through
Ellis Island in 1913 to escape the Armenian genocide. This
country meant life to him, and he thrived here. All of that
was embedded in my father, who started his jewelry
manufacturing business, Cinerama, in 1966, and in my own
philosophy with Alex and Ani, which I named after my
daughters to show them that there are no limits in life.
How did you use the copper in your design? It had to
have Lady Liberty’s message represented with all kinds
of beautiful symbols. Her flame, which is very distinct, is
forged in copper with no plating or anything on it, so it’s
pure her. There are three stars that represent peace,
love, and unity, and 50 stars on the back with the outline
of her podium in the shape of Fort Wood. The medallion
is stamped with 925 for the quality of sterling silver. And
9/25 happens to be my birthday. It’s serendipity.
What was your first memory of seeing the Statue of
Liberty in person? I was 8 years old, and the one thing
I remember is this really cool pen I got from the gift
store. It was one you turned upside down with her
floating up and down with glitter. I had that pen forever.
Who knew it would all come full circle and I could play
a part in representing her to the world?

AMERICAN
VOICES

Sterling silver and
gold-plated

expandable ring
($38) and copper,

14kt gold, and
gold-plated
expandable

necklace ($258),
Alex and Ani;

alexandani.com.

While working in her father’s
factory, Rafaelian designed

jewelry for herself on the
side, sparking the idea for

Alex and Ani, which she
started in 2004 just after

the birth of her daughters,
Alex (below, left) and Ani,

pictured as children.
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“MY WISH IS TO RACE MY

 BROTHER IN MONACO.”







TM

Modern Classic Style Since 1947



FALL’S STANDOUT MOTIFS
MEET THEIR (MIS)MATCH

photographed by EMMAN MONTALVAN

styled by ALI PEW

Silk blouse, Trademark, $398; trade-mark.com. Wool skirt,
Sayaka Davis, $598; sayakadavis.com. Stainless steel
earrings, Michael Kors, $85; at select Michael Kors Lifestyle
stores. Brass ring (index finger), From St Xavier, $45;
shopwithmilkmoney.com. Epoxy stone and brass rings,
Ann Taylor, $40 each; anntaylor.com. Calfskin bag, Michael
Kors Collection, $1,490; at select Michael Kors stores.
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A shift in scale prevents
checks from looking

too monotonous.
Warm, autumnal hues

and elongated
proportions help too.

Wool trenchcoat, 3.1 Phillip
Lim, $1,195; 31philliplim.com.
Organza blouse, Maryam

Nassir Zadeh, $518;
mnzstore.com. Wool skirt,

Rosetta Getty, $980; ikram
.com. Gold-plated earrings,
Cole Haan, $48; colehaan
.com. Brass rings, Jennifer
Fisher, $265 (top), $225,

and $235 (left-hand pinkie);
jenniferfisherjewelry.com.

Leather bag, Theory,
$345; theory.com.



Use pretty blooms and
pops of yellow to make

houndstooth more playful.

Wool-blend blazer, Sandro,
$645; us.sandro-paris.com.

Silk-cotton blouse, Theory, $295;
theory.com. Wool pants, J.Crew,

$268; jcrew.com. Gold- and
sterling-silver-plated earrings,
Vita Fede, $385; vitafede.com.
Rings, from top: ruby, turquoise,
and 14kt gold ($1,240); sapphire

and brass ($165); ruby, turquoise,
sapphire, emerald, diamond,

and 10kt gold ($450); and
diamond and brass ($165),

Scosha; scosha.com. Leather
bag, Vanessa Seward, $720;

vanessaseward.com for stores.
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Tricky pattern play gets
infinitely easier when in
low-key colors. Make up

the difference with plenty
of fabulous jewelry.

Viscose-blend dress ($525)
and sweater ($225), Rodebjer;

rodebjer.com. Crystal and
gold-plated earrings, Laruicci,
$120; laruicci.com. Gold-plated

rings with moonstone ($145–$165)
or labradorite ($165), Julie Vos;

julievos.com. Topaz and
gold-plated hairpin, Elizabeth
and James, $175; shopbop.com.



SIMULATION OF PRODUCT RESULTS ON 

LASHES ENHANCED WITH LASH INSERTS.

©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.

 

FELINE 
 BY VOLUMINOUS

NEW

QUICK-CHARGE 
BRUSH

lorealparisusa.com

COMPLETE YOUR LOOK WITH 
LINER NOIR

LINER NOIR

0.1MM TIP FOR A PRECISE 
CAT EYE FLICK

QUICK-CHARGE BRUSH

CAPTURES EVERY LASH

UNLEASH YOUR INNER WILDCAT.
INSTANT VOLUME AND FEROCIOUS 

FULL LASH DENSITY.
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™
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Remember the days of getting dressed? This look—a blend of
Coco Chanel polish and Hitchcockian allure—harks back to that time,

and there’s something fun, almost subversive, about going all in on
this kind of glamour now. Make it modern with a miniskirt, or try a zip-

up jacket or scalloped skirt. The coolest? A pop of color.

FI N D YOU R PE RFECT

JA
S

O
N

 W
U

SUIT Wool
houndstooth

jacket ($1,995)
and skirt
($995),

Michael Kors
Collection; at
select Michael
Kors stores.

COLLAR
Reiss, $145;
reiss.com.
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GET IT RIGHT

A short hem pairs best
with substantial shoes—
nothing too spindly. We
love menswear-inspired

brogues or stacked-
heel pumps.

SUIT Wool jacket ($895) and
skirt ($550), REDValentino; at

REDValentino. COLLAR Lenore
by La Regale, $48; kohls.com.

SUIT Acrylic-blend jacket
($725; saks.com) and skirt ($595;

lescopains.com), Blue Les Copains.
COLLAR Dennis Basso for QVC, $30;
qvc.com. Available in sizes up to 3X.

SUIT Polyester-blend jacket ($59)
and skirt ($37), Dorothy Perkins;
dorothyperkins.com. COLLAR

Mix No. 6, $25; dsw.com.

SUIT Wool jacket ($1,600) and skirt
($745), Adeam; adeam.com. COLLAR

Cara Accessories for 100% Blooming-
dale’s, $48; bloomingdales.com.

SUIT Velvet
lambskin leather
jacket ($1,535)

and skirt ($985),
Longchamp;

longchamp.com.
COLLAR Eight
Dreams, $45;

eightdreams.com.

SUIT Polyester-rayon
blazer ($198) and skirt

($88), Banana Republic;
bananarepublic.com.

COLLAR Adrienne Landau,
$95; adriennelandau.com.





A new way to find your favorite wine.

www.firstleaf.wine/is2

Discover the wine club that only sends wines you’ll love, works around your 

schedule, and sources from the world’s foremost wine producers.

Get 3 outstanding wines for $14.95 – 70% off retail!

ADVERTISEMENT
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Give your weekday skirts a little love on a Saturday.
With the help of slouchy-cool layers and streetwear-inspired

accessories, an asymmetrical silhouette is cozy but cute.

Trade skinny jeans for wide-leg trousers. Punchy
accents, like embellished loafers and a colorful coat,

guarantee you’ll stand out.

THE PERFECT
OUTFIT TO...

ELEVATE

YOUR ERRANDS
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JACKET Polyester, COS, $125; cosstores.com. SWEATER Tencel knit,
Karen Walker, $205; karenwalker.com. SKIRT Wool-cashmere,

Judith & Charles, $375; judithandcharles.com. SUNGLASSES Acetate,
Steven Alan Optical, $195; revolve.com. BAG Leather, Rag & Bone,

$395; at Rag & Bone. RING Metal, Simply Vera Vera Wang, $26; kohls
.com. BOOTS Leather, Frances Valentine, $545; francesvalentine.com.

COAT Wool-polyamide, Paul & Joe, $823; paulandjoe.com.
SWEATER Tweed, Tibi, $395; tibi.com. PANTS Viscose-polyamide,

Rebecca Taylor, $375; rebeccataylor.com. WATCH Stainless
steel with leather strap, Movado, $495; movado.com. BAG Napa

leather, suede, and calf hair, Derek Lam 10 Crosby, $750; dereklam
.com. PUMPS Leather, Coach 1941, $395; coach.com.



Setting your 9-to-5 style apart comes down to a
few subtle tweaks: gray pumps, colorful turtlenecks, and

a blazer that cleverly ties to one side.

A rich wine shade commands attention.
Break up a head-to-toe look with different

variations of merlot and cabernet.

LAND THAT PROMOTION
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EARRINGS

Brass and zinc,
BCBG Max Azria,
$48; bcbg.com.

SUNGLASSES

Acetate,
Bobbi Brown,

$165; at
Solstice

Sunglasses.

TROUSERS

Wool-
elastane

twill,
Brooks

Brothers,
$268;

brooks
brothers

.com.

HEELS

Leather,
Nine

West, $99;
ninewest

.com.

TURTLENECK

Cashmere, J.Crew,
$228; jcrew.com.

BLAZER

Wool-polyamide, &
Other Stories, $245;

stories.com.

WATCH

Gold tone
with leather

strap,
Michael

Kors, $225;
at select

Michael Kors
Lifestyle
stores.

DRESS

Polyester
blend, White
House Black
Market, $160;
whbm.com.

BRACELET

Silver plate,
Lady Grey,

$240; ladygrey
jewelry.com.

BAG

Suede and
leather, Louise
et Cie, $378;
louiseetcie

.com.

HEELS

Faux suede, BC
Footwear, $70;
modcloth.com.

BAG

Leather, DKNY,
$578; at select
DKNY stores.

DLP STU DIO



#FALSIESANGEL

I say, if you’ve 
got it, flaunt it.

The new 
false lash look:
Now, lashes fl aunt
the winged effect.

NEW

A leading false lash insert brand applied in 
the outer corners vs. Falsies Angel mascara.

Comb lashes 
to wing out.

®

TM

Simulation of 
actual product results.

Maybelline.com

©2016 Maybelline LLC.

false lash inserts Falsies Angel 



Folkloric embroidery and watercolor prints may seem
like an unlikely pairing, but high contrast is what makes them

work. Clean-lined extras pull the look together.

With a few unifying colors, a riot of textures
and heavy embellishment make for a complementary

mix. Add some statement shades.

BE THE BEST-DRESSED

OF YOUR BFFS
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SUN-

GLASSES

Acetate,
Dsquared2,

$255; at
Dsquared2.

EARRINGS

Glass and metal,
White House
Black Market,
$30; whbm

.com.

EARRINGS

Gold dip,
Aurélie

Bidermann,
$415; at
Aurélie

Bidermann,
212-335-

0604.

BAG

Leather,
Milly, $285;
milly.com.

PANTS

Viscose-
polyester,

Ann Taylor,
$98; ann

taylor.com.

BOOTS

Microsuede,
Kenneth Cole, $170;
kennethcole.com.

COAT

Polyester
with faux fur,
ASOS, $130;

asos.com.

SWEATER

Cotton-
polyamide,
Ganni, $145;

shopbop.com.

SHIRT

Cotton,
R/R Studio,

$465;
barneys

.com.

BAG

Spazzolato leather,
Bill Blass, $318;
billblass.com.

SWEATER

Nylon with raffia, Victoria,
Victoria Beckham, $920;

victoriabeckham.com.

SKIRT

Calfskin fur, Longchamp,
$1,570; longchamp.com.

BOOTS

Suede, Stuart
Weitzman, $565;

at Stuart
Weitzman,

877-793-4896.



gel formula with 
volumizing fiberstapered brush

#MNYBrows

MASCARA

NEW

When I make a move,
I do it precisely.

Fill gaps precisely for
fuller, dimensional brows.
Our 1st brow mascara
with fi bers.

FIBER VOLUMIZER

before

after

Adriana is wearing New Brow Precise® Fiber Volumizer Mascara in Deep Brown.

©2016 Maybelline LLC.

Maybelline.com/brow
Get expert tips at

®



A denim jacket over dressy attire says you enjoy a
sit-down dinner but wouldn’t mind a pizza to-go. Keep up

the juxtaposition with ladylike pumps and a fun satchel.

Channel your inner Jane Birkin with a sweet yet sexy
balance of blue jeans and a ruffled white blouse. Metallic
booties and a snakeskin bag give the combo some edge.

SPARK A NEW CRUSH
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SKIRT
Lurex, Suno, $695;

sunony.com.

HEELS
Nubuck, Aldo, $100;

aldoshoes.com.

JACKET
Denim, Gap,

$70;
gap.com.

EARRINGS
Gold tone,

Vera Bradley,
$28;

verabradley
.com.

CAMISOLE
Polyester,
H&M, $30;

hm.com.

RING
Glass and
iron, Bebe,

$22/set
of 3; bebe

.com.

BAG
Calf leather,

RED(V), $925; at
Red Valentino.

BAG
Embossed

leather,
Theory,
$395;
theory
.com.

BRACELET
Silver plate,

WXYZ
Jewelry,

$98; wxyz
jewelry
.com.

JEANS
Denim,
J Brand,

$218; jbrand
jeans.com.

BOOTS
Leather, Kendall

+ Kylie, $190;
bloomingdales.com.

SUNGLASSES
Acetate, Article One

Eyewear, $250;
sportique.com.

SHIRT
Cotton-silk, Rhié,

$395; rhie
studio.com.

DLP STU DIO



For a fit like Cris’s, try Fit Me!® Matte + Poreless Foundation in 320.

©2016 Maybelline LLC.

Maybelline.com

MATTE+PORELESS

Make fi t happen.
Fit skin tone and texture.
Now in more mattifying 
shades than ever.

8 new shades. Fit Me!® Now 40 fits in all.

Blurring powders control shine and 
blur pores. For our most natural look.

Individuality?
I’m all for it.

®

LIQUID FOUNDATION
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Supermodel ASHLEY

GRAHAM has mastered the
art of online shopping one
click at a time. Here she shares
the strategies and sites that
always deliver a fashion score

Always check the fabric of an item.
If it doesn’t have stretch and looks like it
might run a little small, empty your cart.”

DON’T LIMIT YOURSELF

TO SO-CALLED PLUS-SIZE

SITES Sometimes I’ll see

something online that I love and

think, “There is no way I’m going

to fit in that.” But the truth is

you never know until you try.

I’ve ordered amazing body-con

party dresses from House of CB

(houseofcb.com) and Nasty Gal

(nastygal.com) and a regular size

large was fine. And when I want to

splurge, I like Opening Ceremony

(openingceremony.com) for

clothes and cool accessories.

KNOW YOUR

MEASUREMENTS

As a model I have mine

memorized, but I tell everyone it’s

key for shopping on the Web as

well. Grab a tape measure and

document every inch of yourself—

bust, waist, hips. Then head to the

sizing chart. It really is there for a

reason, not to set you up to fail.

ASOS (asos.com) is the best place

for trend pieces because it gives

you the height and size of the

model. It has video too, so you can

see how the product moves.

SAVE TIME WITH A

ONE-STOP SHOP My

schedule has been busy

lately, so I like boutique sites

that curate a bunch of different

brands. Right now I’m obsessed

with Cover Story NYC (cover

storynyc.com). It carries a line

called Elvi that has the most

gorgeous jumpsuits in addition

to other great brands for curves

like Rachel Pally and Universal

Standard.

MAKE INSTAGRAM

YOUR PERSONAL

SHOPPER I’m always

scrolling through Insta and

tapping away to find out where

everyone’s outfits are from.

It’s an easy way to find the new,

under-the-radar brands. I

recently came across Mei Smith

(meismith.com), which is now

a go-to for well-made basics

with a casual, laid-back vibe.

Above, on Graham:
Marina Rinaldi coat.
Earrings, her own.

Sequined polyester top,
ASOS Curve, $105 (14–24);

asos.com. Rayon-blend
dress, House of CB London,

$178 (XS–L); houseofcb.com.

Polyester
jumpsuit, Elvi,
$120 (10-22);

coverstory
nyc.com.

Calf-leather
bag, Opening
Ceremony,

$425; opening
ceremony.com.

Merino
wool sweater,

Mei Smith,
$420 (12–24);
meismith.com.



ADVERTISEMENT

november 8-13
2016 Durban • South Africa

Passion. Inspiration. Power.

Passion, Inspiration, and Power take Center Stage at Africa’s fi rst-ever ESSENCE Festival® 

2016 in Durban, South Africa. If you’re a small business, or a big one, you want to be there.

If you’re a fashion, lifestyle, health, food or art enthusiast, you’ll want to be there.

Come share ideas, get some of your own, learn more, and get empowered in workshops 

and seminars facilitated by world class achievers who have done it before.

BUY YOUR TRAVEL PACKAGES TODAY AT ESSENCE.COM

STEVE HARVEY, REVEREND AL SHARPTON, KELLY PRICE, ESTELLE, 

YOLANDA ADAMS,  PHAEDRA PARKS, WIZKID, NONDUMISO TEMBE AND 

MANY MORE LOCAL DURBAN AND INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS!

FEATURING



Globally, 62 million girls are not in school and even 

more are fighting to stay there. Girls empowered with 

an education will delay marriage, have fewer children, 

earn a higher income, and are more likely to invest in 

their families and communities. When girls gain skills, 

knowledge, and confidence, they break the cycle of 

poverty and help strengthen societies.  

EDUCATE GIRLS, CHANGE THE WORLD. 

#62MILLIONGIRLS

MY CHILDREN WILL 
BE 50% MORE LIKELY 
TO SURVIVE INFANCY.

Take action to support the initiative: 

Learn more at LETGIRLSLEARN.GOV

Get involved at DONATE.PEACECORPS.GOV

Tell your friends:  #letgirlslearn and @peacecorps
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Create a
colorblock

statement in
pastel hues
that make
you happy.

Trade
stilettos for
shell toes to
bring a bit of
the street to
a minimalist

dress. 

Madcap
prints reach
maximalist
perfection

when set off by
flashy white

trainers.

Wear cherry
red kicks with

a flirty skirt
and floral bag.

RETH I N K YOU R . . .

THEY’RE DITCHING THE GYM

FOR A STROLL ON DECIDEDLY

MORE FEMININE TERRAIN
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A cozy knit makes a slouchy-is-sexy
statement against a silky, bias-cut bottom.

Play it sophisticated with stiletto mules,
or go gamine in two-toned flats.

OVERSIZE SWEATER + SLIP SKIRT

SWEATER Cashmere,
360Cashmere, $437;

360cashmere.com. SKIRT

Silk, Tibi, $525; tibi.com.
LOAFERS Leather, G.H.Bass

& Co., $110; ghbass.com.

SWEATER Cashmere-wool, Elizabeth and James, $595; nordstrom
.com. SKIRT Cupro blend, Club Monaco, $325; clubmonaco.com.
RINGS Brass (left), French Connection, $28; lordandtaylor.com.

Rhodium plate, TomTom Jewelry, $150; tomtomjewelry.com.

SWEATER Merino wool–
cashmere, Banana Republic,

$118; bananarepublic.com.
SKIRT Silk, Vince, $245;

vince.com. MULES Leather,
Marc Fisher LTD, $195;

marcfisherfootwear.com.

SACHA MARIC
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SAY YOU
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IN SCULPTURAL
NEW SETTINGS
AND UNEXPECTED
ARRANGEMENTS,
THEY’RE NOT SO
PRIM AFTER ALL
photographed by

THOMAS SLACK

Chanel resin pearl,
ribbon, and metal

necklaces, $1,750 each;
at select Chanel

boutiques. Chanel Fine
Jewelry pearl, diamond,

and 18kt white gold
single-strand necklace

($74,000) and rings
(from top, $42,300,

$82,500, and $16,500);
at Chanel Fine Jewelry.



Delfina
Delettrez

freshwater pearl
and 18kt gold

earring, $1,750;
net-a-porter
.com. Aurélie

Bidermann
freshwater
pearl and

gold-plated
necklace,

$540; aurelie
bidermann.com.
Jemma Wynne
pearl, diamond
element, and

18kt gold
bracelet, $1,995;

shopsingle
stone.com.

Tiffany & Co.
cultured

South Sea
pearl and
diamond

earrings and
bracelet,

prices upon
request; at

Tiffany & Co.,
800-

843-3269.

Honora
freshwater
pearl and

sterling silver
earrings, $65;

at Honora,
212-886-6326.
Miu Miu pearl

and ribbon
necklace, $360;

miumiu.com.

John Hardy
pearl and 18kt

white gold
earrings,

$13,000; at
John Hardy.

Anissa
Kermiche

mother-of-
pearl, diamond,
and 14kt gold
ring, $1,730;
swoonery

.com.
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THIS MONTH’S IRRESISTIBLE

& AFFORDABLE FASHION HITS

HATS ON
As Miroslava
Duma proves,

the key to pulling
off a beret is

balancing it with
straightforward

staples.

$25
Glass

and gold-
toned

necklace,
Express;

express.com.

$32 Polyester
top, Dorothy

Perkins; dorothy
perkins.com.

$196
Cotton-

polyester
skirt, Asilio;

8thstory
.com.

$23 Polyester and polyurethane
slingbacks, Zara; zara.com.

$70 Polyester-
spandex velvet

skirt, J.O.A.;
asos.com.

$70
Viscose-

nylon dress,
The Limited;

thelimited
.com.

$30
Wool
beret,

Babaton
for Aritzia;
aritzia.com.

$180 Wool
pullover, Armani

Exchange; at
Armani Exchange.

$135
Stainless

steel
watch with

leather
strap,
Fossil;

fossil.com.

$34
Gold-plated

earrings,
BaubleBar;
baublebar

.com.

$168
Sherpa

coat, Gap;
gap.com.

$148 Leather
bag, Banana

Republic; banana
republic.com.
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GO WEST
Model Teddy

Quinlivan citifies
a ranch-chic

shirt by mixing
in distressed
denim and

cheeky mary
janes.

P
A
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IS

$179 Cotton shirt,
Alice McCall;

pixiemarket.com.

$100 Kid suede mary
janes, Chinese Laundry;

chineselaundry.com.

$125 Gold-plated
earrings, Elizabeth and
James; vonmaur.com.

$89 Polyester-viscose
skirt, Ann Taylor;
anntaylor.com.

$49 Polyure-
thane backpack,
ASOS; asos.com.

$88
Denim
jeans,
Levi’s;

levi.com.

$199
Metallic
cotton-

silk shirt,
Club

Monaco;
club

monaco
.com.

$149 Polyester-silk dress, Line
& Dot; thelineanddot.com.

$110 Gold-toned watch,
Chaps; kohls.com.

$195
Embroi-
dered

suede bag,
Rebecca
Minkoff;
rebecca
minkoff
.com.

$198 Denim jacket,
AG; agjeans.com.

$60
Viscose-

nylon
sweater,
Loft; loft

.com.



Introducing a new mobile video site 

obsessively devoted to content about and by 

the stars of social media.

W A T C H  A T  I N S T A N T . M E

All mobile. All video. All day.
Powered by



#FOLGERSFEELSLIKEHOME
Tabitha Blue of FreshMommyBlog.com has 

a busy schedule, so she takes time to relax by 

getting cozy and indulging her eye for style. 

Here’s how she stays comfy and fashion-

forward in her favorite place: home.     

CLEAN SWEEP

A minimalist at heart, Tabitha’s fi rst step in keeping her 

wardrobe current is dividing clothes into three piles: keep, 

donate, or toss. Her golden rule: “If I didn’t wear it last 

year, I probably won’t wear it now.”

KICK BACK AND RELAX 

One of Tabitha’s favorite things 

to do is to cuddle on the couch 

with a book and a cup of Folgers® 

Coffeehouse Blend Coffee. She loves 

how the smooth, delicious fl avor is a 

standout even with milk and sugar.

EVERY CUP OF 
#FOLGERSFEELSLIKEHOME

Share your favorite at-home coffee moments with #FolgersFeelsLikeHome, 
and include #ContestEntry and tag @RealSimpleLifestylers for a 

chance to win* a great prize package from Folgers® Coffeehouse Blend! 
For complete Offi cial Rules, visit realsimple.com/folgers.

*No purchase necessary. Begins 10/13/16 and ends at 11:59pm ET 12/27/16. Must be a legal resident of the 

50 United States or the District of Columbia and must be 19 years or older. Void where prohibited by law.

TABITHA’S FAVORITE TREAT

What’s better than warm cinnamon 

buns right out of the oven? They make 

the whole house smell delicious!

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

WARM UP

A darker, richer hair color 

gives Tabitha a fresh new 

look, and all she needs is a 

quick trip to the stylist!   

LIP SERVICE

Tabitha makes sure she always looks her 

best by adding a pop of color. Whether 

it’s a berry tone, a sassy red, or a burnt 

sienna, a fun lipstick pulls almost any outfi t 

together and adds a quick fi nishing touch.



NOW, NO MAT TER HOW YOU TAKE YOUR COFFEE,

YOU CAN STILL TASTE THE COFFEE.

©
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almond milk
very diplomatic

lotsa milk

cream

some might call it a latté

the strong, silent type

sugar, no milk

a drop of skim

a little sweeter

heavy on the light cream

NEW!
INTRODUCING FOLGERS

®

 COFFEEHOUSE BLEND

THE BEST PART OF WAKIN’ UP.™
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FASHION DIRECTOR MELISSA RUBINI ON
WHAT’S SPARKING HER #CURRENTMOOD

2 Diamond,
enamel, and
18kt gold
earrings, Marc
Alary, $940;
marcalary.com.

7 Calfskin pumps,
Chanel, $800;

at select Chanel
boutiques.

5 Aesop The Avid Explorer
Kit, $112; aesop.com.

RESORT OBSESSIONS

3
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4 I have such a hard time finding glasses for
my daughter, Stella. Very French Gangsters
has the cutest, coolest frames for kids, as
evidenced in this shot from its lookbook.
5 Aesop products make the best hostess
gifts. 6 I love this picture of Jackie Kennedy
visiting her daughter at school. It reminds
me of what’s really important. 7 This
season’s version of Chanel’s breakout
slingbacks is so good with jeans and
dresses alike. 8 I may be a minimalist, but
even I can’t resist Ukrainian designer
Yuliya Magdych’s exuberant dresses.

1 This photo was taken for an
interview I did with Citiphile, a site
that asks locals about their go-to
spots in New York and Los Angeles.
My recommendation? Sushi of
Gari in TriBeCa. 2 These adorably
small hoops are the kind of earrings
you never take off. 3 Resort is one
of my favorite seasons because
it’s full of so many easy-to-wear
looks. Here are my top three.
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ADVERTISEMENT

© 2016 Time Inc. INSTYLE is a trademark of Time Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Available on the InStyle Magazine app
for your iPad® and iPhone®

Also available on Nook™ and Google Play.

NEW! In-Depth Fashion and
Beauty Guides from the Editors of InStyle
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FIGHT
TECH
NECK
YOUR TECHNOLOGY IS 
WORKING AGAINST YOU

3 WAYS TO FIGHT

TECH NECK

* Source: The NPD Group, Inc. / U.S. Prestige Beauty Total Department 

Specialty, Skincare Dollar Sales, Jul 2014 – Mar 2016

#FightTechNeck   Strivectin.com

2

3

KEEP YOUR CHIN UP
���������

DETOX FROM YOUR DEVICES

SCIENCE HOLDS THE SOLUTION
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ADVERTISEMENT

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY

���������

TIGHTEN ON THE GO

StriVectin’s Tightening Neck 

Serum Roller is a lightweight 

serum for the neck that glides on 

smoothly and absorbs immediately. 

Apply throughout the day to instantly 

smooth and firm skin anytime, anywhere. 

The #1 selling
    neck cream*
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YOU’RE COVERED THIS WINTER COME RAIN, SHINE, OR SNOW

Waxed cotton canvas with
leather trim and thermo-
plastic rubber, L.L.Bean

Signature, $179; llbean.com.

Rabbit fur,
Frances Valentine,

$595; frances
valentine.com.

Leather with
shearling, Jimmy
Choo, $1,350;

jimmychoo.com.

Leather,
J.Crew, $298;

jcrew.com.

Suede, Guess,
$149; shop
.guess.com.

Nylon, polyurethane
coat, and fleece, Sorel,

$130; sorel.com.

Vecchio napa
leather, Stuart

Weitzman, $595; at
Stuart Weitzman,

212-226-3440.

Rubber,
Tretorn, $120;
shopbop.com.

Rubber,
Hunter

Original,
$195;

us.hunter
boots
.com.
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WHEN IT COMES TO OFF-DUTY DRESSING , FASHION DIRECTOR MELISSA RUBINI DOESN’T

SWEAT IT (LITERALLY). HER WEEKEND PLANS? SWAPPING STANDARD JOGGERS FOR AN

EQUALLY COMFY BOHO DRESS AND SPORTING SKY-HIGH SUEDE BOOTS IN LIEU OF TIGHTS

THIS MONTH’S PROJECT Make some new cuddle buddies

Trends come and go, but basics always need refreshing. Cold-weather standbys were built to win the wind-chill battle.

Polyester dress, See by Chloé,
$660; at Bloomingdale’s.

Acetate sunglasses, Westward Leaning,
$185; westwardleaning.com.

Fingerless Mittens
Alpaca–merino wool,

Wool and the Gang, $56;
woolandthegang.com.

Cozy Scarf
Cashmere, Johnstons

of Elgin, $745; johnstons
cashmere.com.

Hot-Water Bottle
Alpaca and rubber,

Alicia Adams Alpaca, $125;
aliciaadamsalpaca.com.

Chunky Socks
Cashmere, Calzificio

Bresciani, $119;
luxuryclothing.com.

Pom-Pom Beanie
Wool-cashmere,

J.Crew, $40;
jcrew.com.

Suede bag, Altuzarra,
$1,295; barneys.com.

Suede boots, Stuart Weitzman,
$798; stuartweitzman.com.

Wool coat, Gabriela Hearst,
$2,695; theline.com.

Wool cape scarf, Madewell,
$80; madewell.com.



The all-new Fitbit Flex 2™ is a slim fitness wristband that’s versatile  

enough to go wherever life takes you. It’s designed with a small, 

removable tracker that hides away in chic bracelets, pendants and 

classic bands that make staying fit look good.

fit for every you

INTERCHANGEABLE
ACCESSORIES

SLEEP QUALITY EXERCISE SWIMMINGSTEPS, DISTANCE, 
CALORIES BURNED
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INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW



INTRODUCING

CAFFÈ LATTE
 K-CUP

®

  PODS
Stir Sip Enjoy

AVAILABLE IN CARAMEL, MOCHA AND VANILLA.

NEW
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Step aside, Silicon Valley. The latest tech
innovations are infiltrating the runways, designer fitting

rooms, and even your very own closets and makeup
drawers. Here, our picks for the best devices, apps, and services

to help you look amazing—and be more productive than ever
by CHRISTINA SHANAHAN
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From the street to the
gym, wearable tech is
seamlessly integrating into
our daily routines. Fitbit Alta

Gold Bracelet

Fossil Q
Smartwatch

Misfit
Ray

Kate Spade
Activity Tracking

Bangle

THE BUZZ What’s the point     in sporting an attractive accessory if you have to be tethered to your

smartphone to use it? “The latest trackers work without connecting to your phone,” says Jackie Trebilcock,

managing director of the New York Fashion Tech Lab. “This technology is definitely not slowing down.”

APPLE WATCH

SERIES 2

The device’s new built-

in GPS technology lets

you better monitor your

daily jog; plus, it’s water-

resistant up to 50 meters.

Even if you’re not brushing

up on your backstroke,

Apple’s latest timepiece

looks better than ever

thanks to new band styles

(yes, that includes Hermès)

and sleek ceramic cases.

Apple Watch Series 2, starting
at $269; apple.com.

FITBIT ALTA GOLD

Welcome to the fashion

game, Fitbit. Following a

collaboration with cool-

girl line Public School, the mega-

popular (but previously

utilitarian-looking) step counter

launches the Alta model with gold-

toned accents. Not only does it blend in

better with your other bracelets, but it

also features automatic sleep and activ-

ity tracking, meaning you’ll never have

to pause before a catnap or a workout to

tell your band what you’re about to do.

Fitbit Alta Gold Bracelet, $130; fitbit.com.

FOSSIL Q

With this highly customizable Android

Wear smartwatch you can match the dial

to your #OOTD. Simply double-tap the

screen to swipe through color options

and interactive faces.

Fossil Q WanderTouchscreen Rose
Gold-Toned Smartwatch, $315; fossil.com.

KATE SPADE ACTIVITY

TRACKERS

We’ve been juicing up our iPhone with

its printed charging packs for a few sea-

sons, but now the beloved brand is in-

troducing the cutest connected watches

and bracelets. The collection includes a

Metro Grand smartwatch, a jewelry-

inspired bangle, and a silicone sport

band adorned with playful kitten ears.

Think of the functionality as entry

level—you’ll get basic vibration alerts

for all your smartphone notifications,

but since the devices don’t have digital

screens, you’ll need to open the corre-

sponding app to view your steps, heart

rate, and Snapchats.

Kate Spade Activity Tracking Bangle, $150;
katespade.com.

MISFIT RAY

Not a watch person? Not a big deal.

Misfit’s modular step-and-sleep tracker

(available in rose gold and carbon black)

smoothly attaches to a line of lariat neck-

laces and cord pendants that drape

around your neck. Bonus? The Misfit

runs on a six-month replaceable battery,

so you’ll never have to plug in to charge.

Misfit Ray, $100; misfit.com.

THE WELLNESS EXTRAS

Don’t stop when you hit your
step goal. Score these apps to
improve your overall health.

HEADSPACE Think of this
as a gym membership for your
mind. Listen to meditation
sessions on the go, or team up
with friends via the app and
encourage each other to
prioritize mental health.

RITUALS Commit to unwinding
for five minutes each day with
guided mindfulness rituals
designed to complement,
rather than interrupt, your
daily routine.

TRN Book one-on-one in-
person sessions in select cities
with pros in yoga, Pilates, swim-
ming, nutrition, and more.

Free; all available on
Google Play and iTunes.
Prices for services vary.
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PRESCRIPTIVES

.COM

Dedicatedtohelping

shoppersfindtheperfect

foundationfortheircoloring,

thisgeniussitegoesastep

furtherwith itscustom-blend

technology.Uploada

makeup-freeshotofyourface

orspeakwithaconsultant

liveviaawebcam.Then

Prescriptivesstudiesyour

skin’sundertonesto

determineyour“beauty

print”andcreatesaone-of-a-

kindfoundationorpowder.

Don’tworry: Ifyou’renot

satisfied,exchangesarefree.

Prescriptives Custom Blend
Foundation (from $78) and
Pressed Powder (from $58);
prescriptives.com.

SEPHORA VIRTUAL

ARTIST

Hands down the best tool for taking

the stressoutofbuyingnewmakeup,

this section of the SephoraToGo

app scans your face then guides you

through Sephora’s endless stock

to find the best eye, lip, and lash prod-

ucts. TheCompareMe feature lets

you see four looks on one screen so you

can choose the best, and Shake It

Up surprises youwith pro picks that

will flatter your complexion.

Sephora To Go app, free; available on iTunes.

VIRTUAL NAIL SALON

Noneedtobreakouttheacetoneifyou’re

notafanofacoloryou’vetried.Takea

pictureofyourhand,thentesthundreds

ofpolishshadesfrombrandslikeEssie

andOPItoseehowwell theyworkagainst

yourskintone.Haveacolorinmindbut

notsureitexists?Snapapictureofany

objectandtheappwillsearchits

inventorytofindaclosepolishmatch.

Free; available on Google Play and iTunes.

THE DOC DOWNLOADS

You no longer have to trek to a doctor’s
office to get a consultation on minor
skin and dental concerns. We tested the
apps that help you get professional ad-
vice from the comfort of your couch.

CUROLOGY Live chat with a
licensed dermatologist about
acne or anti-aging and fill out a
questionnaire on your medical
history to receive a custom topical
prescription to apply every night
before bed.

ORAL-B Don’t wait for your next
cleaning to brush up. The Oral-B
7000 electric toothbrush (from
$199; oralb.com) beams data re-
garding your technique directly to
the corresponding app so you’ll
know if you’re brushing too hard or
spending too little time on certain
areas. Take that, cavities!

Pro tip: Maximize the effectiveness
of shade-matching technology, particu-
larly on darker skin tones, by snapping
your selfies in a well-lit area.

Prescriptives.com

Sephora Virtual Artist

Google VR

THE BUZZTryingoutmakeup looksonscreenhasbecome less a tweenhobbyandmoreapractical

shopping tool. “We’reusingphotorealistic color so thatproduct shadesappear exactly as theydo in real life,” says

ParhamAarabi,CEOofModiFace, a company thatpowers try-on technology. “Theaccuracy is scientific.”

SPRUCE Consult with dermatolo-
gists on eczema, rashes, and insect
bites. The pros can send you a pre-
scription if your problem is minor
or help you get an appointment
with a local specialist fast if they
suspect it’s more serious.

Free; all available on Google
Play and iTunes. Prices
for services vary.
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whetheryouhaveenougheggs topull

off aquiche.The fancy fridge syncswith

your smartphonesoyoucanpeer inside

fromvirtually anywhere to take stock

ofwhat youneed.Plus, thebuilt-in

touchscreen transforms thedoor into

anoversize tablet, lettingyoustream

music,movies, orTVshows.

Samsung Family Hub, $5,599 (stainless steel
version); samsung.com for stores.

THE BUZZ AdrianGrenier’sdoing it. So isSofíaVergara. “Connectedhomesaregoing fromgeektomainstream

becauseofnewdevices thatmake it super-easy toengagewithyourspace,” saysMartinDespain,directorof Intel’s

SmartHomeproject. “If you’re justgettingstarted, tryonedevicefirst toevaluateyourneeds, thenexpand fromthere.”

Nest Cam
Outdoor

GOOGLE HOME
Consider thisyourpersonalconcierge.

Place it inacommonareaandit’ll answer

voice commands to streammusic,

manageyourcalendar, respondtotexts,

andget ananswer tovirtually any

questionusingGoogleSearch.That

meansneverhaving tograbyourphone

todecodeScandal lingo.

Google Home, $129;
home.google.com.

NEST CAM
OUTDOOR
Acinchto installwithoutthe

helpofaprofessional, the

newest fromNest letsyou

streamfootage fromany-

whereonyourproperty24/7

andsaves it forupto30days.

You’ll getaconvenientsmart-

phonenotificationanytime

motionisdetected, specifying

whetherthecamerahearsa

noise fromafarorsensesa

persononthepremises.Per-

fect forpeaceofmind—but

hey,wewon’t judge ifyou’re

using it just topeek inon

yourpooch.

Nest Cam Outdoor, $199; nest
.com.

PLUME PODS
Thesesleekartdeco–inspired

plug-ins areabout tomake routers

retro.Placeapod ineach roomand

Plumewill helpyourWi-Finetwork

adapt to real-timeactivityby sensing

where the traffic is.The systemredis-

tributes the signal to theappropriate

podsoyouhavea smoothconnectionas

youmove fromroomtoroom.

Plume Pods, $39 each; plumewifi.com.

SAMSUNG
FAMILY HUB REFRIGERATOR
Does this scene sound familiar?You’re

in thegrocery storeprepping for a

12-personbrunchandcan’t remember

THE ON-THE-GO PROS
Looking to redesign your space, score
tech support, or simply scrub your floors?
Here’s how to call in a pro with one tap.

AMAZON HOME SERVICES
Whether you need a painter, a
plumber, or someone to help you
sort out an Ikea build, Amazon will
find a vetted expert in your zip
code available on demand.

ENJOY Buy your phone, laptop, or
other electronic device through
Enjoy and a pro will not only hand-
deliver it but also stick around to
help you set it up and sync it with
your other devices.

MODSY Before you begin redec-
orating, use this app to take
3-D photos of your space, then
work with a designer to visualize
new furniture and décor from
every angle.

Free; all available on Google
Play and iTunes. Prices for
services vary.

Google
Home

Plume Pods



www.honora.com @honora @honorapearls #pearlsthatgowith
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iPHONE 7 and
iPHONE 7 Plus
You’veheard about the

much-debatedmissing

headphone jack, but

thoughApple taketh away,

Apple givethback else-

where.New features like

thedual camerawillmake

yourphotos sharper and

more focused, and the

water- anddust-resistant

exteriormeans youwon’t

have to sweat spilled

drinkswhenyou’rehaving

dinnerwith friends.

iPhone 7 ($649 without
contract) and iPhone 7 Plus
($769 without contract);
apple.com/shop.

LG V20
Thismay just be thebest

soundexperience you can

get ona smartphone:The

hi-fi audio systemreduces ambient

noise levels towash away anydistrac-

tionswhile you’re on thephone.

LG V20, price determined by carrier; lg.com.

MOTO Z DROID
The latest fromMotorola is officially

the thinnest smartphoneon themar-

ket, but the accessoriesmake it even

better.MotoMods, sold separately,

attach to thephonemagnetically to

transformthedevice into a full-blown

entertainmentpowerhouse. TheJBL

SoundBoostMotoMod streams tunes

viaBluetooth andplays themat stereo

quality; the Insta-ShareProjector

MotoModprojectsmovies andphotos

up to 70 inches onany surface.

Moto Z Droid ($624 without contract),
JBL SoundBoost Moto Mod ($80),
and Insta-Share Projector Moto Mod
($300); motorola.com.

PIXEL
MeetGoogle’s newflagshipphone.

CompletewithAndroid’s fastest pro-

cessor yet, thePixel is also oneof the

THE VIRTUAL
REALITY BOOM

The most cutting-edge use for your smart-
phone? Immersing yourself in a virtual-
reality experience. “Designers, celebrities,
and brands are doing it in really user-
friendly ways now,” says Tino Schaedler, a
VR expert who art-directed Kanye West’s
“Fade” video. As more content is devel-
oped, viewers are also becoming less
expensive and better-looking (case in

Not only are companies
like Mophie and Sonix
rolling out new covers
for the latest Apple and
Android devices, but
Google is developing
new Live cases that send
updates on trending
news and social media
topics right to your
home screen (store
.google.com for info).

Daydream

iPhone 7

THE BUZZWhetheryou’re loyal to iOSoradie-hardAndroid fan, the latestmodelsareworkingharderthanever foryou.

point, the just-launched minimalist Day-
dream headset costs $79). Here’s how to
insert yourself into the 360-degree world.

JAUNT This app brings
beautifully produced music,
film, and travel content to life.
See behind the scenes of
popular shows, or go on a two-
minute beach getaway.
Free; available on Google Play
and iTunes.

YOUTUBE 360 YouTube’s
virtual reality channel rounds up
trending videos in real time so
users can see the freshest
content on demand.
Free; youtube.com.

best-lookingwith a crisp 5.5-inch

screen andamatte blackor bluefinish.

Google Pixel, starting at $649 (without
contract); store.google.com.



lorealparisusa.comBarbara Palvin

 

SILKISSIME
BY INFALLIBLE

PENCIL LINER 
IN 10 INTENSE SHADES

LASTS UP TO 
16 HOURS

ULTRA-SMOOTH 
AND SILKY

INTENSE COLOR PERFECTION.
GLIDES ON LIKE SILK.
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.
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LIKE A GLOVE
Signupforanaccountonlineandreceivea

pairof thecompany’sconnected leggings

inthemail.Thesmart leggingswillmea-

sureyourshapeandsendthedatavia

Bluetoothtothecorrespondingapp,

whichthenmatchesyour informationtoa

denimdatabasetocurateaselectionof

brandsandstylesbestsuitedtoyour

proportions.Jeanius.

Like a Glove Smart Leggings, $69;
likeaglove.me.

PROJECT JACQUARD
Levi’s andGoogleare teaminguptomake

adenimjacket thatwill dowaymore than

just lookcuteoveryourbasicwhiteTs.

The interactivegarmentwillultimately

allowyoutoswipeandtap its fabric toget

directions,hearmessages, andpumpup

thevolumeonyourheadphones.Don’t

grabyourcredit card justyet—detailson

the launchwill beannounced in2017.

Atap.google.com/jacquard for information.

SOLS
Here’s something that’ll putaspring in

yourstep:Thisappguidesyouthroughthe

processof snappingphotosofeach foot,

thencustom-designsand3-D-printsan

insole that responds toyourgait tomake

anyclosedshoesfitmorecomfortably.

Sols ExoSols Flex Inserts, $99; sols.com.

UNDER ARMOUR SPEED-
FORM SMART SNEAKERS
Runners seekinganuntetheredsweat

sessionwillwant tocheckout these

newkicks.Abuilt-inchip in thesole

automatically tracksyourdistance, speed,

andcadenceassoonas it senses that

you’vestarteda jog.The information is

thenautomaticallyuploadedto thepopu-

larMapMyRunapp,oneof themost-

downloadedrun-tracking tools.

Under Armour SpeedForm Gemini 2.1
Record-Equipped Smart Sneakers, $150;
underarmour.com.

THE SMART SHOPS

“We’re using technology in fashion to
solve problems in retail stores,” says
Lopez. Equipped with body-scanning
capabilities and smart clothing tags,
these shops are upping the fitting-room
experience one swipe at a time.

POLO RALPH LAUREN When you step
into the fitting room at select locations,

Polo Ralph Lauren

Like a Glove
Smart Leggings

THE BUZZ If you’vehadCherHorowitz’s virtualCluelessclosetonyourmindsince ’95, then

you’re in luckwith the latestwardrobe innovations. “Rightnow, fashionandtecharemerging tohelp

individualsfindthebest stylesand theirperfect size,” saysSandraLopez,VPof Intel’sNewTechnologyGroup.

“We’re starting tomakethe functionality ingarments invisible,which is theultimategoal.”

Under
Armour

SpeedForm
Smart Sneakers

the mirror converts into an extra-large
tablet that recognizes the tags on your
pieces, suggests styling options, and lets
you call for additional colors or sizes with-
out ever having to pull back the curtain.

RIGBY & PELLER The lingerie company
known for outfitting the royals just un-
veiled a dressing-room mirror that does a
full body scan to determine the inventory
that will best flatter and support (rigbyand
peller.com for locations).



GO TO USPS.COM

WE DELIVER MORE 

ONLINE PURCHASES TO 

HOMES THAN ANYONE ELSE 

IN THE COUNTRY.



BRAND RECOMMENDED 

MOST OFTEN BY 

DENTAL PROFESSIONALS

#1
 *vs. ordinary fl uoride toothpaste after 3 applications in an in situ study 

©2016 Colgate-Palmolive Company
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ANATOMY OF A

EVER WONDER WHY A HAIRBRUSH CAN COST

MORE THAN YOUR CABLE BILL? OR WHY

THE SAME RED LIPSTICK APPEARS ON EVERY

BEAUTY AWARDS LIST? HERE, WE REVEAL SIX

MUST-HAVE BEAUTY PRODUCTS AND TELL

YOU EXACTLY WHY THEY’RE WORTH IT

photographed by JOSEPH MOLINES
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What makes it so special?

Before 1999, you’d have to buy
several powders and play mixologist
to achieve that ideal blend of pink,
peach, and golden shimmer. “At the
time, I was naming blushes after
sensations, feelings, and emotions,”
says François Nars, who created
Orgasm blush (two of them are
sold every minute around the
world). “I wanted something more
shocking.” Perhaps more stunning
than its moniker: The powder
leaves a natural-looking glow on
fair skin and a realistic warmth on

deeper complexions. N.Y.C.
makeup artist Johny Saade claims
it’s the “strong pigments” that
allow it to stand out but not appear
ashy on dark skin tones. But in
the end, “I don’t know that the
product would have become so
iconic without such an audacious
name,” Nars says.

Insider tip: Before applying, vigor-
ously shake excess powder off
your brush so you don’t deposit too
much shimmer in one place.
Nars Blush in Orgasm, $30;
narscosmetics.com.

What makes it so special?

Family-run business Mason
Pearson has been producing this
handmade tool the same way since
1885. “In the 19th century, there
were no styling irons and barely
any shampoo,” says Robert J.
Sansone, national sales director.
You needed a brush like this, with
real boar bristles, “to distribute the
natural oils from the scalp and
condition the hair while removing
debris.” The brush’s rubber base
also collapses to form to the
contours of your head. N.Y.C.
stylist Lacy Redway swears the
boar and nylon bristles painlessly
detangle while “moisturizing and
stimulating the scalp.” Says N.Y.C.
stylist Michael Dueñas: “It makes
your hair look like glass.”

Insider tip: Mist hairspray onto
the brush before using to eliminate
pouffiness and static.
Mason Pearson Popular Hair Brush,
$205; saks.com.





What makes it so special? At a Dior
show 14 years ago, makeup artist Pat
McGrath used a toothbrush to give
models’ lashes a plush, feathery look.
Cosmetics developers at Dior realized
McGrath was on to something and came
up with a dense, oversize mascara wand
packed with an intensely rich, glossy
black ink to produce a false-lash effect.
Launched in 2002, the mascara sold
out faster than any other in the brand’s
arsenal. Under the leadership of
Dior creative and image director Peter
Philips, the formula improved even
further: Its upgrades now include
conditioning agents, plus microfibers to
better bulk up and stretch lashes.

Insider tip: Apply a coat, then rake
through hairs with a lash comb before
adding another layer to avoid clumpy
tarantula legs.

Diorshow Mascara in Pro Black,
$29; dior.com.

What makes it so special? First concocted as a scar remedy
in the early ’60s by Max Huber—an astrophysicist whose face
was severely burned by rocket fuel—this coveted moisturizer
works as an anti-inflammatory product. The secret sauce is a
broth made with handpicked sea kelp that grows only along the
Pacific coastline from San Diego to Vancouver and is harvested
just twice a year. The kelp, which naturally regenerates itself
every day, helps shed dead cells on the surface of your skin to
reveal newer, healthier cells underneath. While it immediately
puts the spring back into your cheeks, the salve can also
address minor redness and swelling from angry pimples, thanks
to its anti-irritant and anti-inflammatory properties.

Insider tip: Due to the cream’s thick consistency and the fact
that your skin enters repair mode at night, it’s best to apply
a layer before bed. We also like storing it in the fridge to make
it a cooling, de-puffing treat.

La Mer Crème de la Mer, $170/1 oz.; lamer.com.



©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.

BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

*5X MORE NOURISHMENT IN ONE USE.

OUR 1ST OIL-IN-CREAM WEIGHTLESSLY TRANSFORMS DRY HAIR.

Argan 

Chamomile 

Coconut

Amla

Soja

Sunfl ower

WITH
LLLLUUUUSSSSCCIOUUS, 
LLLLIIGGGHHHTTWEIGHT OILSS

LUXURIOUS TREATMENT 

INSTANTLY MELTS INTO DRY 

HAIR FOR WEIGHTLESS 

HYDRATION.

EXTRAORDINARYOIL.COM

EXTRAORDINARY
OIL

T R A N S F O R M I N G  O I L - I N - C R E A M

ONE LEAVE-IN PRODUCT, MANY TRANSFORMING USES

   BEFORE BLOW-DRYING TO LOCK IN MOISTURE

   ON DRY HAIR, TO SOFTEN, SMOOTH AND ADD SHINE

   AS A NIGHT TREATMENT TO REJUVENATE

*When using full system of shampoo, conditioner, and treatment 
 vs. a non-conditioning shampoo

E X P E R T  C A R E  F O R  D E M A N D I N G  H A I R



What makes it so special? You can’t
scan a red carpet without spotting this
lipstick on an A-list star. A true red with no
blue, yellow, or orange undertones, the
best seller flatters most every complexion.
It also contains a small dose of kaolin clay,
which dries out the formula just enough
to snuff out any sheen.  

Insider tip: Before applying, exfoliate
lips with either a scrub or wet washcloth,
as the matte formula will highlight any
cracks on the surface.
MAC Cosmetics Lipstick in Ruby Woo, $17;
maccosmetics.com.

What makes it so special? It
can do the job of your hairspray,
salt spray, and dry shampoo in
just a few seconds. Less than a
decade ago, legendary stylist
Oribe set out to make a styling
product that also absorbs oils,
says Daniel Kaner, co-founder
and president of Oribe Hair
Care. Eighteen months later, he
released this formula with zeolite
crystalline, which sops up grease
like a sponge but gives hair
more bend and movement than
the starches in dry shampoos.

You can count Yusef Williams as
a big fan. The N.Y.C. stylist, who
works with Rihanna, told us, “I
love how it really locks in curls,
adds texture, and eliminates oil.”

Insider tip: A few mists along
the length of your dry strands
will lift and tousle them into
Gisele waves (though we find
fine textures need a hit of
hairspray for all-day hold). Also
spritz on before creating an
updo for long-lasting volume.

Oribe Dry Texturizing Spray,
$44/8.5 fl. oz.; oribe.com.



Shop

Celebrity Looks
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Must-Have Bags & Shoes

Plus!
NEW Universal Shopping Cart:
Browse & Buy in Seconds!

Now there’s a single destination to 
buy all of the beauty and fashion finds 
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THERE’S MORE TO THE SUBTLE ART OF

SEDUCTION THAN RED LIPS AND SKY-HIGH

STILETTOS. TURNS OUT, THE RIGHT

FRAGRANCE CAN BE FAR MORE POWERFUL

by ANGELIQUE SERRANO  

was never the cutest kid in the class.

A few times I was the smartest, and I

graduated from high school labeled

“most theatrical.” But most attractive?

Hardly. In college I was the assigned

class tutor to the men’s hockey team, tasked

with helping the boys pass Physical Geogra-

phy. You’d think I’d have gotten a few linger-

ing glances over that mind-numbingly dull

textbook—but not a one. Then, in the early

2000s, I discovered Glow by JLo. I spritzed

it on and suddenly it was as if I’d bathed my-

self in Jennifer’s charismatic aura. When

I wore it, I got compliments everywhere I

went. People stopped me on the street.

Guys leaned in closer and told me I smelled
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CHEMISTRY LESSON

Kathleen Turner
and William Hurt in
Body Heat, 1981
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“really good.” What struck me most was that

this wasn’t the first time I’d ever worn per-

fume. I collected fragrances and wore them

daily. My favorites included overstuffed,

heady floral bouquets of tuberose and lily.

But nothing got the men turning

like Glow by JLo. How does it smell? Kind of

like skin after you’ve soaked in a soapy tub

and dried off in the hot sun. It’s clean and not

at all perfumey.

When I discussed the idea of attracting

someone with a fragrance—and whether

that concept has any sort of scientific back-

ing—with Rachel Herz, a neuroscientist and

leading world expert in the psychological

science of scent, she explained two schools

of thought: If you’re looking to attract a

romantic partner, then amplifying your own

unique scent is key, she says. Which makes

sense, considering a dose of Glow by JLo

left me feeling less perfumed and more like

a freshly scrubbed baby. It has bright neroli

and pink grapefruit with a bit of vanilla, but

each ingredient is indistinguishable; I could

always smell my own skin underneath it.

When it comes to attraction, however,

“the answers are different depending on

whether you’re looking for a romantic

partner or just looking to be appealing to

others in a more general sense,” Herz says.

Here, a few suggestions on how to do both.

HOW TO SEDUCE

WITH YOUR SCENT

Go au naturel Relying on your own natu-

ral, clean body odor is most attractive from

a biological standpoint, says Herz, author

ofThe Scent ofDesire. It’s as unique as a

fingerprint and a reflection of your immune

system (and genetics), she says. Some people

may like it; others may not—and there’s

science to support the idea that you may be

drawn to someone’s scent on a subconscious

level because your genetics jibe. But bottom

line: “Most of the research shows that

wearing a fine fragrance just masks your

real body chemistry.” So skip the scented

shampoos, soaps, and deodorants for a time

and see if that elicits a desirable response.

Stay away from strong, cloying concoc-

tions It’s a tricky thing, trying to mimic the

smell of skin. But a perfume with cleaner

notes that evoke freshness would get in the

way of your natural aroma a lot less than a

heavy department-store fragrance, and it

would give the impression of a body that’s

naturally scented, says Herz. So when you

want a fragrance boost, pick out a light

blend and test-drive it on your wrists and

neck for a few hours. If it settles and smells

more like your own skin and less artificial,

you’ve got a winner.

Ultimately, wear what you love I highly

doubt it was only the Glow by JLo that made

me suddenly attractive to the surrounding

male population. I adored (and still love)

that fragrance; it makes me feel more seduc-

SEXY SPRITZES

We love how these fragrances enhance, not mask,
your natural scent with light notes, like lemon

and sage, and mimic the smell of air and clean skin. 
Demeter New Baby Cologne Spray, $40/4 fl. oz.; demeter

fragrance.com. Clean Sunkissed Skin Body Splash, $59/
5.9 fl. oz.; cleanperfume.com. Ralph Lauren Collection Sage

Eau de Parfum, $240/3.4 fl. oz.; ralphlauren.com.



GO 

BEYOND 

CLEAN
OLAY ULTRA MOISTURE BODY WASH 

WITH SHEA BUTTER

Penetrates surface skin layer by 

layer for touchably soft, radiant skin 

that lasts. It’s so effective, experts 

noticed dry skin improvement in 

96% of women.*

*In a clinical study 
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tive and more confident. “This is important

when it comes to attraction from a sexual

perspective,” explains Herz. “When you like

a smell and it makes you feel sexy, your be-

havior changes accordingly and other people

find you more attractive,” she says.

HOW TO MAKE

FRIENDS AND NOT

ALIENATE PEOPLE

Know your audience There’s a difference

between being platonically attracted and

being sexually drawn to a person who smells

good to you, says Herz, who also consults

as a scent memory expert for Demeter. To be

generally pleasing, look for scents that are

near universally appealing in your culture.

Consider scents that many people associate

with their childhoods, and skip strong,

distinct odors that may not be commonly

sniffed out in everyday life (like, say, tobacco

and incense).

When in doubt, go with vanilla There is a

reason it’s considered the most universally

appealing scent in the U.S. “That’s because

vanilla is a component in formula milk given

to babies, and it’s actually a fragrance note

in breast milk,” says Herz. “So everyone has

exposure to the scent at the earliest moments

of life.” It’s associated with getting nutri-

tion, being cuddled, and feeling safe. “In

Western culture, it’s also a primary compo-

nent in many comfort foods, like cakes and

ice cream.” Certain cultures, like ours, also

have happy associations with other notes,

like baby powder—a scent often present

in childhood. Many may connect common

flowers, like roses, with summertime or

vacations, Herz says. If there’s a society in

which these scents aren’t as prominent, then

they’ll be less likely to draw positive reac-

tions from others. Vanilla, she says, “is really

the one that resonates across the board.”

Don’t lay it on too thick No matter the

fragrance, too much is never a turn-on. “We

don’t like high intensity when it comes to any

of our senses,” says Herz. “If I turn up the vol-

ume really, really loud on your favorite song,

it’s not so pleasant. If I stare into a superbright

light, it’s blinding. That high intensity is

aversive to all of our senses.” So as with most

things in life, a little goes a very long way.

When you like a
smell and it makes
you feel sexy, your

behavior changes accord-
ingly and other people
find you more attractive.”

EASY-TO-LOVE AROMAS

Infused with notes that are most universally
appreciated (think vanilla, rose, and light citrus),

these blends are sure to please.
Charlotte Tilbury Scent of a Dream, $100/1.7 fl. oz.;

charlottetilbury.com. Dolce & Gabbana Dolce Rosa Excelsa
Eau de Parfum, $117/2.5 fl. oz.; at Macy’s.

Aerin Tangier Vanille Eau de Parfum, $115/1.7 fl. oz.; aerin.com.
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JESSICA
ALBA

BELLA
HADID

ELIZABETH
OLSEN

GABRIELLE
UNION

ROSE
BYRNE

Placement is key: Mist hairspray onto a boar-bristle brush, then
comb back the top half of your hair, positioning the tail at your

crown and no higher, says Elizabeth Olsen’s pro, Mark Townsend.
Fasten with a black elastic to keep the look clean and modern.

TH E TRE N D

WHAT YOU NEED
Harry Josh Pro Tools

Premium Oval Brush, $50;
dermstore.com.

INSPIRATION
FENDI
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Dab an opalescent cream onto the high planes of your face—like
your cheekbones, the Cupid’s bow, and down the bridge of

your nose—to catch the light. A pearly finish feels fresh on fair skin
while a warmer gold sparks against dark complexions.

 TH E TRE N D

KERRY
WASHINGTON

EMMA
ROBERTS

ZENDAYA

JENNIFER
LAWRENCE

INSPIRATION
TOMMY HILFIGER

WHAT
YOU
NEED

It Cosmetics
Crème

Illuminator in
Radiance, $24;

itcosmetics.com.

GIGI
HADID
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SEE THE WHOLE LINE AT

BEDBATHANDBEYOND.COM /REALSIMPLE

SHOP THE LOOK >
GET THESE ITEMS AND
MORE EXCLUSIVELY
AT BED BATH & BEYOND.

1. Real Simple Fabric Drawer  2. Real Simple Garment Storage Suit Bag

3. Real Simple Slimline Flocked Shirt Hangers  4. Real Simple Garment Wardrobe 

Storage Bag  5. Real Simple 2-Pack Garment Storage Bag  6. Real Simple Belt

and Accessory Organizer  7. Real Simple Garment Storage Underbed Bag

8. Real Simple Garment Storage Underbed Shoe Bag  9. Real Simple Heavyweight 

Slimline Flocked Suit Hangers  10. Real Simple 6-Shelf Hanging Organizer

11. Real Simple 24-Pocket Over-the-Door Shoe Organizer

GET THESE ITEMS AND MORE EXCLUSIVELY AT BED BATH & BEYOND.

Forget spring-cleaning: autumn is where it’s at. Feel ready for anything during
the busiest time of the year with smart and stylish solutions from Real Simple.

BEDBATHANDBEYOND.COM/REAL S IMPLE
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WWW.TWEEZERMAN.COM

@TWEEZERMAN

AWARD

WINNING

BEAUTY DUO

PROCURL

LASH CURLER
EFFECTIVE FOR MOST 

EYE SHAPES, IDEAL 

FOR ROUND EYES

SLANT 

TWEEZER 
HAND-FILED TIPS  

GRAB EVERY HAIR 

EVERY TIME

PROMOTION

INSIDER
PRODUCTS, PROMOTIONS & EVENTS

SALLY BEAUTY

Sally Beauty has the best  
selection of nail and hair color 

anywhere. Find your BEST color.
Visit a participating Sally Beauty 

retailer and receive a FREE  
hair color consultation. 

Visit SallyBeauty.com to find  
a retailer near you!

NATURALLY BETTER 
PERMANENT HAIR COLOR

Naturtint’s formula combines raw, 
natural and non-GMO plant-based 

ingredients that nourish and protect  
hair during the coloring process.

Naturtint is ammonia-free,  
paraben-free and cruelty-free!

NaturtintUSA.com
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TR ANSFORM ATION

“I BUILD HER VOLUME WITH
MOUSSE AND THEN GIVE HER

ENDS A GRUNGY EFFECT
WITH FINISHING PASTE.”

—ADIR ABERGEL

hairstylist

See hundreds of gorgeous transformations at instyle.com/transformations

Whether she’s playing a vampire or a

vamp, Stewart’s look always has bite. She

favors “rocker eyes,” says makeup artist

Jillian Dempsey, who applies black and plum

liner all around, smudging it to a smolder

with a domed brush. Touches of concealer

add just the right amount of polish.
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HOW DRY ARE YOU?ARE YOU BUSIER

PREVENTING BREAKOUTS

OR TREATING THEM?

IS DULLNESS A BIG

PROBLEM TOO?

DEHYDRATIONFINE LINESACNE

Find Your Perfect FACIAL MOISTURIZER

WHICH ISSUE BUGS YOU THE MOST?

YES VERYNOT REALLY A BIT NOT
VERYPREVENTING TREATING

Philosophy
Take a Deep Breath

Oxygenating
Gel Cream

The sheer, oil-free
hybrid actually feels

pleasant (not
oppressive) on skin

and delivers
antioxidants that

quash cell-damaging
free radicals.

$40; philosophy.com.

Clé de Peau
Beauté Intensive
Fortifying Cream

The thick, rich night
cream soothes while
pulling its weight in

the anti-aging
department. Botanical

extracts (such as
raspberry and olive
leaf) help preserve

firming collagen.
$155; cledepeau

beaute.com.

La Roche-Posay
Effaclar Mat
The lotion

doubles as a
mattifying,

pore-blurring
primer. It

moisturizes
enough to keep

skin balanced but
also reduces

excess sebum
production. $32;
at drugstores.

Olay
Regenerist

Light
Hydrating

Lotion
Glycerin

quenches
while

niacinamide
assists in
overall

illumination.
$24; at

drugstores.

Neutrogena
Rapid Wrinkle

Repair
Moisturizer
This lauded

lotion delivers
resurfacing retinol
(the gold standard

in wrinkle
reduction) and

moisture-attracting
hyaluronic acid
molecules. $21;
at drugstores.

L’Oréal Paris
Revitalift Bright

Reveal Brightening
Dual Overnight

Moisturizer
Glycolic acid and

pro-retinol
eliminate dead cells
so wrinkles are less
noticeable. Vitamin
C works to brighten
your skin tone. $20;

at drugstores.

La Mer
The Moisturizing

Soft Lotion
In this light lotion,

you get the brand’s
famed complex
of vitamins (C,

B12, andE) plus lime
tea concentrate;

together they
smooth, soften,

and plump. $260;
lamer.com.

Elizabeth Arden
Prevage City
Smart SPF 50

Sufficiently
hydrating, the

formula also sets
you up for the day

with full UV
protection and
powerful cell-

protecting
antioxidants like
green tea and

idebenone. $68;
elizabetharden.com.

Clinique Pep-
Start HydroBlur

Moisturizer
Incorporate a

cool, lightweight
gel like this one,
which absorbs in

seconds and
leaves behind a

semimatte finish.
$30; at Sephora.

IN THE MORNING IN THE

MORNING

BEFORE BED

BEFORE BED
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ofhisNewYorkapartmentwhenhesaid thathewasn’t sure

hecould spend the rest ofhis lifewithme.Emboldenedbya

fewglassesof redwine, Ihad justuttered the statement

dreadedbynoncommittal boyfriends theworldover: “We

needto talkaboutour future.”

Hegroaned. “I loveyou,”hesaid. “IwishIdidn’t.”

Itwas themost confusing statement I’d everheard froma

boyfriend.Hesaidhe thoughtour relationship shouldbe

more likeahoneymoon. Instead,he felt like Iwaspushing

himtogetmarried. I burst into tears.

“I don’twant topressureyou,” I said. “But Idon’thave

control overmybiology!”

“It’snature’s cruel jokeonwomen,”he said coldly.

WhenIenteredcollege in 1988,mymomsaid, “Findyour

passion.Becomeyourself.” Itwasaverydifferentmessage

fromtheoneshereceivedfromherownmother,whotoldher,

“Youwon’tfindahusbandifyoushowmenyou’resmart!” In

roundmy37thbirthday, I came toacrossroads

withmyboyfriend,Jacob.Wehadbeendating for

aboutayear,andIwasstartingto feelantsy.Allof

our friendsseemedtobegettingmarried.Some

werehavingbabies; others,miscarriages and

fertilityproblems.Asa longtimehealthreporter, Iknewmy

windowof fertilitywasclosing(37 is theofficial turningpoint

whenwomenqualifyas“advancedmaternalage”onmedical

charts), andJacob,whocheckedeveryboxonpaper (Ivy

Leaguedegree, good job,niceJewish family), seemed likemy

bestoptionat the time.Was I truly in love? Inhindsight I’m

notsure.WhatIdidknow:Mybiologicalclockwasticking fu-

riously,andIdesperatelywantedtopress thesnoozebutton.

Ihad secretlybeenhopingJacobwould surprisemewith

anengagement ringonmybirthday. Instead,hepresented

mewitha sadbrownsweater (andshawl) that looked like

somethingyoumight giveanestrangedaunt forHanukkah.

A fewweeks later, Iwassitting in thedimly lit livingroom

SINGLE AT 37 AND EAGER

TO BECOME A MOM, RACHEL

LEHMANN-HAUPT MADE

THE EMPOWERING CHOICE

TO GO IT ALONE

photographed by

JENNY VAN SOMMERS
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my20sand30s, I focusedonmycareer, explored theHima-

layas, andmovedtoSanFrancisco forgraduateschool.

Throughall this, I triedondifferent relationships,butnone

seemedright.At37I felt trapped ina fertility catch-22: I

didn’twanttorushintoacommitmentwiththewrongperson

butalsodidn’twanttogiveupmydreamofbecomingamom.

And so, shortly aftermybreakupwithJacob, I decided

to take charge ofmy fertility the sameway Ihadmanaged

mycareer:with careful planning andan independent

mind-set. I talked tomyob-gynabout freezingmyeggs,

which I learnedwould involvehormone shots andaminor

surgery to extract andpreserve the eggs in liquidnitrogen.

Though the procedure has been available since the ’80s, it

was relatively uncommonuntil 2012,when theAmerican

Society forReproductiveMedicine removed the experi-

mental label. In recent years, companies likeApple, Face-

book, andGoogle have started covering the $10,000price

tag (it should benoted, however, thatmost health insur-

ance plans, includingmyownat the time, still don’t pay

for the costly procedure).

Webeganby testingmy fertility to seewhether Iwas a

good candidate.Myob-gynevaluatedmypool of healthy

eggswithapelvicultrasound.Shepointed toavideoscreen

showing eight antral follicles, a good reserve. I began

givingmyself shots of gonadotropin, a synthetic follicle-

stimulatinghormone that encourages egg growth. I’mnot

going to lie: Shootingmyself up everymorningwith ahor-

monemade fromcells cloned fromhamster ovaries felt

surreal. I oscillatedbetweenweepiness and feeling like

WonderWomanwithabeerbelly (thehormonescausebloat-

ingandweightgain,not tomentionincreased irritability—

imagineaturbochargedcaseofPMSandyouget the idea).

Thenight beforemyegg retrieval, a girlfriend gaveme

a shot of humanchorionic gonadotropin, a hormone that

triggeredmyovaries to release eggs. Thenext day,my

doctorused anultrasoundneedle to retrieve them.As the

anestheticworeoff and I learned that hehadextracted

35eggs—asolidnumber—I feltmybabypanic slipaway like

areceding tide.Still, I setmyself adeadline: If Ididn’tfind

mymateby40, Iwouldpursuegettingpregnantonmyown.

First, Iwould try intrauterine insemination (IUI)with

donorsperm.The inseminationwascoveredbymyhealth

insurance, so thiswouldbe lessexpensive thanunfreezing

myeggs. If thatdidn’twork, I’d thawthemout.

Fast-forward threeyears. Iwasstill singleand facing the

biggestdecisionofmy life.WasI really ready—emotionally,

financially, andphilosophically—tobringababy into this

worldbymyself?Was it fair tocreateachildwithoutadad?

WasIstrongenoughtoraiseakidalone?Ultimately,what

felt likeadeep, almostunconscious instinct tookover.My

desire tobecomeamomoverruledallmymisgivings, andI

madethechoice togo it alone.Apparently, Iwasnot the

onlyone.From2007to2012, therateofunmarriedwomen

age40to44givingbirthrose29percentaccording to the

Centers forDiseaseControl andPrevention.

Shopping for donor sperm, I soondiscovered,was eerily

similar to onlinedating. I browsed through the “bank”

onmycomputer, sorting throughprofiles listing eye color,

height, healthhistory, hobbies—evenababypicturewas

provided. I endedupgoingwith aUCBerkeley student

whoseprofile included a shot of himas anadorable blond

boyplayfully pokinghis plumpcheeks. “Themost impor-

tant purchase ofmy life,” Imused as I dialed thenumber

for thebankandplacedmyorder.

I pickedup thedonor sperm—preserved in a canister

chilledwithdry ice—a fewweeks later. Iwas living ona

houseboat,which iswhere themidwife cameand insemi-

natedmearoundmy41st birthday. Iwaitedhopefully for

thenext threeweeks and then felt a crushingdisappoint-

mentwhen I learned it didn’t take. And sobegan the

wild ride. Insemination.Waiting. Theunwantedperiod.

Frustration.Another insemination.Anotherperiod.

Crying.Disillusionment. But thenfinally, after four tries,

a thin red line crept acrossmyhomepregnancy test,

andmyheart explodedwith joy.

Ninemonths later,withmyclosest friend(my“birth-

maid”)besideme, Igavebirth toason.Asmybeautifulboy

camescreaming into theworld, I imagineI felt thesame

euphoriaallnewmothers feel regardlessofhowtheygot to

thiswondrousmoment.Hewasmine;hewasperfect; and

Iknewinthatfirst secondwhenIpeered intohis scrunched-

up littleeyes thatmy lifewouldneverbe thesame.Though

myson—nowastrapping5-year-oldwithmy father’s big

blue eyes and the sameash-blondhair as thebaby inmy

donor’s profile—wasn’t conceivedusing anyofmy frozen

eggs, I can’t help but believe a tinypart of himoweshis

existence to thepeaceofmindgrantedmeby this proce-

dure. And for that, Iwill be forever grateful.

Rachel Lehmann-Haupt is the author of In Her Own Sweet Time:
Egg Freezing and the New Frontiers of Family (Nothing but the Truth,

2016). Follow her on Twitter @rlehmannhaupt.
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Trojan™ Arouses & Releases™* Lubricant...
with motion-activated intensifiers for supercharged orgasmic pleasure.

Arouse your adventurous side.

Release your wild side.

*For foreplay massage and manual clitoral stimulation
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THE CLAIM This blend of alcohol, essential
oils, and polymers acts like an invisible net
to keep your fragrance close to your skin.
After applying perfume, mist this “locking”
spray on top; 12 hours later, you should still
be able to smell your signature scent. “The
formula creates a breathable mesh that
slows down the rate of evaporation, giving
you longer wear,” says co-creator Francine
Gingras, a beauty-biz veteran who devel-
oped the product with her daughter after
learning that the No. 1 complaint women
have about their perfume is that it doesn’t
last long enough.

WHAT THE PRO SAYS “I was very
surprised to smell my fragrance all day on
my skin,” says Nathalie Benareau, a perfumer
at Symrise. “I applied my fragrance and the
lock on one arm and only my fragrance
on the other. The scent with the lock over-
top lasted more than 12 hours, while the
arm without lost its scent after six.” Initially
concerned about the faint odor the product
itself emits, Benareau was happy to discover
it quickly faded. After testing the concoction
with several different perfumes, she says
it performs best with “stronger florals
and spicier woods as opposed to lighter,
fresher fragrances.”

WHAT WE SAY One tester, who topped
her admittedly strong bouquet of tuberose,
lilies, and roses with FragranceLock, says, “I
got a compliment from a stranger on my
scent at 8 P.M., a full 10 hours after application.”
Our reporters do say the formula releases
an initial odor (some thought it smelled like
rubbing alcohol; others, like a citrus grove). “It
was distracting at first,” says another tester,
“but pretty quickly my perfume went back to
smelling as it always does.”

THE PRODUCT

Fragrance
Lock, $34;
hsn.com.



ADVERTISEMENT

Lora Arellano

WHY IT
WORKS 

ON

Beauty superstar and makeup 

artist Lora Arellano innovates with 

the power of makeup. Over 1MM 

Instagram followers fl ock to see 

her amazing face transformations. 

A world-class talent, she’s in high 

demand with the celeb set.

When skin’s your canvas for creating art, you 
know a thing or two. One of Lora’s go-to skincare 
products? Olay Regenerist Luminous Tone 
Perfecting Cream. “A great prep step before your 
daily makeup routine, it’s lightweight and absorbs 
into the skin quickly, leaving your skin refreshed, 
plumped, and moisturized,” she says.

“Before applying makeup, make sure you start with a fresh 
face,” says Lora. “Exfoliation is really important, too. It 
helps to get rid of any excess skin buildup that can make the 
surface of your skin look uneven and rough. And it helps 
your skin look more youthful and energized.”

She’s also a big 
believer in sleep 
when it comes to 
reducing under-the-
eye dark spots. And 
as far as minimizing 
the appearance of 
sunspots, she keeps 
her sun time 
to a minimum.

“Olay Regenerist 
Luminous Tone 
Perfecting Cream is 
also really eff ective in 
clearing dark spots that 
appear on the skin over 
time,” says Lora. 



NEW Olay Luminous Light Hydrating Lotion  

The newest addition to Olay Luminous with PearlOptics Science  

to fade the look of dark spots, even tone and go beyond hydration to 

 illuminate skin. Reveal your best glow, never your age.  

#AGELESS

GLOW 
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BEYOND
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 BE AUT Y TALK

The refreshingly
outspoken
actress, Instagram
star (with more
than 10.8 million
followers), and
face of Coach
reveals the real
work it takes to
own the red
carpet—and how
she maintains
her confidence
in the glare of
the spotlight
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t 19 you’re in the public eye and
are often under scrutiny. How do
you maintain your confidence?
It’s a battle. As a youngwoman,

your face and body change as you’re dealing

with fluctuatingweight and hormones.My

growing up is broadcast by the paparazzi. I

see the pictures online. Themore you read,

themore you spiral. Recentlymy friend

asked, “Have you filled your lips?” Iwas like,

“Dude, no! I’ve never done anything like

that”—not that I’ve risen above it. Every

day I askmymom, “Do you think I need this

or that done?” She’s like, “No, Chloë, you’re

beautiful theway you are.”

So how do you build yourself up? I wasn’t

happywith certain body parts, so I started

exercising and eating healthy. Thatway I

could say Iwas taking steps tomakemyself

happy. I workmy butt off six times aweek,

sometimes twice a day, doing Pilates and

SoulCycle. I love being fit and healthy in

body,mind, and spirit.

It seems like you’ve never experienced an
awkward phase.Oh, I spent yearswith cystic

acne all overmy face, jaw, andneck. I dealt

with severe anxiety from that. Iwent to der-

matologists, changedmydiet, and gotAccu-

tane to fix it. Now Ihave themost intense

beauty regimen you’ve ever seen. I use, like,

30 different products every single day, rang-

ing fromstem-cell cream tomicrodermabra-

sion. I’mobsessedwith skin care.

What happens if you sleep over at some-
one’s house? It’s really hard! I have to bring

allmy stuff. There are very few random

sleepovers forChloë. And if I do, I find olive

oil in the kitchen andwashmy facewith that.

Thanks for being so open.Yeah, I’m going to

be honest. Iwear hair extensions. There’s a

modicumof falsity to it all. That’swhat Iwant

to say to youngwomen. Themore they learn

that it’s not realistic, the less they’re going to

beat themselves up for not looking thisway—

becausewhen I’mnot on the red carpet, I

don’t look thisway. —SUZANNE ZUCKERMAN

NOVEMBER 2011
“I really loved the

aqua accent on my
lids. The liner brought
something special to

the look when the
cameras started

flashing.”

MARCH 2013
“I’m not that risky with
my hair, but it was fun
when we decided to
take my blond hair
darker. I kept the

makeup natural because
it was a casual event.”

FEBRUARY 2015
“This is my favorite

hair and makeup look
ever. We really had a
good time creating a
Lolita vibe with the
’60s updo and the
deliciously red lip.”

FEBRUARY 2016
“This is my everyday

look: beachy curls with
a soft pinky lip and a

fun party eye. Nothing
too aggressive, but

it’s still perfect
for a night out.”

CHLOË’S
MUST-HAVES

1. LANCER THE METHOD:
POLISH BLEMISH CONTROL
“Dr. Lancer puts the same little

micro balls into this exfoliant that
he uses when doing microderm-

abrasion in his office.”
$75; lancerskincare.com.

2. SCBI STEM CELL MOISTUR-
IZER “It’s wild how much this
helped my skin. I use it once a

week, or if I’m really tired, every
other night. It makes you radiant.”

$150; scbistore.com.

3. COACH EAU DE PARFUM
“I’m obsessed with scents,

and I love to mix them, regardless
of gender [labels]. I blend this
Coach one with others since
I’m a floral and musk person—

I like the contrast.”
$95/3 fl. oz.; macys.com.

4. BENEFIT PRECISELY,
MY BROW PENCIL IN 2 “I dye

my brows because I like them
dark. Then I use this color stick.

It looks really natural.”
$24; benefitcosmetics.com.

2

3

4

Every day I ask my mom, ‘Do you
think I need this or that done?’ She’s like, ‘No,

Chloë, you’re beautiful the way you are.’”

1
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M ATCH M A K E R

RED-CARPET PICKS TO FLATTER EVERY COMPLEXION

ELLE FANNING
A dewy cotton-candy hue
mimics the cool pink
undertones in Fanning’s
porcelain skin. 

PRIYANKA CHOPRA
A bright tangerine with
a smattering of golden
shimmer radiates on
caramel complexions.

SARAH HYLAND
Blend a bold coral blush
into light olive skin for a
bright boost that doesn’t
come off doll-like.

NIA LONG
A sheer water-based
formula in a poppy cherry
works with the red tones
in Long’s dark skin.

NICOLE RICHIE
Equal parts pink and peach,
this shimmerless cream
looks completely natural
on fair complexions.

TARAJI P. HENSON
This mauve cream
realistically warms
medium-dark skin without
leaving a chalky finish.

JESSICA ALBA
The actress’s makeup
pro re-created a subtle
flush with this subdued
rosy hue.

UZO ADUBA
Flecks of copper in
this bronzer crank up
the wattage to produce
a healthy glow.

RMS Beauty
Lip2cheek

in Demure, $36;
rmsbeauty.com.

Chanel Les Beiges
Healthy Glow
Sheer Colour

Stick in #22, $45;
chanel.com.

Make Up For
Ever HD Blush
in #225, $26;
makeupfor
ever.com.

MAC Cosmetics
Cremeblend

Blush in Ladyblush,
$23; mac

cosmetics.com.

Charlotte Tilbury
Beach Stick
in Es Vedra,

$45; charlotte
tilbury.com.

Stila Cosmetics
Aqua Glow
Watercolor

Blush in Water
Poppy, $26; stila
cosmetics.com.

Honest
Beauty Crème
Blush in Truly
Thrilling, $22;

ulta.com.

Nars The
Multiple in

Puerto Vallarta,
$39; nars

cosmetics.com.



Dinner made easy with 

Cooking Light meal kits

Mixing fresh herbs into a salad creates light, vivacious layers of fl avor. The 
addition of a protein-packed trio—chicken, quinoa and crunchy pistachios—
makes this satisfying salad a meal.

FEATURED RECIPE:   CHICKEN QUINOA SALAD WITH ARUGULA

     AND PISTACHIOS

UNPACK: Ingredients 
arrive washed, portioned 
and chilled in an insulated 
delivery box.

ORDER: Shop meals 
now and save $35.

SHIP IT BACK: Eco-
friendly delivery box and 
recyclable packaging 
reduce waste.

COOK WITH EASE: Enjoy 

recipes made by Cooking Light, 

cooked by you in half the time.

Orders of $70 or more, fi rst-time customers only

Get $35 of !

Enter promo code STYLE35NOV at

freshrealm.co/is1

Expires 11/30/16

THE POWER OF TWO.

BIG CLEAN. SMALL PRICE.
Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. Visit MLB.com

OFFICIAL LAUNDRY 

DETERGENT OF



SO YOU DIDN’T
LOG EIGHT HOURS
OF SLEEP. WITH
THESE HIGH–
PERFORMANCE
CONCEALERS, NO
ONE WILL EVER
KNOW

photographed by BRIAN HENN

“The cream literally hides everything but is
completely transparent. I also love the

precision you get with the tiny enclosed brush.” 

—AMY SYNNOTT, executive editor

Giorgio Armani Beauty Compact Cream Concealer
in #2, $43; giorgioarmanibeauty-usa.com.

“This weightless liquid disguises dark shadows
without caking or creasing. And its sponge-tip

applicator makes it ideal for on–the–go touch–ups.”

—KAHLANA BARFIELD BROWN,
fashion and beauty editor-at-large

Bobbi Brown Retouching Wand in Deep, $40;
bobbibrowncosmetics.com.

“The bits of light–reflecting mica subdue
my deep, shadowy undereyes.”

—DIANNA MAZZONE, assistant beauty editor

Jane Iredale Active Light Under–Eye Concealer
in No. 2, $28; janeiredale.com.

“A creamy concealer that
provides full coverage and can be used to

contour my cheeks? Yes, please.”

—SELENE MILANO, senior beauty editor

Tarte Double Duty Beauty Shape
Tape Concealer in Light/Medium,

$24; tarte.com.

“This fluid formula lets my skin breathe but
 is pigmented enough to cover imperfections.”

—MARIANNE MYCHASKIW, associate beauty editor

Guerlain Multi-Perfecting Concealer in 03
Medium Warm, $40; sephora.com.

“Emollient yet lightweight, this caramel
cream hides circles without sacrificing my glow.”

—SHERYL GEORGE, beauty editor

Becca Aqua Luminous Perfecting Concealer
in Warm Honey, $30; sephora.com.

“First, I apply it all over my face as foundation.
Once it’s set, I dab more on as a concealer to double

down on dark circles. It’s been a game changer.”
—ANGELIQUE SERRANO, beauty director

Tom Ford Waterproof Foundation/Concealer in
Fawn, $82; tomford.com.



TO Revive dry
hair + add shine

available at CAROLSDAUGHTER.COM

“Black Vanilla was created more than 20 
years ago, right in my kitchen. For this recipe,
I selected ingredients like Sweet Clover 
Extract, Aloe Leaf Juice and Shea Butter —
while blending in the essence of Vanilla — 
to give hair intense moisture and shine.”

Lisa Price, Carol’s Daughter Founder 

BORN IN Brooklyn. MADE WITH Love.



BETTER TASTE 
NEXT TIME.

Johan

MORE PEOPLE PREFER
THE TASTE OF GEVALIA.

ENJOY THE TASTE OF RICH, 

NEVER BITTER GEVALIA.

Based on a January 2016 national taste test of cof ee drinkers conducted by an 
independent third party comparing Gevalia House Blend and Starbucks House Blend.

Don’t be bitter, Starbucks. With over 150 years of experience making rich, never bitter 

cof ee, it’s no wonder more people prefer the taste of Gevalia House Blend to your 

house blend. But don’t feel bad. We might have better taste in cof ee. 

But you have better taste in artisanal cheese plates.

Your friend in cof ee,



FOR PERMANENT RESULTS

Shop for a product that combines pigments with a
hydrogen peroxide–based developer; the chemical

blend penetrates into the structural level and produces
a hue that won’t disappear until your next dye job.

If applied sloppily and without gloves, the dye will stain
your skin, which is why we love this no-drip mousse

from L’Oréal (available in 16 shades).
L’Oréal Paris Superior Preference Mousse Absolue

in 415, $15; lorealparisusa.com.

FOR A SHINE BOOST

Demi-permanent glosses deposit enough dye
to brighten your tone without lifting away your

existing color. A weekly in-shower application wards
off brassiness for a healthy, lacquered finish.

John Frieda Colour Refreshing Gloss
for Warm Reds, $13; ulta.com.

FOR SEMIPERMANENT RESULTS

Test-drive a shade that’s two to three tones
away from your natural color with a semiperma-

nent blend, which can last through dozens of
washes. Since these dyes coat only the surface,

they’re super-gentle, making them ideal
for those with damaged or thinning hair.
Clairol Natural Instincts Semi-Permanent Hair

Color in 35, $9 per kit; at drugstores.

WHAT’S THE BEST FORMULA FOR ME?

FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY

Temporary colorants like the ones in this
IGK spray can be washed away in a

single shampoo. The deep blond powder-
based mist delivers on-trend ombré

in an instant.
IGK Amaro Ombré Highlight Spray,

$29; sephora.com.

For the

Keurig® K-Cup®

Brewing System.

Keurig and K-Cup are trademarks of
Keurig, Incorporated. Used with permission.

THE

GOOD

NEWS

JUST

DOESN’T

STOP.

That’s right.

Gevalia also comes in

single serve cups.
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Ask our editors your beauty questions at instyle.com/bqa

OOPS! WHAT HAPPENS IF I ...

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO TELL IF A

SHADE WILL LOOK GOOD ON ME?

It’s all about your complexion, says Christine Thompson,
color director and co-founder of N.Y.C.’s Spoke & Weal
salon. If your skin has warm undertones, like yellow, gold,
or red, you want to find a hair color with opposite, cooler
undertones, like ash brown or black. Does your complexion
have a hint of blue or green in it? A warm, rich copper or
auburn will be flattering. Keep in mind that if you’re looking
to go lighter than sandy blond, it’s best to consult
an in-salon pro. The high level of bleach in lightening dyes
can cause breakage (hello, split ends).

Leave the dye
on too long?

Hit pause on your
Scandal marathon

and reach for a
clarifying shampoo.
Apply it like a mask

and allow the
formula to sit for five

to 10 minutes.
“Since these sham-
poos are astringent,

they can often
strip away excess

pigment,” says
N.Y.C. colorist
André Viveiros.

Stain my skin?
Since like attracts like,
rub a small drop of dye

over stained skin to
break up the pigment
that’s already settled

in, says Viveiros.
Then wipe it all off

with a damp cloth. And
before your next
at-home dye job,

remember to first coat
stain-prone areas, like

your forehead and
ears, with a layer of

petroleum jelly, which
will act as a barrier.

Hate the color?
For shades that appear

too warm, try redyeing hair
with an ashier version of the

hue you applied originally.
(For example, if you used

chestnut, correct with taupe.)
If you went too cool, warm

things up with a golden-based
dye. Just wait a day or two in
between to avoid chemical
overload and breakage. And

if your hair has turned an
unnatural color, like orange,

get to a salon—the correction
process may require multiple

bleach-laden steps.

Fekkai
Apple Cider
Shampoo,
$20; fekkai

.com.
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Brunello Cucinelli,
$3,845; at

Brunello Cucinelli,
212-334-1010.

 by LAUREN INDVIK photograph by JOSEPH MOLINES
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TH E G U I D E Style

FANTASTIC OPTIONS FOR EVERY BUDGET

UNDER

$300
EQUIPMENT
Fashioned from

Mongolian and Chinese
cashmere and dyed a
deep forest green, a
collarbone-revealing

V-neck keeps things a
little sexy even when

you’re mostly covered up.
$278; equipmentfr.com.

UNDER

$500
BROOKS BROTHERS
You won’t need a scarf with

this plush ribbed-collar
turtleneck. Ultrafine

fibers—15.5 microns or
less—are spun into yarn at
Cariaggi, one of the best

cashmere mills in the world,
and knitted near Venice.

$398; brooksbrothers.com.

UNDER

$200
LANDS’ END

A classic camel crewneck
layers well over button-downs

and blue jeans on autumnal
days. Sourced in Mongolia, the
yarn is given a tighter twist in

the spinning process to make it
more durable and pill-resistant.
$149; landsend.com. Available

for $169 in sizes 0X to 5X.

UNDER

$100
UNIQLO

It may not be especially
soft, but the quality can’t

be beat for the price.
The Japanese retailer
buys its fiber in vast

quantities directly from
Chinese herders to make
its wares so affordable.

$80; uniqlo.com.

FIBER QUALITY Cashmere is
superfine hair—measuring no more than
19 microns in diameter—sheared from
the downy undercoats of cashmere
goats. The longest, thinnest, and
whitest fibers command the highest
prices, ultimately producing the
warmest, most lustrous, and most
durable garments.

ORIGIN The bulk of the world’s
cashmere comes from the high, dry
plateaus of China and Mongolia, where
temps can reach a bone-chilling minus
40 degrees in winter. While Chinese
material is often softer, Mongolian is
prized for its fiber length, cultivated by
herders who have been breeding goats
for this purpose for centuries.

GARMENT PURITY Just because
an item of clothing is advertised as
cashmere doesn’t mean it’s entirely
true. Pieces mixed with less expensive
fibers, like lambswool, will be cheaper
than their pure counterparts.

Not all cashmere is created equal. Here’s why you’ll see
some pieces priced at $70 and others at $700-plus.

PLACE OF MANUFACTURE
A sweater crafted in a boutique
factory in Italy or Scotland will
naturally fetch more than one created
in China or another country with lower
labor costs. While the finest, most
luxurious pieces tend to be made in
Europe—both Chanel and Hermès have
their knitwear produced in Scotland, for
example—many experts insist that for
simple scarves and sweaters, the
country listed on the label isn’t
all that important.

DESIGN Here’s a surprising secret:
The raw quality of an $800 cashmere
sweater isn’t going to be drastically
different from that of one priced at
$250, insiders say. Where you will
see a difference is in the design, with
superior cuts and delicate handcrafts-
manship elevating some garments
above the rest. But be sure to study
the item very carefully—you never
want to overpay simply because of
the designer name on the label.

THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF

IT TAKES TO MAKE
ONE SWEATER

$500+
TSE

A slouchy fit and
brushed surface create a
wondrously soft feel with
an airy lightness. Special

flourishes, such as a
hand-crocheted neckline,
set the style apart from

its peers.
$695; tsecashmere.com.
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STELLA GOES SUSTAINABLE

We already know that Stella McCartney is a powerful advocate

for animal rights—the British designer never uses fur, shearling, or

leather in any of her products—but now we can don her wares

knowing she’s looking out for

the environment too. The

company currently uses only

“regenerated” cashmere, made

from recycled yarn in Italy, which

offers every bit as much luxury

with way less ecological impact.

Stella McCartney, $825; at
Stella McCartney, 310-273-7051.

CARE

INSTRUCTIONS
Not unlike your pedicure or

relationships with exes, the better
you maintain your knits,
the longer they’ll last.

WASH Cashmere should be
hand-washed, not dry-cleaned,
which can damage the fiber’s
natural oils and feel. Flip your
garment inside out and soak it in
lukewarm water using a gentle
detergent for 10 minutes—editors
and sweater-makers alike swear
by The Laundress’s wool and
cashmere shampoo ($19; the
laundress.com). Then roll it up
in a towel to absorb excess
moisture, and lay it flat to dry.

STORE To keep it from stretching,
always fold your knitwear, never
hang it. Unless you want your
favorite sweater to be riddled with
holes, line your drawer with cedar
or lavender sachets, blocks, or
balls, which will keep moths away.

DE-PILL Use a sweater comb to
gently remove the tiny clusters of
yarn gathered on the surface
before and after you wash.
Never, ever use a razor, which
shaves off the ends and can lead
to more pilling as well as holes.

REPAIR Don’t toss your favorite
cardigan if a perforation appears—
a dry cleaner or knit specialist can
stitch it up starting at around $15.

READ THE LABEL Check for “100
percent cashmere” or “all cashmere” if
you want a pure garment. If you’re
looking for a blend with the same
feeling, either because you want
something a little less insulating or to
save a bit of dough, seek out items
marked “at least 70 percent cashmere”
mixed with another natural fiber, like silk
or merino wool, advises Sean Cormier,
assistant professor at the Fashion
Institute of Technology in New York.

WEIGH IT IN YOUR HANDS As a
general rule, the thicker and heavier the
knit, the higher the cost, simply because
more material was required to make it.
That doesn’t mean you should shy away
from lightweight pieces—they can be
well-suited for the fall, spring, and even
summer months—but it’s something to
consider when evaluating the price.
Again, refer to the label: Heft can be a
sign that a heavier but less expensive
material, like merino, was blended in.

RUB THE SURFACE The best cash-
mere has the thinnest, longest, and
therefore softest fibers. The easiest
way to gauge quality is to simply feel for
a silky plushness with your hands. But
beware of anything too soft, which may

Use these handy tricks in-store to sort out the
good from the bad and the overpriced.

be a sign that the piece
was overprocessed and
will fall apart easily, says
Matt Scanlan, CEO and
co-founder of Naadam
Cashmere. Unfortu-
nately, there’s no
foolproof way to
determine whether
a knit is prone to
pilling, which
happens when the
fibers get loose from
the yarn and curl up
into balls—that’s
something you’ll see
only by wearing it over
time. You can, however, do a quick
stress test by rubbing your hand in a
circular motion over the body of the
knit. “If it starts to fuzz and pill up, it’s
probably not going to last a very long
time,” says Scanlan.

TURN IT INSIDE OUT As a final
measure, turn the garment inside out
and hold it to the light to examine the
weave. The tighter the knit, the more
likely it is to keep its structure and the
less likely it will pill. Give the sides a
good stretch to ensure it snaps
back into shape.

The Elder
Statesman, $775; at

The Elder Statesman,
424-288-4221.



You need all 

to be scar
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SILICONE SHEET-TREATED SIDE EMBRACE®-TREATED SIDE

Same scar. Very different results.

STRESS-SHIELD™

TECHNOLOGY

TENSION 

RELIEF

RESTORATIVE 

SILICONE

GoScarFree.com

ONLY EMBRACE® ACTIVE SCAR DEFENSE DELIVERS 

THE TRIPLE-STRENGTH ACTION NEEDED TO 

PREVENT SCAR FORMATION

Uniquely designed to relieve the tension that causes 

scarring, embrace® can stop scars before they start. 

From cuts to tummy tucks, the science of embrace® 

will ensure that you have a seamless fi nish.

Order embrace® today and get 20% off plus 

free shipping. Use promo code PREVENT.



T H E  B E S T  S K I N  O F  YO U R  L I F E

S TA R T S  H E R E

91% 
saw healthier-
looking skin*

saw improved  
skin texture*

90% 

experienced  
smaller pores*

82% 

This silky, hydrating liquid 

exfoliant transforms your 

skin the first time you use 

it, revealing unbelievably 

smoother, younger-looking 

skin and smaller pores.

GET YOUR $9 

TRIAL SIZE 

TODAY  
 

paulaschoice.com/trial

*Results based on consumers who used the product for at least 30 days.



Makeup artists swear this look is simple to create, but the devil is in the detail. We scored

the tools, tricks, and shadows you need to get red-carpet results by DIDI GLUCK
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TH E G U I D E Beauty

Whether you’re a makeup artist in training or you can barely manage mascara,
there’s a look to suit your skill set—and your style.

THE COLORBLOCK

Grab a navy liner and two deep blue
shadows. Create a cat eye by running
the pencil along the lower and upper
lash lines; drag the point beyond the
outer corner and turn it up into a wing.
Dip a small shadow brush into navy
powder and trace over the lines to
thicken them. Next, dip the brush into
a teal powder and go over your work,
extending the color into the crease
and diffusing all the lines.
Honest Beauty Eyeshadow Trio in Truly
Vibrant Ocean Blue ($25) and True Velvet
Eyeliner Pencil in Truly Sapphire ($16);
honestbeauty.com.

THE SIMPLE SMOLDER

Drag a fine-point black liner along
your water lines (the lower inner rims
of your eyes). Use the pencil to trace
along the upper and lower lash lines,
stopping before you reach the inner
corners, says pro Molly R. Stern.
Smudge the ink a bit with a warm
fingertip. Add bronze shadow over lids
then mascara and you’re done.
Rimmel London Magnif’Eyes Double
Ended Shadow and Liner in Queens of the
Bronzed Age, $6; at drugstores. Rimmel
London Exaggerate Auto Waterproof Eye
Definer in Noir, $6; at drugstores.

THE UPDATED CLASSIC

Circle your eyes with dark green
pencil. Then use a brush to blend a
lighter metallic green powder over lids
and lower lash lines. Finally, dust gold
powder onto the center of lids and
under brow bones, blurring all edges.
The metallics will reflect light so your
smoky eyes won’t look heavy-handed,
says Hyland’s pro Allan Avendaño.
Yves Saint Laurent Couture Palette in
Avant Garde ($60) and Couture Kajal Eye
Pencil in Vert Anglais ($35); yslbeautyus
.com. Sisley Phyto-Ombré Glow in Pearl,
$54; sisley-paris.com.

Lining brush
Flat, firm bristles
are required for

packing on powder
and rimming
your eyes.

MAC Cosmetics
242 Shader

Brush, $25; mac
cosmetics.com.

Eye-shadow base
Priming lids is nonnego-

tiable. This cream
“locks in your color and

stops shadows from
creasing,” says makeup

pro Gita Bass.

Nars Smudge Proof
Eyeshadow Base, $26;
narscosmetics.com.

Blending brush
Whether you’re working

with cream or powder
shadow, a small, fluffy
tool like this spreads

color evenly and softens
harsh lines.

MAC Cosmetics 217
Blending Brush, $25;
maccosmetics.com.

Eyelash curler
It takes long, lifted

lashes to balance out a
smoky lid. Pump this
curler at the roots

before applying two
coats of mascara.

Surratt Beauty
Relevée Lash Curler,
$30; sephora.com.

WHAT YOU NEED

CARA
DELEVINGNE

SARAH
HYLAND

JESSICA
ALBA





BLACK KOHL “LINER” APPEARED IN
ANCIENT EGYPT CIRCA
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Urban Decay
Naked Smoky Palette,

$54; sephora.com.

GENIUS
TUTORIALS FOR

HOODED LIDS
There are nearly 50,000

YouTube videos to help you
navigate this tricky terrain.

Here, three to binge on.

“Summer Smokey Eye
Tutorial,” by Carli Bybel

Bybel’s clip, with nearly three million
views, details how to build

color along the outer edges to
create an elongated, lifted look.

“The Straight Line
Technique for Hooded Eyes,”

by Wayne Goss
The English artist uses an angled

tissue to guide eye-shadow
placement and prevent lids from

appearing droopy.

“Smokey Eye Makeup for
Hooded Eyes,” by Tina Yong
Viewers snag Yong’s tips on using
matte shadows above the crease

and adding a strip of false eyelashes to
add depth and dimension.

We considered the three most common pitfalls and asked the
pros for their best defenses. The good news: “If your smoky

eyes wind up a little messy in the end, that’s cool,” says makeup
artist Tracey Levy. “That’s what gives it a sultry look.”

AVOID
SHADOW
FALLOUT

Levy applies a
hydrating eye patch

under each eye
before brushing on

shadows. When
the dust settles, it
won’t be on your

face. “Once finished,
I take off the masks
and the mess goes
with it,” she says.

Bonus: Your skin is
left super-dewy

and fresh.
SK-II Signs Eye Masks,

$115/14; sk-ii.com.

PREVENT
SMUDGES

To ensure that the
layers of color you’ve
built don’t crease or
move down to your
cheek after a few

hours, Levy recom-
mends applying

translucent powder
just outside the

edges. Work it in
with a small, fluffy

brush, dusting over
the perimeter.
Laura Mercier

Secret Brightening
Powder, $25;

lauramercier.com.

TONE DOWN A
TOO-DARK LID

Got a bit carried away? Dip
a cotton swab in a cleansing
water, says Gita Bass. Run it

around the perimeter of
your smoky eye then lightly

atop your lids to pick up
some color. Since these

types of formulas aren’t oily,
they’ll remove excess

pigment without ruining your
makeup job. You can also
brush a shimmery neutral
shadow over the newly

clean portions to create a
brighter overall effect.

Q-tips Cotton Swabs,
$5/625; at drugstores.

Liner Notes

Elizabeth Taylor
in Cleopatra, 1963
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Paris is many things to many people: a fashion hub, an artist’s muse, a foodie’s dream,

a dazzling City of Light. And despite recent turmoil, the bohemian spirit that draws so many to

France’s storied capital has never felt so strong. New restaurants are opening, shops are

humming, and a joie de vivre echoes resiliently from the terraces that line every café.

As Audrey Hepburn so famously said in the 1954 film Sabrina, “Paris is always a good idea.”
by CHRISTINA PÉREZ

LA TOUR MAJOR
Model Caroline
de Maigret pauses
between shows
during Paris Fashion
Week for spring 2016.
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of this six-year-old
brand sells pieces like
slouchy sweaterdresses,
fuzzy boyfriend
cardigans, and slinky
jumpsuits so pretty,
you’ll be forgiven for
assuming they’re pricier
than they are.
5 rue de Charonne;
331-8573-4238.

BEAUTY

CULT BEAUTY TREATS

OH MY CREAM
Owner Juliette Levy
stocks only the crème
de la crème of hair and
skin-care products.
That translates to select
organic and interna-
tional items; plus, a team
of experts is at the ready
to offer treatments and
personalized advice.
3 rue de Tournon;
331-4354-8083.

HOME

#APARTMENTGOALS

LA TRÉSORERIE
With things like rustic
ceramic tableware,
Scandinavian-inspired
wooden chairs, and
engineer-striped
French linens, this
sprawling emporium

has everything you
need to decorate your
fantasy pied-à-terre.
11 rue du Château d’Eau;
331-4040-2992.

EVERYTHING

ONE-STOP
CONCEPT SHOP

MERCI
If you have just one
afternoon to shop, spend
it exploring the artfully
arranged home goods,
accessories, beauty
products, books,
and clothing at this
mecca of cool
housed in a former
wallpaper factory.
111 blvd. Beaumarchais;
331-4277-0033.

GIFTS

SURPRISING
SOUVENIR SOURCE

MONOPRIX

Locals swear by this
unexpectedly cool
mega-chain, and
thanks to a well-priced
assortment of highly
giftable toiletries (like
Le Petit Marseillais
soap) and specialty
food items (like Le
Saunier de Camargue
fleur de sel), so will you.
Multiple locations;
monoprix.fr.

OLD-WORLD
TREASURES

ASTIER DE VILLATTE

It’s easy to lose track
of time browsing the
delicate ceramics,
aromatic candles, and
handmade notebooks
that line the apothecary-
like shelves in this
quaint shop.
16 rue de Tournon;
331-4260-7413.

FASHION

MAJOR MUST-HAVES

TOM GREYHOUND
The roster of brands
at this gallery-like space
in the Upper Marais
reads like a who’s who
of fashion’s recent
obsessions: Acne,
MSGM, and Opening
Ceremony. The store
also carries newbies
like System, Wanda
Nylon, and Yune Ho.
19 rue de Saintonge;
331-4461-3659.

HOMEGROWN HITS

FRENCHTROTTERS

This sweet, wood-
accented boutique
nestled on a quiet
street in the Marais
remains our go-to
for classic striped
shirts from A.P.C.,
leather booties from
Avril Gau, and quirky
floral dresses from its
own in-house line.
128 rue Vieille du Temple;
331-4461-0014.

UNDER-$200
ESSENTIALS

MARIE SIXTINE

The newly opened
pastel-hued flagship

There’s no shortage of très chic treasures at
these insider-favorite indie boutiques, designer
depots, and tucked-away concept stores.

WHERE TO STAY IF YOU...

Crave romance with a
side of high design

HÔTEL SAINT-MARC
Sip rosé and bathe in

Hermès toiletries at this
art deco hideaway.
36 rue Saint-Marc;

331-4286-7272.

Feel indulgent

THE RITZ PARIS
The grande dame

reopened this year
with a revamp worthy
of Marie Antoinette.

15 place Vendôme;
331-4316-3030.

Wish to be where les
jeunes de Paris play

HÔTEL BACHAUMONT
A moody vibe, trendy

locale, and lively bar mean
the action’s never far.

18 rue Bachaumont;
331-8166-4700.

Can’t decide between
the Left or Right Bank

OFF PARIS SEINE
The city’s first and only

floating hotel boasts river
views from every room.
20–22 port d’Austerlitz;

331-4406-6265.

Want charm
on the cheap

GENERATOR PARIS
Even style snobs will be
wowed by this grown-up
hostel’s sleek aesthetic.

9–11 place du Colonel Fabien;
331-7098-8400.

MERCI

TOM

GREYHOUND

OH MY

CREAM
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GLUTEN-FREE,
MAIS OUI

The land of the baguette has
suddenly become a paradise

for wheatless treats. In these
boulangeries, pâtisseries, and
cafés, you’ll never have to say

“sans gluten, s’il vous plaît.”

CHAMBELLAND
It’s no surprise this serious-looking
bakery is heralded as the mother
ship of GF: Its fluffy focaccia and
grain-flecked sourdough tempt even
the most die-hard bread fiends.
The secret? Veteran baker Thomas
Teffri-Chambelland’s house-milled
rice and buckwheat flour.

14 rue Ternaux; 331-4355-0730.

HELMUT NEWCAKE
A diagnosis of celiac disease
inspired pastry chef Marie
Tagliaferro to open her whimsical
ninth arrondissement pâtisserie.
Five years later, it’s still the go-to
for delectable éclairs that melt in
your mouth just like the real thing.

28 rue Vignon; 339-8131-2831.

THANK YOU, MY DEER
Don’t let its petite size fool you:
This brightly painted café offers a
full menu of breakfast and lunch
fare, including heaping bowls of
granola, crème fraîche–topped
waffles, and even gluten-free beer
to wash it all down.

112 rue Saint-Maur; 331-7193-1624.

LE COMPTOIR
GÉNÉRAL

CHAMBELLAND

H
E
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Soak up la belle vie at this fresh crop of cafés,
bars, and must-visit spots.

toting creative
types linger over
açaï bowls, organic
cold-pressed
juices, and frothy
matcha lattes.

55 rue Charlot;
339-5180-2233.

BRUNCH

HOLYBELLY
Some call the
menu Australian,
some American.
But everyone
agrees that the
creamy flat whites,
horseradish-spiked
Bloody Marys, and
bacon-topped
pancakes with
house-made
bourbon butter at
this subway-tiled
brekkie spot are
the best hangover
cure in town.

19 rue Lucien Sampaix;
no phone.

BAKERY

LIBERTÉ
You’ll be dreaming

of tarte au citron
for months to come
after just one visit
to this corner
pâtisserie, where
an industrial,
open-air design
allows a behind-
the-scenes peek
at famed pastry
chef Benoît Castel
doing his thing.

150 rue de
Ménilmontant;
331-4636-1382.

COCKTAILS

ARTISAN

If you tire of
bubbly and
Bordeaux, head
to this Brooklyn-
esque bar in the
trendsetting
Pigalle area for
thoughtful craft
cocktails like the
Espadín Negroni,
a smoky blend of
mezcal, Campari,
and coffee bitters.

14 rue Bochart de
Saron; 331-4874-6538.

OYSTERS

CLAMATO
This new addition
to Michelin-starred
chef Bertrand
Grébaut’s string
of buzzy dining
destinations in the
11th arrondissement
has all the makings
of a memorable
date spot: low
lighting, intimate
seating, and
seafood-centric
small plates meant
to be shared.

80 rue de Charonne;
331-4372-7453.

DINNER

BALLS
Sure, the name is
cheeky, but the
refined, veg-
friendly menu
is anything but
lowbrow. Arrive
early, order the
asparagus risotto
and lamb balls
with yogurt sauce,
then watch as the
Instagram-friendly
white room fills up.

47 rue Saint-Maur;
339-5138-7489.

HERO
The team behind
hipster mainstay
Le Mary Celeste
opened this
photogenic
Korean-style
restaurant last
year, and its
steamed pork buns
and fried chicken
slathered in chili
sauce have kept
the plaid-walled
dining room
packed ever since.

289 rue Saint-Denis;
no phone.

BALLS

HANGOUT

LE COMPTOIR
GÉNÉRAL
By day, this
mazelike venue
hidden down an
alley near the Canal
Saint-Martin is a
coffee shop, gallery,
and vintage store.
By night, it’s a
tiki bar with DJs
spinning West
African tunes to a
packed dance floor.

80 quai de Jemmapes;
331-4488-2448.

JUICE

WILD &
THE MOON
The new age food
craze is thriving at
this Upper Marais
café, where plants
dangle from the
ceiling and laptop-
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You won’t have to fight hordes of tourists to get your cultural fix
at these off-the-beaten-path gems.

TRAVEL TECH
These genius digital
tools make navigating
the City of Light a snap.

INSIDR
Au revoir, crazy-high
international data rates.
This service offers a

Wi-Fi-equipped 4G smartphone
preloaded with maps for as little as
$7 a day (and even delivers it to your
hotel). (insidr.paris.)

PARIS PICNIC
Leave it to the French
to create an online service
that brings an artisanal

picnic complete with blanket, utensils,
wine, and dessert to the scenic locale
of your choice. (parispicnic.com.)

POP MY DAY
Need a mani ASAP? You
could wander the streets
looking for an open salon,

or you could simply book an in-home
treatment with this handy beauty-on-
demand app. (Free; available on
Google Play and iTunes.)

UBER
In a city where cabs are
scarce and the Métro stops
running at 2 A.M., it’s good

to know that everyone’s favorite
ride-sharing app is as dependable
here as it is at home. (Free; available
on Google Play and iTunes.)

PARISIAN
STYLE:
OUI OR
NON?
Style blogger
Marie Gilliot of
Into Your Closet

weighs in on the
modern fact or
fiction of certain
classic “French
girl” trends.
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LE MUSÉE DES
ARTS FORAINS

Children and the young at
heart will be charmed by
this magical collection of
belle époque carousels,

rides, and carnival games
(which, yes, you can play).

53 ave. des Terroirs
de France; 331-4340-1622.

LA PETITE
CEINTURE

Urban explorers will love
meandering stretches of

the abandoned railway that
winds through the city’s

unused tunnels, overgrown
forests, and more.

36 blvd. de Beauséjour;
331-4911-4800.

LE PALAIS GALLIERA
Brush up on your fashion

history at this century-old
museum in a Renaissance

palace. With soaring
arches, classical pillars,
and imposing statues,

it’s a work of art in itself.
10 ave. Pierre 1er de Serbie;

331-5652-8600.

LE MUSÉE DE LA
CHASSE ET DE LA

NATURE
Tucked inside a mansion

along the winding streets of
the Marais, this collection
explores humans’ fraught
connection to animals and
nature. 62 rue des Archives;

331-5301-9240.

LE MUSÉE DES
VAMPIRES

This haunted house
for the intellectually

minded just northeast
of Paris showcases a
fascinating selection

of curios.
14 rue Jules David;
331-4362-8076.

BERET
Fiction: “Never—
only tourists wear
them. Instead, we
like messy hair for
an effortless vibe.
I hate when my hair
looks too perfect.”

NATURAL
MAKEUP WITH
RED LIPS
Fact/Fiction: “It’s all
about light foundation,
a bit of blush, and
mascara. Not all the
women like red
lipstick, but most of
the young trendy girls
do. It adds that
finishing touch.”

DESIGNER BAG
Fact: “They’re
expensive, but
most girls will save
up for one. Chanel
is the most classic.”

STRIPED SHIRT
Fact: “A Breton
shirt is the
definition of chic.
I have a dozen in
my wardrobe. Most
of the stylish girls
also go for men’s
button-downs.”

SKINNY JEANS 
Fact: “Absolutely.
Pair them every
day with pretty
but comfortable
shoes, like ankle
boots, if you want the
Parisian look.”

Check out www.intoyourcloset.com for more of Gilliot’s picks.
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FROM KATE BOSWORTH TO THE BEST-DRESSED

WOMEN IN HOLLYWOOD AND THE COOLEST GIRLS

FRONT ROW, THE STYLE GANG IS ALL HERE
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Gabriela Hearst tank
and skirt. Charlotte

Chesnais earring.

Photographed by
Thomas Whiteside.
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EMILY BLUNT,

THE STAR OF THE

HAUNTINGLY DARK

FILM THE GIRL ON

THE TRAIN, OPENS

UP ABOUT LOOKING

DRUNK, ACTING

TRUTHFUL, AND

CHOOSING HER

WORDS CAREFULLY 

by AMY SYNNOTT

photographed by

THOMAS WHITESIDE

styled by

MELISSA RUBINI



Gucci Chantilly
lace and velvet

gown with a
detachable

brooch.



Marc Jacobs
embroidered and
handpainted wool
coat. Stella
McCartney
lace-embroidered
satin dress.

Hair: Laini Reeves
for ASM. Makeup:
Jenn Streicher for
Forward Artists.
Manicure: Casey
Herman for The
Wall Group. Set
design: Bette
Adams for Mary
Howard Studio.
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wasn’t easy transforming Emily Blunt into a bloated alcoholic for her starring role in

the highly anticipated thrillerTheGirl on theTrain. First, there were the cheek plump-

ers. “The prosthetic people created these molds that clipped onto my teeth to make my

face seem puffy,” says Blunt, who, along with her makeup artist, Kyra Panchenko,

studied mug shots of drunk drivers to get the look just right. “When we were filming,

we were very specific about where she was during the day: how drunk she was, whether

or not she was hungover,” says Blunt. “Kyra is so talented. She used gray eye shadow

under my eyes to bring out the circles and a little brush to paint spider veins all over

my face.” And perhaps the strangest act of makeup subterfuge? A series of bloodshot

contact lenses that were switched based on her level of intoxication (pink for tipsy, red

for drunk, yellow for hungover). “She’s beautiful, so it was quite hard to make her look

horrible,” says Tate Taylor, who directed the film. “I kept saying to the crew, ‘All right,

can we get them back in here and make her look a little more drunk and ugly?’ ”    

At first, Blunt admits, it was challenging to wrap her mind

around the character, a depressed alcoholic who is obsessed

with her ex-husband and his new wife (not to mention a ran-

dom couple who lives a few doors down from them). “The way

I live my life is just so dissimilar,” says the actress, who was

pregnant with her second daughter, Violet, during filming.

To prep for the role, she watched episodes of the documen-

tary seriesIntervention. “I needed to understand what addic-

tion does to you physically and mentally and how it affects

your self-esteem. This woman I play onscreen is so damaged,

so broken down, that people don’t even want to breathe the

same air as her.”

The exact opposite could be said

for Blunt. When we meet for lunch

at a cozy local restaurant near the

new Brooklyn home she shares

with her husband, actor John Kra-

sinski (The Office), and daughters

Hazel, 2, and Violet, 5 months,

she radiates a kind of low-key, self-

deprecating charisma that is hard

to resist. Glowing with the flush of

new motherhood and fresh off a round of publicity and

photo shoots tied to The Girl on the Train, she breezes into

the restaurant like some sort of Hollywood unicorn: an ac-

tress who is utterly enchanting yet completely unaffected.

“I’m still breast-feeding, so I am hungry all the time,” she

tells me as she scans the menu. Dressed in cream culottes

and a transparent black blouse from Maison Scotch, she

looks like a slightly grown-up and more sophisticated ver-

sion of her famous Devil Wears Prada character. Imagine

Emily as an upgraded Miranda Priestly, editor-in-chief of

Runway, all clean lines and sumptuous fabrics. “I love a

high-waist slouchy trouser,” she says, casually regarding

her outfit. “I’m off jeans at the moment.” As she speaks, she

runs her hands over a gold Jennifer Fisher necklace that

dangles from her neck. “I have a J and an E, and I’m going to

get the girls’ names engraved on this,” she says, pointing to a

blank gold bar. She and Krasinski chose the names Hazel

and Violet because they liked their “antique” British vibe.

“They sound like two little old ladies,” says Blunt with a

laugh. “They should be playing bridge or something.”

Eight weeks postpartum, Blunt is still adjusting to the re-

ality of having a newborn again. “After we got home from the

hospital, I didn’t shower for a week,

and then John and I were like, ‘Let’s

go out for dinner.’ I could last only

about an hour because my boobs

were exploding. When the milk first

comes in, it’s like a tsunami. But we

went, just to prove to ourselves that

we could feel normal for a second.”

Transitioning from one to two kids

hasn’t been easy. “It’s a zoo!” Blunt

says. “When there was just one kid,

somebody would get to sit down. Now nobody gets a break.

But John is the most unbelievable daddy. He prioritizes

Hazel so she doesn’t miss me too much because I’ve been so

consumed with the baby.” Hazel is slowly getting used to

having a little sis. “There have been no physical attacks or

suffocations,” Blunt says dryly. “She fluctuates between

complete disinterest and moments of sheer passion.”

If Blunt seems refreshingly unassuming, it may have

something to do with her background. As a child, the

actress suffered from a stutter. “I think whatever you have

to overcome in life ultimately paves the way [for whom you

“I got teased a lot,
and to this day,

I hate unkindness
in people and

bullies.”
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become as an adult],” she says. “I got teased a lot, and to this

day, I hate unkindness in people and bullies.” When Blunt

was little, she used to tell people that her name was some-

thing other than Emily because, like many stutterers, she had

a hard time saying her own name. “Names are always tricky

because you can’t substitute a different word and there’s so

much pressure attached to it. Even nowadays, when I’m tired

or I feel put on the spot, I still sometimes struggle to get the

words out. When I make a phone call—especially if I’m calling

someone I don’t know—I have to mentally prepare myself.

There’s always a big pause between when they ask ‘Who’s

calling?’ and when I say ‘Emily Blunt.’ ”

The actress, who believes performing in school plays as a

child helped her overcome her fluency issues, is now an out-

spoken advocate for the American Institute for Stuttering’s

annual gala. “Bruce Willis basically strong-armed every fa-

mous stutterer I know into being a part of it,” she says. Vice

President Joe Biden, Samuel L. Jackson, and Harvey Keitel

have all been honorees. You never truly outgrow a stutter,

she says. But most people learn to adapt. Take Willis. “He

has always had a stutter. But he makes it work for him. You

know how he speaks kind of quietly in a halting way?” It

may seem counterintuitive that so many actors struggle

with the disorder, but Blunt says it makes perfect sense. “If

you speak to any actor, they will tell you that they never

stutter when they act. Acting is a way of removing yourself

from yourself.” In becoming somebody else, she says, you

escape the self-reflection that often gets in your way. 

The same skills that allowed Blunt to overcome her stut-

tering have helped her forge a reputation as one of the most

versatile actresses of her generation. “No one can put her in

a box, because she’s done so many different movies,” says

Girl on the Train cinematographer Charlotte Bruus Chris-

tensen. “Some actresses make a career out of playing them-

selves. But with Emily, it’s true talent. She can act any part.”

Taylor agrees: “She really gets to the depth of what a char-

acter is on an intellectual level.” In addition to her scene-

stealing performance opposite Meryl Streep and Anne

Hathaway inTheDevilWearsPrada,Blunt has earned criti-

cal praise for her roles in period biopics (The Young Victo-

ria), sci-fi thrillers (Edge of Tomorrow), and dramas such as

the BBC TV movieGideon’sDaughter, for which she earned

a Golden Globe and a Peabody Award. But with her starring

role inTheGirl on theTrain,which promises to be this fall’s

box office equivalent ofGoneGirl,Blunt is about to be cata-

pulted to a whole new level of stardom. “It’s a hell of a per-

formance,” says Christensen. “If she doesn’t get nominated

for an Oscar, I don’t know … she should be!”

Fornow,assheawaitstheOctoberreleaseofthefilm,Blunt

is lying low with her family. On weekends they sometimes es-

cape to visit friends in Connecticut, New York’s Westchester

County, or Martha’s Vineyard, where they recently stayed

Emily’s
Fashıon

Hits
“I RARELY WEAR BLACK

ON THE RED CARPET,”

SAYS BLUNT, WHO

FAVORS BOLD COLORS

AND FORMFITTING

SILHOUETTES THAT

HIGHLIGHT HER

HOURGLASS FIGURE.

1 In Alexander McQueen at the 2012
Harper’s Bazaar Women of the Year

Awards. 2 In Carolina Herrera at a 2015
press conference to promote Sicario.

3 In Michael Kors Collection at the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences’ 2014

Governors Awards. 4 In Oscar de la Renta
at the 2012 SAG Awards. 5 In Michael Kors
Collection at the Michael Kors spring 2017
runway show 6 In Zuhair Murad at the 11th
Annual Dubai International Film Festival in
2014. 7 In Michael Kors Collection at the

2013 Golden Globes.
2 431



quite the opposite: “You’ve got to draw the line somewhere,”

she says. “My job is to persuade people that I’m somebody else

and allow them to go on that journey with me. If you share too

much about yourself, people’s interest becomes about you as

opposed to the roles you have played.” Blunt is nostalgic for

Hollywood’s Golden Age, when the absence of social-sharing

platforms such as Instagram and Twitter let movie stars

maintainasenseofmystery.“There

used to be such mystique to ac-

tors—you’d see them, and they were

like rare birds.”

Blunt’s peppermint tea arrives.

“Nobody in this town knows how to

make a proper tea,” she jokes, rip-

ping open the tiny sealed pouch and

dunking her tea bag into the cup of

lukewarm water in front of her.

This fall, when the actress and

her clan temporarily relocate to

London for her upcoming role in

the remake of the classic filmMaryPoppins,Blunt will have

no problem finding a decent cup of tea. Her entire family

lives there (including her oldest sister, who is married to ac-

tor Stanley Tucci—the two met at Blunt and Krasinski’s

wedding at George Clooney’s estate on Lake Como), so she is

thrilled to return home. Equally exciting to the theater buff,

who made her début at 18 on the London stage opposite Judi

Dench? Appearing as Mary Poppins withHamiltonstar Lin-

Manuel Miranda. “I saw his show on Broadway three times,

like a stalker,” she explains when asked whether she knew

him personally before they started filming. “It’s heart-racing,

the whole project.” In the new movie, Poppins comes back

after the Banks kids have grown up and now have their own

children. “And miraculously, Julie Andrews has turned into

me,” Blunt says. “But she’s not as good of a singer.” Truth be

told, the actress—who had extensive lessons before she sang

in the musical fantasy film Into the Woods—is no slouch

when it comes to vocals. In fact, she has been quietly making

money off her voice for years, playing parts in animated

films such asGnomeo&Juliet and the upcoming adaptation

of the popular children’s TV show My Little Pony. “It’s nice

to do these films, because my kids will be able to see them

one day,” she says. “That and I like to show up for work in

my pajamas.”

When not wearing her PJs, Blunt leans toward more

structured silhouettes. “For the red carpet, I like formfit-

ting clothes,” she says. “I’m not so good with the sort of

ethereal, girlie, whimsical things. I tend to go for dresses

that have bold cuts and strong colors.” After Blunt leaves

the restaurant this afternoon, she is heading home to try on

a bunch of dresses for The Girl on the Train première. “My

friend is coming over with a nice bottle of pinot noir, so it

might be a pump-and-dump night,” she says. But first she

will tend to priorities: feeding Violet and putting on a fash-

ion show for Hazel. “My daughter thinks it is thrilling when

my stylist comes over with racks of clothes. I always let her

try on the stilettos.” ■

with close buds Ted Danson and Mary Steenburgen. “It’s

hard to really travel much with a newborn,” she admits,

tucking into a warm bowl of ricotta cavatelli with tasso ham.

Fortunately, she doesn’t mind staying close to home. “Most

people who live in Brooklyn are very respectful of our pri-

vacy, so I feel protected here,” she says. “You don’t get

screamed at in the street. If anything, people are like, ‘Oh, I

love your movie,’ and that’s it.” In

L.A., where the couple recently sold

their house to Kendall Jenner, it’s a

very different scene. “Famous peo-

ple are everywhere, so there’s a more

cavalier attitude toward celebrities.

There’s an expectation. ‘You’re go-

ing to take a picture with me’ is a

phrase I’d hear a lot.”

As you might have guessed, the ac-

tress is not big on selfies. In fact, she

is quite happy to completely eschew

the entire social-media circus. “To

be honest, I’m crap at all of it. I can barely keep up with email

and texts, let alone send out a public account of what I’m doing

all day.” Though she does maintain a private Instagram ac-

count (“The only people I follow—besides my friends—are

Lena Dunham and Amy Schumer because they make me

laugh”), she doesn’t feel any obligation to go public. In fact,

6 7

“My friend is
coming over with

a nice bottle of
pinot noir, so it

might be a pump-
and-dump night.”

5
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WITH HER DRAMA SERIES, THE ART OF MORE, RETURNING FOR A SECOND

SEASON THIS MONTH AND A STARRING ROLE IN THE DYSTOPIAN MINISERIES

SS-GB ON THE HORIZON, KATE BOSWORTH’S IT-GIRL STATUS IS BLAZING

photographed by THOMAS WHITESIDE styled by MELISSA RUBINI

RED
HOT



Theory merino
wool pullover

and wool-
elastane pants.
Hermès suede

goatskin pumps.



Derek Lam
cotton shirt.
Rosetta Getty
wool-elastane
gabardine skirt.
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Céline

embroidered
silk dress,

technical jersey
leggings, and

lambskin pumps.
Charlotte

Chesnais silver
earring.
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Valentino
crêpe dress
and stretch
knit bodysuit.
Balenciaga
calfskin pumps.



Hermès silk
dress and
palladium

necklace with
lacquer and

marbled stone.



Valentino
velvet dress.
Charlotte
Chesnais silver
earring (top).
Jack + G
sterling silver
earring from
Catbird.
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ate Bosworth is getting
ready to turn 34—it’s not a
milestone birthday per se,
but she’s psyched about
her age regardless. “I love
being an artist in my 30s

because I feel like I’ve finally banked
enough experience to explore my
creative side more deeply,” she explains.
Bosworth spent the past 15 years
wowing producers and directors with
her intensity. Though she grew up
a bookish teen in Massachusetts and
Connecticut, a universe away from the
roaring pipelines of Oahu’s North Shore,
she spent six hours a day learning to surf
in order to score the lead in her 2002
breakout film, Blue Crush. “I didn’t wear
sunscreen for the entire shoot because
I wanted to mimic real surfer culture so

that I felt like I’d spent a lifetime with my
character,” she says. This fervor paid off,
and Bosworth has made a career out
of playing strong, determined women
on the big screen. Her latest projects
are no exception, but she’s now tackling
television roles, which she says allows
her to take risks. “With TV, people
are so much more inclined to take the
artistic plunge because the shows that
are most popular are unique and have a
very particular visual style,” she explains.
In The Art of More, a drama about
the high-end auction world entering
its second season on Sony’s streaming
channel Crackle, Bosworth plays a
cold antiques dealer. In early 2017, she’ll
take on period work in the BBC World
War II–era miniseries SS-GB. “I love the
challenge of developing an experience

that people want to binge on—it should
be like reading a great novel where
you don’t want to stop after a certain
chapter and have to keep reading all
night.” Another perk of playing such
varied roles? She often gets to change
her look. Bosworth counts Raf Simons,
whose designs she has worn on camera
and off, as an all-time favorite (today
she’s sporting teal and white sneakers
from his Adidas line). “He’s a cinematic
designer—some of his pieces have a
Space Odyssey vibe, whereas others
remind me of 1950s movie stars. There’s
a poetic nature to his creativity,” she
says. “I’ve watched Raf’s collections
since he was at Jil Sander, so when I
found out he was taking over at Calvin
Klein, my body basically exploded into
glitter.” —NATASHA VARGAS-COOPER

Victoria Beckham

wool-blend bustier and
skirt. Dior crocodile and

tegu calfskin pumps.

Hair: Ramsell Martinez for
Streeters. Makeup: Lisa

Storey for The Wall Group.
Manicure: Ashlie Johnson

for The Wall Group.



A-LISTERS FLOCKED TO CANADA FOR THE
2016 TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL .

THE STARS’ FIRST STOP? INSTYLE’S PORTRAIT
STUDIO, WHERE THEY SHARED EXCLUSIVE DETAILS ABOUT

THE FILMS SET TO DOMINATE THE BIG SCREEN

photographed by MATTHEW BROOKES
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HOORAY

FOR

EMMA STONE

& RYAN

GOSLING

La La Land

“My character,
Sebastian, is
on the verge of
becoming a bitter
person, but fate
intervenes and he
finds love, which
keeps him from
being the worst
version of himself,”
says Gosling. Adds
Stone, “It’s a
musical, so going
to dance rehearsal
each day was really
wonderful. I play
Mia, who is not a
dancer by trade, so
learning the moves
was very freeing.”
In Chloé (Stone)
and Gucci (Gosling).



Planetarium

“The film is set in Paris in the
1930s, so the period costumes
are incredible. My favorite
was a little green dress with
a sheer blouse and sparkly
vest. When I look in the mirror
while wearing a character’s
clothes, it really helps me get
into the mind-set of being
someone else.”

In Chanel.
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TARAJI P. HENSON
Hidden Figures

“I went from Cookie Lyon [on
Empire] to Katherine Johnson,

a NASA mathematician.
They’re opposites—Katherine

wasn’t thinking about being
pretty when she helped put
our astronauts into space.”

In Suno.

MICHELLE
WILLIAMS

Manchester by the Sea
“My role is small, but that’s

never been a deterrent
for me. I saw it as an oppor-
tunity to work with Casey
Affleck—I’ve admired his

movies from afar for so long.”
In Louis Vuitton.

NATALIE PORTMAN
Jackie

“I previously knew Jackie
Kennedy as a style icon, so it
was fascinating to look at her
complex private life. It shows
that we all go through trauma,
whether we’ve lived through
it or heard others’ stories.”

In Alexander McQueen.

BRIE LARSON
Free Fire

“My character gets shot in the
leg, so for a month of filming
I was crawling on the floor.
The physicality was so hard,

I got the most intense bruises.
I kept thinking, ‘How will I

explain these to people?’”
In Chanel.



American Pastoral

“Ewan McGregor is the
absolute best, so to be a part
of his first directing experience
is something I will treasure for
a long time. Oh, and Jennifer
Connelly plays my mom. I had
worked with her husband [Paul
Bettany] in the past, so it was
lovely getting to know her.”
In J. Mendel.



Queen of Katwe

“The film is set in Uganda, which is right
next to Kenya, where I grew up. It

tells a positive, inspiring story from a
part of the world that isn’t typically

seen in that light. I play a teenage
mother of five, and the 2-year-old

actor who plays my son doesn’t
speak any English. When he was

first placed in my arms, he wanted
absolutely nothing to do with me,

so I had to learn his native
language, Luganda, in order to
communicate. It really helped

ground me in that world.”

In Valentino.
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Lion

“My character isn’t
based on anyone real,

so I had to get into
the mind-set of what

someone her age
attending university

would be feeling.”

In Givenchy by
Riccardo Tisci.
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AMY ADAMS
Nocturnal Animals

“Jake Gyllenhaal and I only
spent three days filming
together, so we had a short
time to develop chemistry,
but it happened so naturally.
It made my husband very
uncomfortable.”

In Tom Ford.

SIGOURNEY WEAVER
A Monster Calls

“Felicity Jones, who plays my
daughter, was a big part of
why I signed on to do this
film. It’s an important one
for families to see together
because it tackles illness
in a beautiful way.”

In a Babaton for Aritzia blouse.

ANNE HATHAWAY
& JASON SUDEIKIS
Colossal

“The best part about
working with Jason is that
your sides hurt from laughing
so much,” says Hathaway.
“Some comedians are very
serious in their personal lives
because they don’t want to
be in character, but Jason
says things that’ll make you
lose it without even trying.”
Adds Sudeikis, “My teachers
would be proud to hear that.”
In Roberto Cavalli (Hathaway)
and Baldwin (Sudeikis).



Loving
“As a black woman,

I’ve always been
interested in racial

history, and I was
surprised that the

story of Mildred and
Richard Loving wasn’t

better known since
they had such an

impact on [the U.S.
Supreme Court’s
decision to allow

interracial marriage].
Clearly, it’s a heavy
movie, so we kept
it light behind the

scenes. Let’s just say
I have a tendency

to Saran Wrap
people’s toilets.”

In Prada.
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The mark of Chanel
is strong with
these two: Meet
Karl Lagerfeld’s
latest muses,
Nathalia Acevedo
and Cécile Cassel,
who sat front row
as the fashion
house débuted its
2016 collection
by ERIC WILSON

photographed by ERIK MADIGAN HECK

styled by MELISSA RUBINI



On Acevedo: Chanel cotton
gabardine jacket; linen toile

vest; silk jacquard tie; cotton
voile blouse; silk tulle skirt;

metal, resin, and glass brooch;
and fabric lace-up shoes.

Opposite, on Cassel: Chanel lace
dress; metal, resin, fabric, and
strass bracelets; and Plexiglas

bag with lacquered metal.

Hair: Paul Jones (Acevedo) and
Helen Reavey (Cassel). Makeup:
Ania Grzeszczuk (Acevedo) and

Samantha Lau (Cassel).



   alking into
the breakfast lounge of the

Hotel Saratoga in Havana, just a
few hours after Chanel’s latest

destination fashion extravaganza
has ended with a wild night of

dancing on Karl Lagerfeld’s arm,
the French actress turned singer
Cécile Cassel looks as vibrant as

ever. “Being surrounded by music
all the time is good for your health!”

she declares. A few moments later

Nathalia Acevedo arrives. As a young actress

from Mexico City whose approach is more re-

served, Acevedo concedes, “I’m a shy person. I

need time to feel confident.” Dressed in outfits

from the new resort collection, which takes its

inspiration from the heritage and hallmarks

of Cuba, Cassel is a riot of tropical colors—

“also good for your health,” she says—while

Acevedo wears a formal jacket cropped at the

waist above a cascading skirt.

Seemingly unintentionally, the clothes are

perfectly matched to their personalities. Both

women have been wearing Chanel for years,

and through their respective experiences on-

stage and in films, they recognize the role of

fashion in creating a character. A terrific set-

ting can change perceptions as well, and few

places can do this quite so provocatively today

as the exquisitely decayed streets of Cuba,

which have been effectively closed off to the

modern world for half a century.

That Chanel is here at all, and so soon after

diplomatic relations with the United States

were restored last year, has raised eyebrows

at home, but here people seem genuinely wel-

coming of the intrusions, also lining up to

catch a glimpse of the first American cruise

ship to arrive in decades.

“This is my second visit already,” says Cas-

sel. “I came for two weeks at New Year’s to do a

huge road trip around the island. The first day

I was supposed to meet some friends, but cell

phones don’t work anywhere. I barely speak

Spanish. What can I do? But the woman I was

staying with said no problem, go to this bar

and speak with people. So I went on my own,

walking the streets with this platinum blond

hair, and at 7 in the morning the next day, I

was still dancing salsa. We were talking about

sharing and connecting, and dancing is the

best way to do that.”

Music is her passion. But as the daughter of

Jean-Pierre Cassel, a famed French comedic

actor (Vincent Cassel, whose many credits in-

clude Black Swan and Ocean’s Twelve, is one of

her brothers), she was destined for acting first.

She spent a decade making movies and televi-

sion shows while singing on the side under the

stage name HollySiz. Following some success

with her first album in 2013, Cassel has been

working in New York on new music that she

hopes to release next year. “At some point,

I needed to be onstage, and then, boom, it hap-

pened, and it was exactly the place where I

wanted to be,” she says.
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Here, in Havana, she is intently focused on

the local music, from the classic Rumberos

de Cuba to the modern, globally influenced

sound of Ibeyi, the French-Cuban twin sisters

Lisa-Kainde Diaz and Naomi Diaz, who per-

formed after the Chanel show. “Those girls are

really inspiring,” Cassel says. “They are curious

about everyone.”

Acevedo also adores music, but she finds an

almost equal fulfillment in traveling, and

preferably alone. “You get to know yourself

better,” she says. “You learn to think. You don’t

need to play roles or games but rather allow

yourself to be amazed by nature or situations.

I always have my notebook just to watch peo-

ple and write their real dialogues.”

With a personal style that consists of very

simple, sober uniforms decorated with a lot of

jewelry, Acevedo comes across as more of a

chameleon, exposing brief flashes of humor

and intellect like little gifts throughout a con-

versation. Critics were amazed by her bravery

in her acting début, in Carlos Reygadas’s puz-

zling and controversial Post Tenebras Lux,

which won the best director prize at the Cannes

Film Festival in 2012. The challenge was an

experience she could not refuse as a then-

untested actress.

Starring in that film was an accident, she

says, the result of a chance encounter with

Reygadas in a Mexican cantina. She told him

she loved his work and asked for an oppor-

tunity to assist him, but he cast her in the

film instead, much to her surprise. “I’m

very contradictory,” she says. “Somehow

I don’t believe in acting. I’m still trying

to find where I can fit in.”

While taking a year off to recuperate

from a broken knee, she’s found traveling

a challenge. She had thought of taking a trip

to Turkey to film a documentary on Kurdish

women who have created their own army to

fight the self-proclaimed Islamic State, an im-

practical plan considering she must tempo-

rarily walk with a cane. But Cuba was a

destination she could not pass up for the sen-

sation of going back in time with Havana’s fa-

mous fleet of vintage taxis and its virtual lack

of cellular service and Wi-Fi. “I was thinking

this would be a great place to spend half of the

year,” she says. “I can see myself in a little

house, not so far from the beach, because I like

this idea of having so much distance from

technology. When you are here, you realize

you don’t really need the phone.”

CÉCILE CASSEL “I started having a relationship
with Chanel after my first movie, when I was 18,”
says Cassel. “My best souvenir of this trip is
dancing with Karl. That was special.”

NATHALIA ACEVEDO
“I like to wear a lot of masculine
clothes,” says Acevedo. “I
practically wear the same
thing for a month as a uniform
for the season,” she adds.
“It keeps everything simple.”

In Cannes,
2013

In Havana, 2016

In Havana,
2016

In Cannes, 2007 In Paris, 2015
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IGNITE  SOMETHING
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D I A M O N D ’ S  B R I L L I A N C E .
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50 BEST DRESSED
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IN HOLLYWOOD

WOW! WHAT A
YEAR THIS HAS BEEN

FOR RED CARPET
ENTRANCE-MAKING.
THE MOST STYLISH
STARS AND THEIR

GLAM SQUADS
MUST HAVE BEEN

WORKING OVERTIME
TO KEEP US IN AWE
OF SO MANY JAW-

DROPPING CUSTOM
CREATIONS. HERE,

AND AT OUR
SECOND ANNUAL
INSTYLE AWARDS

ON OCTOBER 24, WE
SALUTE THOSE WHO

RIGHTLY TOPPED
THE CHARTS

by ERIC WILSON

THE



JULIANNE
 MOORE
If 2015wasfinallyheryear foran

awardscircuit sweep, culminating in

anOscar forbest actress, then this is

heryear forwinninga farmore

competitive title—first in style.

Perhapsbecause thepressurewas

off, shecould focusherenergieson

looking fabulous.Asanydesigner

will tell you,nostar appreciates their

hardworkmore thanMoore.
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50 BEST-DRESSED

CATE BLANCHETT
She justkeepsgettingbetter—andmoredaring—when it

comes toembracingdresses thatwould terrify a less confident

actress. It takesbravery to standup to the fashionpolice, but

whowouldhave theaudacity togiveheracitationanyway?

THE
MINIMALISTS

An appearance that
reads clean and simple

is never quite as easy
to achieve as it might
seem. But these style

Spartans are downright
priestesses of purity,

able to convey more with
serene lines and colors

(or the lack thereof) than
any bugle-beaded

embellishment or animal
print could ever say.
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ROSE BYRNE

in Thakoon

CLAIRE DANES

in Stella McCartney

JULIA ROBERTS

in Giorgio Armani Privé

ROONEY MARA

in Valentino Haute Couture
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JENNIFER
 LOPEZ
Withherconsistently

perfect execution (andselfie

documentation)of skintight

jumpsuits, twirlinggowns,

andrunwaycouture,Lopez

could teachamaster class

onhowto impress the

judges, evenwhenshe’s just

showingup forwork.You

don’t seeRyanSeacrest in

daytimesequins.

THE
MAXIMALISTS
Also challenging to pull

off is a gown with so
much decoration that it

risks taking over the
story. That’s not a

problem, though, when
you combine dress,

poise, and personality
into one really big show,

as some spectacular
examples for extroverts

would attest.
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DAKOTA FANNING

in Valentino

DAKOTA JOHNSON

in Gucci

KATE HUDSON

in Monique Lhuillier

ELLE FANNING

in Gucci
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50 BEST-DRESSED

DIANE
KRUGER
Withavastknowledgeof

fashionhistory, shepreps for

appearanceswith specific

referencesandmoodboards

inmind,proving itpays to

doyourhomework.

FRONT-
ROW ONLY

Some stars like to see
firsthand what will look
best for the season by

turning up at their
favorite designers’

runway shows. And as
any celebrity who has
been to one knows, it
takes a high tolerance

for paparazzi and
publicists just to get to
your seat. Let’s hear it

for the MVPs.

KRISTEN
STEWART
WhowearsaT-shirtwith

Chanel?AndatCannes,no

less?Arulebreaker, that’swho,

andonlysomeonewithasharp

attitudecanmake itwork.

JESSICA CHASTAIN

in Chanel

WINONA RYDER in a Coach

1941 top with a Coach 1941 bag

NAOMIE HARRIS

in Songzio

JESSICA ALBA in a Narciso

Rodriguez for Bottletop dress
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THE BIG
REVEALS

Enough with the bare
midriffs already. At
least some people

know how to do slip
dressing the right

way, which is to say,
tastefully. There’s truth

to the old showbiz
saying “Always leave

’em wanting more.”

GWYNETH
PALTROW
As theStyle Iconhonoreeat the inaugural

InStyleAwards last year,Paltrowsaid it best:

“There is aperception that fashioncanbe

frivolousorunimportant. It is anart formthat

hasbeenso inspirational.” Inheralways

meticulouspresentationandrespect for the

designer’s craft, she’s an inspirationherself.

JENNIFER LAWRENCE
in Dior Haute Couture

SELENA GOMEZ
in Galvan

ZOË SALDANA in

Givenchy Haute Couture

by Riccardo Tisci

BRIE LARSON
in Jason Wu
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50 BEST-DRESSED

CLEAN
SLATES

These candescent
champions are taking

white out of the bridal
zone to make it a

year-round staple, and
don’t they look fresh?

Whether rendered as a
delight of draping or

seen in tailoring that is
immaculately precise,

bright is suddenly right.

ALICIA VIKANDER
Vuitton.Vuitton.Vuitton.Givenherclose relationshipwith

thehouse’s artisticdirector,NicolasGhesquière, shemight

seemlikeabrokenrecord.Butwithhits this stunningand

results sopleasantlyunpredictable,we’rehappy tohear

theirduetonrepeat.Play it again, please!

SAOIRSE RONAN

in Yves Saint Laurent

Couture by Hedi Slimane

JANE FONDA

in Valentina Kova

KIRSTEN DUNST

in Dior Haute Couture

GUGU MBATHA-RAW

in Gabriela Hearst
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THE
COOLS

If you ever need to
crib style notes from

someone, look no
further than these two.
It’s a testament to their
originality that one can
transform a fishing-net
dress into a fantasy and

the other can wear a
full-body unicorn while

still looking like an adult
you’d actually want to

hang out with.

For someonewhoprofesses

tobenoexpert in fashion, she

sure seems toget it right

every time.Evenwhile

pregnant this yearwithher

secondchild, sheoutshone

all theother celebritymoms-

to-be, perhapsowing to the

clever trick she revealed in

theSeptember issueof

InStyle—time-sharingabox

of luxematernitywearamong

acircleof friends.What truly

makesWashingtona joy to

behold, though, isher

unwaveringoptimismand

hercommitment towomen’s

empowerment inherwork

withorganizations likeLean

Inand theAllstateFounda-

tionPurplePursecampaign.

ZOË KRAVITZ

in Valentino

MARGOT ROBBIE

in Alexander McQueen
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50 BEST-DRESSED

WE ALL
FOLLOW

A new generation of
social media–savvy stars

has changed the game
with looks designed for

likes. With numbers
as high as these muses’,

it’s no wonder the
fashion world is just as
obsessed as everyone

else is with today’s legit
influencers. Now stop

poking the page.

I N S T Y L E

AWA R D S

H O N O R E E

2 0 1 6

BREAKTHROUGH
STYLE STAR

Muchof theglobewasalready

in thrall to theclassy Indianbeauty

longbefore sheconqueredAmerica

asAlexParrishonABC’sQuantico.

(Besidesbeingamovie star in

Mumbai, shewasalsoMissWorld

in2000, after all.)Nowthatwe’ve

gother,Choprahasbeenmaking

a serious impacton the redcarpet

herewitha swoon-worthy

wardrobeofknockoutdresses in

boldcolors that aredesigned to

grabattention.Thesecretofher

style is thather confidencecomes

frombeingcomfortable. “Success

shouldalwaysbeworn likea

T-shirt, not a tuxedo,” she told

InStyle. “That’swhen it’s fun.”

ZENDAYA

in Haider Ackermann

KENDALL JENNER

in a Gucci skirt and

Kenneth Cole boots

CARA DELEVINGNE

in Balmain

ROSIE HUNTINGTON-

WHITELEY

in Galvan
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OFF-
DUTY
PROS
No matter

where they go—
gym, airport,

Starbucks—some
famous faces

follow a philosophy
that the best way

to dress for any
occasion is to treat
it as a photo shoot.

LUPITA
NYONG’O
Shemadesuchasmashingentrance

a fewyearsbackwithherboldly colorful

style that itwashard to imagineany

roomfor improvement.Andyetherewe

are, doubly impressedbyherembrace

of exquisite combinations that createa

collage-likeeffect.What’smore,Nyong’o

proudly standsup for thebeautyofblack

women, as shedidat theMetGala this

yearwitha look thatwas inspiredby

sculpturalhairdos fromAfrica.

MIRANDA KERR

in Vince pants

RITA ORA

in Ellery

ALESSANDRA

AMBROSIO

in a Philosophy di

Lorenzo Serafini

top and skirt
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50 BEST-DRESSED

BLAKE
LIVELY
Nobest-dressed list

wouldbecomplete

withouta strongshowing

fromLively,who takes

red-carpetdressing to

another level, if not

anotherplanet.Famous

fornotemployinga

high-poweredstylist, she

stillmanages tocom-

mandall thebestpieces

onherownandwear

themsoprolifically that

virtually everydesigner

eventually gets a turn.

Lucky for themthat they

have suchadynamic

supporterwhoseems to

enjoymakinganeffort.

ALL THE
RIGHT

NOTES
The days of double

denim and ticky-
tacky dresses are

long gone now that
musicians have

upped their games,
both on the road and

off.  Each of these
performers slays in

her own special way. BEYONCÉ

in Givenchy Haute

Couture by

Riccardo Tisci

RIHANNA

in Gucci

MILEY CYRUS

in Christian

Cowan-Sanluis

TAYLOR SWIFT

in Louis Vuitton

GWEN STEFANI

in Yanina Couture

LADY GAGA

in Brandon Maxwell
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TOM FORD
Over the course of just a few days in September, Tom Ford débuted

his second feature film, Nocturnal Animals, at festivals in Venice, where
it won the Silver Lion Grand Jury Prize, and in Toronto, where critics

also widely praised its haunting themes. In between he staged what was
easily the highlight of New York Fashion Week: a runway show and

star-studded dinner at the former Four Seasons restaurant that
upended industry norms with a see-now, buy-now concept (he kept the

collection hidden from the press until it was already in stores). Just
as we did during his days at Gucci and Yves Saint Laurent, we’ve all

come to expect groundbreaking moves from Ford. But to pull off such
achievements simultaneously as both director and designer

demonstrates just how clearly Ford is in the prime of his multifaceted
career, and it’s for this reason that we name him Designer of the Year.

GWYNETH

PALTROW

in Tom Ford

JULIANNE MOORE

in Tom Ford

REESE WITHERSPOON

in Tom Ford

JENNIFER LAWRENCE

in Tom Ford

CHARLIZE THERON

in Gucci

NICOLE KIDMAN

in Gucci
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50 BEST-DRESSED  INSTYLE AWARDS HONOREES

LESLIE
FREMAR
“I love my job,” says our
stylist of the year, who is
known for her uncommonly
tight bonds with some of
the most gorgeous women
in film (Jennifer Connelly,
Julianne Moore, and Charlize
Theron among them). And
they love her intimacy with
their individual styles. “I
always give the advice of an
honest friend,” says Fremar,
“not someone who tells you
everything looks great.”

DANILO
Danilo, our hairstylist of the
year, describes his signature
style in one word: “iconic.”
And that certainly holds true
for the hairstyles he creates
for Gwen Stefani as well as
for his countless editorial
projects and runway shows
(he did Mugler for a decade).
He even made Elsa’s braid in
Frozen. “One of the first
things I ask a client is ‘Who
do you want to be today?’”
he says. “Because they have
to wear the hairdo. I don’t
want it to wear them.”

SIR JOHN
The brains behind the
beauty looks of Beyoncé,
Naomi Campbell, Serena
Williams, and so many
others, this makeup artist
is having a dynamite year:
He  joined L’Oréal Paris as
a brand ambassador and
started his own Sir John
Beauty Gallery to pass
along his down-to-earth
advice. “Beauty ultimately
is an optical illusion,” he says.
“But the inner confidence
it gives you is what proves
most powerful.”

SHAILENE
WOODLEY
This year we introduce the
Advocate Award, presented
in partnership with Hearts
on Fire diamonds to a star
who promotes positive
change in everything she
does. Even with Woodley’s
meteoric rise in the
Divergent series and The

Fault in Our Stars, she
exemplifies this spirit as an
outspoken advocate for
living in a respectful and
compassionate way. With
the nonprofit Up to Us, she
is taking on the various
causes of communities
across the country while
encouraging young people
to speak their minds and
participate in democracy.
“We’re so wrapped up in
getting somewhere or
achieving something that
we sometimes skip over the
beauty that exists right in
front of us,” she says.

BEYONCÉ
in Dsquared2

CHARLIZE THERON
in Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci

SHAILENE WOODLEY
in Calvin Klein Collection

GWEN STEFANI
performing in 2015
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STYLE ICON OF THE YEAR

NICOLE KIDMAN
Withimpeccabletasteandincomparablegrace,nottomentionawickedsenseofhumor,shehasbeenatthetopoffashion’s

A-list—asin,thosemarvelouslyattiredAustralians—fornearlythreedecades.AsthestatuesqueKidmanpreparestoroaronred

carpetsonceagainwiththeeagerlyawaitedreleaseofLion,shewillundoubtedlycontinuetoamazewithhersignature

architecturallymind-blowinggowns.RememberthatbigBalenciagabowfromthe2007AcademyAwards?Nevermindthecritics,

“Istill likedit,”shesays,“especiallythestructure.”Wecan’twaittoseewhatshewearstoacceptthisyear’sStyleIconaward.

From left, in Elie Saab Haute Couture at the G’Day USA Black Tie Gala, 2013; in Emanuel Ungaro at the BAFTA Awards, 2003; in Alexander McQueen at the Met Gala, 2016;

in Balenciaga at the Oscars, 2007; in Gucci at the WhatsOnStage.com Awards, 2016; in Antonio Berardi at the Emmys, 2012; in Louis Vuitton at the Oscars, 2015.





INA GARTEN

INVITATION TO INA’S THANKSGIVING

FEAST IN THE HAMPTONS GET LOST IN THE

MAIL? HERE, THE RENOWNED COOKBOOK

AUTHOR SERVES UP FRESH TAKES ON

CLASSIC SIDES AND A DECADENT DESSERT.

STRETCHY PANTS NOT INCLUDED

by JOANNA BOBER

photographed by JOHNNY MILLER

THE MENU

ROASTED BRUSSELS SPROUTS

HERB AND APPLE BREAD
PUDDING

MAPLE-ROASTED CARROT SALAD

PUMPKIN FLAN
WITH MAPLE CARAMEL
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“This is definitely not the time to serve a quinoa salad,” Ina Garten says with a laugh while

tinkering with the table setting in the barn of her East Hampton home, hair rollers still in

place. “Everyone comes to Thanksgiving dinner wanting to eat the foods that their mother

used to make, but I add a new twist so they taste even better than they remember.”

Serving meals to loved ones is top of mind for the famously unfussy chef and author. Her

newest book, Cooking for Jeffrey, comes out this fall and features a collection of favorite

recipes she has made for her husband over the course of their 47-year marriage. Delec-

table, fail-proof dishes (from a savory bread pudding to a maple-roasted carrot salad) are

the book’s transcendent theme, which underlines Garten’s best advice for the holiday:

Instead of trying to impress, serve bites that make everyone really comfortable.

T H E I N V I T E

A color choice can
telegraph a mood,
and this pumpkin-pie
orange card delivers
a perfect slice of fall.

Filigree vine, free/digital
invitation; paperlesspost
.com/instyle.

T H E SCE N E

RELAXED ELEGANCE

Kick off your gathering with some festive
bubbles, like a pink Champagne, says Garten,

who loves to serve Billecart-Salmon Brut
Rosé ($75; klwines.com), with its fresh notes
of red fruit, berries, and flowers. “I don’t like
really dry Champagne, and this one just has

great flavor,” she adds. For the meal, she opts
for Domaine Marcel Lapierre Morgon

($30; klwines.com), a light red Beaujolais.
“It is perfect with turkey, so I always

serve it on Thanksgiving.”

KEEP TUNES

CLASSIC “I play
old-fashioned music
from artists like Tony
Bennett and Ella
Fitzgerald because
everybody loves it,”
says Garten. Enter
“classic jazz singers”
into the search field on
Pandora or Spotify for
an instant soundtrack.

CHOOSE EASY

FLORALS The
seasonal bounty at
Hamptons farm stands
and Garten’s own lush
garden inspire the
eclectic mix of jewel-
toned flowers that
make up her center-
pieces. “I like to show
a range of autumn
colors,” she says.

LAYER TEXTILES A
tablecloth with a linen
runner or place mats
on top adds texture and
warmth to your setup.
The effect is subtle,
says Garten: “I don’t
like the sound of plates
on a hard surface. Two
layers of cloth look
better, and you don’t
hear that clanging.”

T H E PO U R

FLAVORFUL

WINES
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The choice is yours, and it’s simple.
Why enjoy just one macaron when there’s a handful in front of you?

The same goes for car insurance. Why go with a company that offers just a low price when GEICO could 

save you hundreds and give you so much more? You could enjoy satisfying professional service, 24/7, from 

a company that’s made it their business to help people since 1936. This winning combination has helped 

GEICO to become the 2nd-largest private passenger auto insurer in the nation.

Make the smart choice. Get your free quote from GEICO today.

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. Customer satisfaction based on an independent study conducted by Alan Newman Research, 2015. 

GEICO is the second-largest private passenger auto insurer in the United States according to the 2014 A.M. Best market share report, published April 2015. GEICO is a registered service mark of Government 

Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidiary. © 2016 GEICO

The other guy.

2nd-largest 

auto insurer

97% customer 

satisfaction

24/7 licensed 

agents

Helping people 

since 1936
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ROASTED
BRUSSELS SPROUTS

AND HERB AND APPLE
BREAD PUDDING

THE RECIPES

ROASTED BRUSSELS

SPROUTS

“This recipe is about as simple as
it gets,” says Garten. “And what
makes all the difference is sprinkling
enough salt. People are afraid to
use it, but studies are now coming
out saying that a low-salt diet may
actually be bad for you.” Garten’s
go-to brand isn’t super-fancy—
she reaches for Diamond Crystal’s
kosher variety.

SERVES 6 

ACTIVE TIME 5 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 35 MINUTES

1½ lb. brussels sprouts
3 tbsp olive oil
¾ tsp kosher salt
½ tsp freshly ground black pepper

1 Preheat oven to 400°F. 2 Cut off
the ends of the brussels sprouts and
peel off any yellow outer leaves. Mix
them in a bowl with olive oil, salt, and
pepper. Transfer to a baking sheet.
Roast for 35 to 40 minutes, until
crisp outside and tender inside,
shaking the pan from time to time
to brown sprouts evenly. Sprinkle
with more kosher salt and serve.

HERB AND APPLE

BREAD PUDDING

Cooked in a casserole dish, this
stuffing stand-in eliminates the perils
of overcooking the turkey just to
adequately cook what’s inside. Plus,
it can be assembled a day ahead,
refrigerated, and put in the oven just
before the meal. “Traditional stuffing
can get so soggy,” she says. “This one
is moist and crusty, which is so good.”

SERVES 8 

ACTIVE TIME 25 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 1 HOUR, 55 MINUTES

8 cups country bread cubes,
crusts removed, ¾-inch-diced

4 tbsp unsalted butter
3 oz. pancetta, ½-inch-diced
2 yellow onions, chopped
1½ cups medium-diced celery
1 Granny Smith apple, peeled,

cored, and chopped
½ cup medium or dry sherry
2 tbsp minced fresh rosemary

Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper

½ cup chopped fresh parsley

7 extra-large eggs
2½ cups heavy cream
1¼ cups chicken stock
2 cups (6 oz. with rind) grated

Gruyère, lightly packed, divided

1 Preheat oven to 350°F. 2 Place
bread in a single layer on a sheet
pan; bake for 20 minutes, tossing
once, until lightly browned. Set aside.
3 Meanwhile, heat butter in a large
sauté pan over medium-low heat.
Add pancetta, raise heat to medium,
and cook for 5 minutes, until
browned. Stir in onions, celery,
and apple; cook over medium heat
for 8 to 10 minutes, stirring occa-
sionally, until vegetables are tender.
Stir in sherry, rosemary, 1 teaspoon
salt, and 1½ teaspoons pepper;
cook for 5 minutes, until most of the
liquid is gone. Off the heat, stir in
parsley. 4 Whisk eggs, heavy cream,
chicken stock, and 1½ cups of the
cheese in a very large bowl. Stir in
bread and vegetables; set aside
for 30 minutes so bread can soak
up the custard. 5 Pour into a 9-
by-13-by-2-inch oven-to-table bak-
ing dish. Sprinkle with remaining
Gruyère; bake for 50 to 60 minutes,

until the top is browned and a knife
inserted into the middle comes out
clean. Serve hot.

MAPLE-ROASTED

CARROT SALAD

“I like the combinations of textures
with this recipe—there’s peppery
arugula, creamy goat cheese, salty
Marcona almonds, and the sweetness
of roasted carrots,” says Garten. She
buys boxes of baby arugula rather
than bunches of greens, which tend
to wilt and turn brown. “The boxed
variety is crisp and washed, so it’s
easier to use and more delicious.”

SERVES 6 

ACTIVE TIME 20 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 55 MINUTES

2 lb. carrots, preferably with leafy
tops, trimmed and scrubbed

¼ cup plus 2 tbsp olive oil
Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper

¼ cup pure grade A maple syrup
2⁄3 cup dried cranberries
2⁄3 cup freshly squeezed

orange juice
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3 tbsp sherry wine vinegar
2 garlic cloves, grated

on a microplane
6 oz. baby arugula
6 oz. goat cheese, such as

Montrachet, medium-diced
2⁄3 cup roasted, salted Marcona

almonds

1 Preheat oven to 425°F. 2 If
carrots are wider than an inch,
halve lengthwise. Cut carrots
in large diagonal slices 1 inch
wide by 2 inches long. Place in a
medium bowl with ¼ cup olive oil,
1 teaspoon salt, and ½ teaspoon
pepper. Toss well; transfer to two
sheet pans. (If you use just one,
they’ll steam instead of roasting.)
3 Roast for 20 minutes, tossing
once, until carrots are tender.
4 Combine carrots onto one sheet
pan, add maple syrup, toss, and
roast for 10 to 15 minutes, until
edges are caramelized. Toss and set
aside for 10 minutes. 5 Meanwhile,
combine cranberries and orange
juice in a small saucepan and bring
to a simmer; set aside for 10
minutes. 6 In a small bowl, whisk
together vinegar, garlic, ½ teaspoon
salt, and 3 tablespoons olive oil.
7 Place arugula in a large bowl.
Add carrots, cranberries (with their
liquid), goat cheese, almonds, and
the vinaigrette. Toss, sprinkle with
salt, and serve at room temperature.

PUMPKIN FLAN WITH

MAPLE CARAMEL

A mouthwatering blend of creamy
mascarpone, vanilla, and cinnamon
makes this scrumptious dessert a
total crowd-pleaser. “It’s a fabulous
thing to serve because it’s refriger-
ated, so you can make it days in
advance, leave it in the fridge, and
then just turn it over,” says Garten.

SERVES 8 TO 10

ACTIVE TIME 30 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 5 HOURS, 5 MINUTES

FOR THE
CARAMEL

¾ cup sugar
1/3 cup pure grade

A maple syrup
½ tsp fleur de sel

FOR THE PUMPKIN
FLAN

1 14-oz. can
sweetened con-
densed milk

1 12-oz. can
evaporated milk

1 cup canned
pumpkin purée

½ cup (4 oz.) Ital-
ian mascarpone

4 extra-large eggs
1 tsp pure vanilla

extract

½ tsp pure maple extract,
such as Boyajian’s
($9/3.4 fl. oz.; boyajianinc.com)

2 tsp grated orange zest
1½ tsp ground cinnamon
½ tsp ground nutmeg

1 Preheat oven to 350°F.
2 For caramel, combine sugar,
maple syrup, and 1/3 cup water
in a small, deep, heavy-bottomed
saucepan. Bring to a boil, swirling the
pan (don’t stir!) to dissolve the sugar.
Cook at a low boil, undisturbed, for
5 to 10 minutes, until the mixture
turns a golden brown and registers
230°F on a candy thermometer. Off
the heat, swirl in fleur de sel, and
immediately pour into an 8-by-2-inch
round cake pan. Set aside to cool
for 30 minutes. 3 Meanwhile, place
condensed milk, evaporated milk,
canned pumpkin, and mascarpone in
the bowl of an electric mixer fitted
with the whisk attachment. Beat on
medium-low speed until smooth.
Whisk in eggs, vanilla, maple extract,
orange zest, cinnamon, and nutmeg.
4 Gently pour pumpkin mixture over
the caramel so they don’t combine.
5 Place cake pan in a roasting pan and
fill the roasting pan with enough hot
tap water to reach halfway up the
sides of the cake pan. 6 Bake on the
center rack for 70 to 75 minutes until
the custard is just set (firm but jiggling
slightly in the middle; a knife inserted
into the center should come out
clean). 7 Remove flan from the water
bath, place on a cooling rack, and let
cool completely. Cover with plastic
wrap and chill for at least 3 hours. Just
before serving, run a small knife
around the edge of the flan. Place a
flat serving plate with a slight lip
upside down over the cake pan and
flip them simultaneously to invert the
cake. Serve with the caramel
spooned over each slice.

MAPLE-ROASTED
CARROT SALAD

PUMPKIN FLAN
WITH MAPLE
CARAMEL



COME AND FIND IT 

The addictive new fragrance from  
Sarah Jessica Parker is an absolute rule  

breaker. STASH is Sarah Jessica Parker’s  
most personal and provocative fragrance.  

Exclusively at ULTA stores 
 and ulta.com/stash.

The first 500 consumers to enter 
at SJPInsiderSamples.com will receive  
a complimentary Sarah Jessica Parker  

STASH sample.

No purchase necessary. Limited to the first 500 respondents.  
For full rules and prize description, go to SJPInsiderSamples.com.

PROMOTION

INSIDER
PRODUCTS, PROMOTIONS & EVENTS

YOUR VOTE MATTERS!

Vote for the L’Oréal Paris Women of Worth  
National Honoree who will receive up to $35,000  

for her cause at womenofworth.com.

Use OxiClean™ to eliminate your 

toughest stains.  For just pennies, 

get brighter colors and whiter 

whites without damaging 

even delicate clothing*.

USE #33: 

Make stain 
removal 

berry 
easy.

101 uses.
101 ways to save.
Visit us at YouTube.com/OxiClean 

*In accordance with garment wash instructions. 

©2015 Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
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STAR OF THE INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT @MENSWEARDOG
AND THE BOOK THE NEW CLASSICS: FRESH LOOKS

FOR THE MODERN MAN, BODHI THE SHIBA INU IS THE
MOST STYLISH FOUR-LEGGED MODEL IN TOWN

8

Cowhide jacket,
Schott NYC, $765;

schottnyc.com.
Cashmere sweater,
Saint Laurent, $1,150;

ysl.com.

Bodhi chose a
timeless outfit
for the cover of
his book.

London Fog
trenchcoat.
Gucci shirt.
Saint Laurent tie.

6 The finishing touch after every grooming
session? A spritz of Le Labo’s Bergamote
22. 7 Three modern glass jars hold the
pooch’s favorite treats, a different flavor
for every mood.8 Bodhi’s go-to fall outfit: a
Saint Laurent striped sweater layered
under a black Schott NYC leather jacket.

6 Le Labo
Bergamote
22 eau de

parfum,
$260/
100 ml;
lelabo

fragrances
.com.

7

Glass
vessels

with walnut
lids, Fort
Standard,
$88 each;
fsobjects

.com.5 Leather
collar ($65)

and lead
($85),
Filson;

filson.com.

3 Water-resistant dog bed,
Shinola, $180; shinola.com.

2

1

4

1 Bodhi gets first dibs
on any bed in the
house. 2 His sartorial
muse: Ryan Gosling,
the consummate
gentleman. 3 When
not sacked out under
his master’s covers,
the pooch catches his
z’s in a large Shinola
dog bed. 4 Bodhi likes
to chill in the country,
so he and his family
often rent a cabin in
Woodstock, N.Y.
5 Made of the toughest
saddle-grade hide,
Bodhi’s collar and lead
can last the distance.



Nature’s golden drop.™

Naturally, you want a cold sore to go 
away fast. Naturally, it can. The secret? 

Sarracenia. A plant-based SuperBotanical™ 

that’s been proven to work wonders. Aubio’s 

exclusive formula works fast to get you back 

to your beautiful, smiling self. How fast? 

In a recent study, 100% of Aubio cold 

sore gel users said they’d use it again. 

That fast.

aubío.com 

Cold Sore Gel

Dermatologist developed. Cools and soothes. Ultra-effective botanicals. As nature intended.

Goodbye, cold sore. 
Hello, beautiful.
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top left: H. Walker/WWD/Rex/Shutterstock; Brian Henn; Brad Barket/
Getty; Paras Griffin/Getty; Jon Kopaloff/FilmMagic; Gary Gershoff/
WireImage; Ilya S. Savenok/Getty; Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty; Jon
Kopaloff/FilmMagicp. 206: Brian Hennp. 209: Brian Hennp. 211: From
left: courtesy Fekkai; Brian Hennp. 217: Joseph Molinesp. 218:
Clockwise from bottom right: Brian Henn (3); styling Renée Yan; Dyad
Photography; styling: Gabriel Rivera for RJ Bennett; Juniors Bildarchiv
GmbH/Alamy (4)p. 220: Courtesy The Elder Statesman; courtesy Stella
McCartneyp. 223: Michael Stewart/GC Imagesp. 224: Clockwise from
top left: John Sciulli/Getty Images; Jason LaVeris/FilmMagic; Frazer
Harrison/Getty Images; Jeffrey Westbrook (12)p. 226: Clockwise from
top left: Jeffrey Westbrook (4); 20th Century Fox/The Kobal Collection
p. 229:Collage Vintagep. 230: Clockwise from top left: Francis Amiard;
courtesy Tom Greyhound; courtesy Oh My Cream; courtesy Generator;
courtesy Off Paris Seine; Paul Bowyer; courtesy Hotel Bachaumont;
courtesy Hotel Saint Marcp. 232: Clockwise from top left: courtesy
Chambehand (2); courtesy Le Comptoir General; courtesy Ballsp. 234:
Clockwise from top left: courtesy Le Musée des Arts Forains; P. Joffre et
D. Lifermann/Palais Galliera/Roger Viollet; courtesy Le Musée des
Vampires; Sophie Lloyd; courtesy Heavenly Planet; courtesy Insidr;
courtesy Uber; courtesy Pop My Day; courtesy Paris Picnic; Edward
Berthelotp. 237: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency pp. 238–241:
Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency; hair: Laini Reeves/L’Anza Color
Illuminator Hair Brightening Spray/ASM; makeup: Jenn Streicher/Laura
Mercier/Forward Artists; styling: Melissa Rubini; manicure: Casey
Herman/DiorVernis/The Wall Group; set design: Bette Adams/Mary
Howard Studiop. 242: From left: David M. Benett/Getty; Munawar
Hosain/Startraks; Steve Granitz/WireImage; Jason Merritt/Getty
p. 243: From left: Luca Busacca/Getty for Michael Kors; Andrew H.
Walker/Getty for DIFF; George Pimentel/WireImagepp. 244–251:
Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency; hair: Ramsell Martinez/Garnier
Fructis Style Sheer Set Hairspray/Streeters; makeup: Lisa Storey/
Lancôme/The Wall Group; styling: Melissa Rubini; manicure: Ashlie
Johnson/Chanel Le Vernis/The Wall Group; production: Kelsey Stevens
Productionspp. 252–259: Matthew Brookes/CLM; additional on-set
hair and makeup: Claudine Baltazar and Wendy Rorong/Plutino Group
pp. 260–261: Erik Madigan Heck; hair for Cassel: Helen Reavey/
Mr Smith; makeup for Cassel: Samantha Lau; hair for Acevedo: Paul
Jones/Bumble and Bumble; makeup for Acevedo: Ania Grzeszczuk;
styling: Melissa Rubini; production: Rosa Bosch/Cuban Starp. 262: The
Coveteur/Trunk Archivep. 263: Clockwise from top left: Oliver Borde/
courtesy Chanel; Dave J. Hogan/Getty; Rindoff Dufour/Getty; Peter
Kramer/Getty; Oliver Borde/courtesy Chanelp. 267: From left: Scott
Kirkland/Picture Group; Steve Granitz/WireImage; Lia Toby/Wenn
p. 268: Clockwise from top left: Steve Granitz/WireImage (2); Stefanie
Keenan/Getty; Steve Granitz/WireImage; Venturelli/WireImage; BFA;
Dan MacMedan/WireImagep. 269: Clockwise from top left: Media
Punch; Jason LaVeris/FilmMagic; Gabriel Olsen/FilmMagic; Dimitrios
Kambouris/Getty; Axelle/FilmMagic; Taylor Hill/FilmMagic; Jacopo
Raule/GC Imagesp. 270: Clockwise from top left: Franziska Krug/
Getty; Axelle/Bauer Griffin;Startraks; Sipa; Chance Yeh/Getty; Ben
Gabbe/Getty; Abacap. 271: Clockwise from top left: Startraks; Jordan
Strauss/AP; Jess Vespa/Getty; Katie Jones/Rex/Shutterstock; Axelle/
FilmMagic; Denise Truscello/WireImage; Albert L. Ortega/Getty; Steve
Granitz/WireImagep. 272: Clockwise from left: Alamy; Zuma; Byron
Purvis/AdMedia; Dimitrios Kambouris/Getty; Andres Otero/Wenn;
Jason Merritt/Gettyp. 273: Clockwise from right: Matt Baron/BEI;
Bryan Bedder/Getty; AKM-GSI; Stefanie Keenan/Gettyp. 274:
Clockwise from top left: Dan MacMedan/WireImage; Kevin Mazur/
Getty; Jon Kopaloff/FilmMagic; Donato Sardella/Getty; Starmax;
Runway Manhattan/Bauer-Griffin; Axelle/FilmMagicp. 275: Clockwise
from top right: Rex/Shutterstock; Ray Tamara/GC Images; Timur Emek/
Getty; Splash; GP Images/WireImagep. 276: Clockwise from top right:
Andreas Rentz/Getty; Kevin Mazur/WireImage; Gilbert Carrasquillo/
GC Images; Kevin Mazur/WireImage; Jim Spellman/WireImage; Josiah
Kamau/Getty; Larry Busacca/Getty; Venturelli/FilmMagicp. 277:
Clockwise from top right: Steve Granitz/WireImage; David Livingston/
Getty; Jason Merritt/Getty; Broadimage; Gregg DeGuire/WireImage;
Bill Davila/FilmMagic; courtesy Tom Fordp. 278: Clockwise from top
left: BFA; Ezra Shaw/Getty; Anthony Harvey/FilmMagic; courtesy Leslie
Fremar; courtesy Danilo; Daniel Boczarski/Getty; David Crotty/Patrick
McMullanp. 279: From left: Paul Mounce/Corbis; Mark Cuthbert/Getty;
John Shearer/Getty; Frazer Harrison/Getty; Samir Hussein/WireImage
AFP/Getty; Jeffrey Mayer/WireImagepp. 283–284, 286, 288: Johnny
Miller/Edge Reps; makeup: Tina Toscano/Laura Mercier/Trish McEvoy;
styling: Christine Hahn; food styling: Cyd McDowell; p: 284: courtesy
Paperless Postp. 290: Clockwise from top right: courtesy
Mensweardog; courtesy Saint Laurent; courtesy Schott NYC; Kate
Lacey; styling: Judith Trezza/RJ Bennett; courtesy Filson (2);
Imagesource/Getty; courtesy Shinola; Ernesto Ruscio/Getty Images;
courtesy Mensweardogp. 294: Marc-Antoine Coulon

Cover: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency; hair: Laini Reeves/L’Anza
Color Illuminator Hair Brightening Spray/ASM; makeup: Jenn Streicher/
Laura Mercier/Forward Artists; styling: Melissa Rubini; manicure: Casey
Herman/Dior Vernis/The Wall Group; set design: Bette Adams/Mary
Howard Studiop. 11: Matthew Brookes/CLMp. 14: Sonny Vandevelde/
Sonny Photosp. 16: Clockwise from top: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger
Agency; Brian Henn; Jon Patersonp. 18: Clockwise from top left: Xavier
Collin/Splash; courtesy Laverne Cox; courtesy Kate Bosworth; courtesy
Liam Hemsworth; Matthew Brookes/CLMp. 20: Pierre Toussaintp. 22:
Clockwise from top right: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency; no credit
(4)p. 24: Clockwise from top left: Madeline Lu; courtesy Wayne Jolla;
courtesy Leigh Belz Ray; courtesy Random House; courtesy Diane Boar;
courtesy Cyd Raftus McDowellp. 26: Clockwise from top right: Lisa
Martin; Rosie Assoulin; courtesy Givenchy; Catwalking/Getty; courtesy
L’Anza; TIPS; Kate Lacey; styling: Sabrina Grandep. 28: Clockwise from
center: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency; courtesy Sisley; iStock; Bill
Davila/Startraksp. 31: Illustration: Bruno Grizzo; Jon Patersonp. 32:
From top: Matt Baron/Shutterstock; Venturelli/WireImage; Gilbert
Flores/Broadimage (2)pp. 43–44, 46, 48: Joseph Molines; prop styling:
Anthony Federicip. 51: Courtesy Rebecca Minkoffp. 52: Courtesy
Neiman Marcusp. 54: From left: courtesy Alice + Olivia; Jason Lloyd-
Evans; Katie Jones/WWD/Rex/Shutterstock; Jason Lloyd-Evans;
Tommy Ton/Trunk Archive; Frenchy Style/Blaublut-Editionp. 58: From:
top: Patrick Giardino/CPI Syndication; courtesy Liam Hemsworthp. 61:
Laura Antonelli/Rex/Shutterstockp. 62: Clockwise from top left: Can
Nguyen/Rex/Shutterstock; Latour/Rex/Shutterstock; Matt Crossick/
Startraks; Juan Rico/Fame; Vivien Killilea/WireImagep. 64: Clockwise
from top left: Raymond Hall/GC Images; Johnny Nunez/Getty; Dara
Kushner/INF; Abel Fermin/Everett Collection; Chris Voss/JPI Studios
p. 66: Clockwise from top right: Bauer-Griffin/GC Images; AK-GSI;
Richard Buxo/Splash; Doug Peters/Startraks; Alex Huckle/GC Images
p. 69: Clockwise from top right: Lionel Hahn/Sipa; Jon Kopaloff/
FilmMagic (2) p. 70Clockwise from top left: Kevin Mazur/WireImage;
John Shearer/WireImage; Axelle/Bauer Griffin; Zuma; Jon Kopaloff/
FilmMagic; AP; Barry King/Getty; Michael Kovac/Getty; Steve Granitz/
WireImage p. 72Clockwise from top: AKM-GSI; Kevin Winter/Getty;
Lester Cohen/WireImage; Robyn Beck/Getty; Polaris (2)p. 74: From
left: Venturelli/Getty; Dan MacMedan/WireImage; AdMedia/Splash;
Jeff Vespa/WireImage (2)p. 75:From left: Stewart Cook/Rex/
Shutterstock; Jordan Strauss/AP; Jonathan Hordie/Zuma; Jamie
McCarthy/WireImage; Jim Smeal/BEIp. 76: Clockwise from top right:
Dimitrios Kambouris/WireImage; no credit; courtesy Chloe and Halle
Bailey; Allen Berezovsky/WireImagep. 79: Clockwise from top left:
Beretta/Rex/Shutterstock; GVK/GC Images; Brian Henn; styling:
Sabrina Grande; courtesy Fendi; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina Grande;
courtesy Dior; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina Grande; courtesy Miu Miu;
Broadimage/Rex/Shutterstock; courtesy Fenty Puma; Brian Henn;
styling: Sabrina Grande; courtesy Nars; TIPS p. 80: Clockwise from top
left: Faye Sadou/Retna; Pap Gossip/AKM-GSI; courtesy Mango;
courtesy Cynthia Rowley; courtesy David Yurman; Media Punch/Rex/
Shutterstock; courtesy Saint Laurent; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina
Grande; courtesy Tresemmé; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina Grande;
courtesy Sandrop. 82: Clockwise from top left: Brian Henn; styling:
Sabrina Grande; Todd Williamson/Getty; courtesy Ahlem; courtesy
Tarte; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina Grande; Brooks Brothers; Louise et
Cie; courtesy Jimmy Choo; courtesy White House Black Market; Brian
Henn; styling: Sabrina Grandep. 84: Clockwise from left: Todd
Williamson/Getty; George Pimentel/WireImage (2); Todd Williamson/
Getty; George Pimentel/WireImagep. 85: Amy Gravesp. 87: Courtesy
Norma Kamalip. 88: Clockwise from top left: courtesy Norma Kamali
(5); Nik Merkulov/Shutterstockpp. 92-95: Billy Ballard; hair: Wayne
Jolla/ProfessionalCutz; makeup: Corian Coston; styling: James Valeri;
production: Katherine Pratop. 97: Sonny Vandevelde/Sonny Photos
p. 98: Clockwise from top: courtesy Donatella Versace; Alessandro
Zeno/Imaxtree; courtesy Versace; Antonio Sabap. 100: Clockwise
from top left: Jeff Vespa/WireImage; Steve Granitz/WireImage;
courtesy Versace; Frazer Harrison/FilmMagic; Jason Merrit/Getty
Images; Raymond Hall/GC Images; Agence/Bestimage USA; courtesy
Versacep. 102: Courtesy Alex and Anipp. 107–110: Emman
Montalvan/Tack Artist Group; hair: Lizzie Arneson/Oribe/R+Co/
Bridge Artists; makeup: Liset Garza/Chanel/The Wall Group; styling: Ali
Pew; manicure: Geraldine Holford/Dior Vernis/The Wall Group; set
design: Cooper Vasquez/The Magnet Agency; model: Cleo Cwiek/One
Managementp. 113: Victor Virgile/Getty; Brian Henn; styling: Judith
Trezza/RJ Bennettp. 114: Brian Henn; styling: Judith Trezza/RJ Bennett
(6)pp. 117–118, 120, 122: Accessories: Kate Lacey; styling: Miako
Katohp. 124: Clockwise from top left: David Schulze; Kevin Sweeney
(5); styling: Sabrina Grandep. 127: Clockwise from top right: Carola De
Armas/Blaublut-Edition; Sandra Semburg; Michael LP/Runway
Manhattan; Sandra Semburgp. 130: Clockwise from top right: DP
Studio; Kate Lacey; styling: Miakoh Katoh (2); DP Studio; Sacha Maric/
Artmixpp. 136–137: Thomas Slack; hair and makeup: Hiro Yonemoto/
Diorskin Nude/Atelier Management; styling: Sam Broekema; manicure:
Kelly B/Dior Vernis/De Facto; model: Shena/Muse NYC; p. 136: Chanel
sweatshirt and skirt; p. 137: clockwise from top left: Mother of Pearl
dress; Gucci top; Salvatore Ferragamo cape; Gabriela Hearst dress
p. 139:Clockwise from top left: Vanni Bassetti/Getty; Brian Henn;
styling: Sabrina Grande; courtesy Armani Exchange; courtesy Aritzia;
courtesy Gap; courtesy Fossil; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina Grande;
courtesy Zara; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina Grande; courtesy Express;
courtesy J.O.A; courtesy BaubleBar; courtesy Asiliop. 140: Clockwise
from top left: Nabile Quenum/Blaublut-Edition; Brian Henn; styling:
Sabrina Grande; courtesy Elizabeth and James; courtesy ASOS;
courtesy Ann Taylor; courtesy Line & Dot; courtesy Chaps; courtesy
Rebecca Minkoff; courtesy Levi’s; courtesy Club Monaco; courtesy
Chinese Laundry; courtesy AG Jeans; Brian Henn; styling: Sabrina
Grandep. 144: Clockwise from top left: courtesy Citiphile; courtesy
Marc Alary; courtesy Rosetta Getty; courtesy Fendi; courtesy Gabriela
Hearst; courtesy Very French Gangsters; courtesy Aesop; John F.
Kennedy Library/Getty; courtesy Chanel; courtesy Yuliya Magdych
p. 148: Clockwise from top left: Brian Henn; styling: Judith Trezza/
RJ Bennett; Richard David Green; courtesy J.Crew; Brian Henn; styling:
Judith Trezza/RJ Bennett ; courtesy Sorel; courtesy Tretorn; courtesy
Guess; courtesy L.L. Bean; courtesy Hunterp. 151: Clockwise from
bottom right: courtesy J.Crew; courtesy: Calzificio Bresciani; courtesy
Alicia Adams Alpaca; courtesy Johnstons of Elgin; courtesy Wool and the
Gang; Brian Henn (6); styling: Renée Yan/Next Managementp. 155: Peter
White/WireImagep. 156:Clockwise from top left: Lee Oliveira/Trunk
Archive; courtesy Apple; courtesy Kate Spade; Jon Paterson; styling:
Stella Rey/Mark Edward Inc.p. 158: Clockwise from top left: Kevin
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With local chapters
around the country

(and a vibrant online
community), this

empowering group
improves the way girls

treat themselves—
and one another.

Sponsor a girl in your
community by signing
up at iamthatgirl.com.
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I had this way of acting confident—you know,

fake it until you make it? I was ambitious and

outgoing. I started studying dance in third

grade and would choreograph routines and do

talent shows. I was always trying to perform.

I felt completely free when I was dancing.

It just took me out of where I was. Being

creative was, and continues to be, my therapy,

my meditation.

Do you think you’ve learned anything from

being bullied? It taught me to have dreams and

goals. I constantly had to rebel against what

people were saying about me or I wouldn’t have

survived. In my mind I was saying, “One day

I’m going to show you. I’m going to be rich and

famous.” The lesson for me was: Your life can

be so much more than this. You don’t need to

be defined by those moments when you’re

being chased home from the school bus.

You’ve been very open about depression
and suicide. What made you brave enough to

share that? Many years ago, I began working

with acting coach Brad Calcaterra, who had

started Act Out for LGBT actors. Part of

the class involved telling our stories to each

other—he wanted to create a safe space.

Participating in that I saw the power of

someone sharing their story. People realize

they’re not alone. A lot of my sharing was

for my own therapeutic healing, but when I

was open about these things, other people

were like, “Oh my god, I’ve gone through

that too.” It’s so powerful.

What would you say to someone who might

be struggling with similar feelings? Everything

that you’re going through now is for a reason.

You just have to survive so that one day you

can thrive.

What is the best compliment you’ve ever

received? It sounds heavy, but it’s when

people have told me I saved their lives—that

they contemplated suicide and then they

heard me speak or saw me on TV and it gave

them a reason to live. That my work can

inspire someone to live, to pursue their

dreams, and to be more authentically

themselves, that is the best compliment.
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She plays a resident badass on
Orange Is the New Black, and in
real life, actress and transgender
activist Laverne Cox is no less
gutsy. “I always knew that I was
put here on earth for something
bigger,” she says when asked how
she overcame the teasing she
faced as a kid. Cox, who can be
seen this month in Fox’s reimagined
Rocky Horror Picture Show, talks
with I Am That Girl co-founder
Emily Greener about her struggle
to find herself, the people who
helped her do it, and why she’ll
never stop sharing her story.
You’ve said before, “I’m not a role model. I’m a
possibility model.” What do you mean by that?

The idea of modeling your life after someone

doesn’t feel right. If anyone can glean some-

thing from my life, it’s a sense of possibility.

For me, that came from Candis Cayne, the

first transgender woman to have a recurring

role on a prime-time TV show, on Dirty Sexy

Money. She made me believe that it was possi-

ble to work on television as a transgender

actress. She gave me hope.

What were you like growing up? I was really

creative. But I was also feminine, so I got

bullied a lot. Kids said I walked like a girl, held

my hands like a girl, and talked like a girl. And

I did! But I couldn’t fully claim that at the

time. In many ways I was very insecure, but
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DRIVEN BY DESIRE

NEW

PURE COLOR
ENVY

Hi-Lustre Lipstick

 Sculpt your lips with light.

esteelauder.com

Also introducing
Pure Color Envy
Vinyl LipColor
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